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don't wa_the-giImenco llejem-to1se

pw to of our study for today. Wee going on with Micah and. yesterday we noticed that

Chapter 6 has that great passage from Verses 6-8 with which I hope you will be familiar

and recall that which is vital in it,n case of later discussioL I_4o1!t-t1Ik_i.tJ-e

necelsary take time onJrt' but look it over selves and ea-of-*t aadtf

re is any part iar problem ra-ee.Iik the p&er._is fairly

obvious but you-re going to find that. you are bound to run into it in later times be

cause it is one of the most quoted verses against the conservative view o the Bible, and

so it is extremely important you be familiar with Verses 6-8 of Chapter 6 of Micah.

Chapter 7 continues with its terrific war upon the people for their sins and then we have

that passage of blessing again which begins with what verse of Chapter 7, -Mi- ---7 )r.--

egYrm__di1-t-,- Well -hew many Hr-- Verse7/verse7 "Therefore will I look unto

the Lord, I will wait for the God of my salvation: God will hear me." What did ye say
a-Kckar

.Well '4erse 18 is blessing but Ithinkhere is before that quite definite What did youA 3

:,---?

Well, how about verse-? Yes, but l4-2O is surely all blessibg, isnt it?

quite so obje ye as are Chapters 1+ and. 5>/i

but 8 to, ally practically 7 t e end is blessiww~ththis one reb erse i~insert~ed i,

I e blessing pass and this passage 0-tie'ssing is largely subjective rather than

It& not so much specific predictions of the/

future as it is declarations of the trust of the prophet in God, of his joy in God's wod

~fulpromises,ofhiscertaintythatGodisgoingtocontinueHisblessinguponHispeopl (

and. to perform His great work. You notice in V. 11 the definite looking forward to the

return from exile. Here the walls haven't even been destroyed, the city has not yet been
aN( k

taken, will not for a century and yet he looks forward to the rebuilding of the walls-&I=A, A

e in v. 11. Just as Isaiah in the last part of the book, so here he has put himself

into the future situation and is praising the lord for that which is to come to pass. The'

18th verse is very interesting because of the way it starts. Why is the start of v.

interesting-l4r- 7 Yaa,-bitthere1a a particular reason why the very beginning of V. 18
Al

is extremely interesting and how many know that? Very specific and unusual reason--woa1d---

ye'-'aise ye-enèL_Mr &oa aad.Mr - who else .Qn].y thowe two Mr.--
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i-s 1t4--(Ctud it-ep ks)-W1efll-that?b Very -tlLtv.i.e5ting but that not the-UIRC-I

had in mlth (gtuet-api,a1$ Toe that- s very interesting,-bt.che thing I

had in mind. is the very beginning of the verse it

a ely-i--- Mx- ion7Studea± Mr n4) Yge,-but there'-s a parti-

________________tlar t1i1ngIhavet-m±--,ar-e-,- Mr.----t---WIi,r--.--. give U3 the Rebrew of the first

ee4le of worde.4eu&en't see& to leek in th !ebrew Bible i you a.on't hzive it open

--n-an--late i-4-4 L,m -4_I'd prefcr 1h-t yoii4e-that r.ther tham to
i'tt. p)v1e4-i

leek in t1± flb!ejj Tee, Who is a God like thee?' what is the name of the man

who writes it? 4,.. Mi ka ya -s And what does that mean? Who is like the Lord? Who

is like Jehovah? ---tf-1c ye. You know surely that all the names in the Hêbiew
1% -

ending in ya, the ya stands for the Lord. It"e the Who is like the

ts VAt 4l 0 -
lord? is Micah's name, towards the end of his book he begins one of the-se verses Who

A




I' 'C-
is a God. like unto thee? 1t4's very clearly a play on the prophet's name. It'e very

clearly showing the fitness of his own name for one who takes the attitude that he has




Ic
taken for God, and. It certainly was in the prophet's mind when he said this verse. There"

aAy'ou-,. atA5
no question of that, because his name, Mi ka ya9was not like t44e same of ,ny yf u That
LiJk4'.& 't of - .
4s derived from another language-end--we have forgotten-what--it m&4ns. Most of yei have

names that are taken from another language and. you have no idea what the name means,but

the Hebrew names are mostly Hebrew words with a specifics definite meaning. It'e just

like a friend of mine who in his family not usually called by his ordinary name but he
)1 11 Ca/Il L kiM

called brother by the whole family. He was a younger brother and. so they startedAwhen he

was a child, and they still call him that although he a grown man. -now.Jn a case

like that if you use his o*dnary name which means The Lord Is Gracious, he wouldn't reco.

nize the meaning prob4bl7 see a play on names but if you use the word other he imme

diately is familiar with the meaning.g. Nw in Hebrew as in most ancient languages the

names were not derived from some other language but are directly from the language of the

people and have a meaning and. the meaning is very familiar to them,,nd so here the book

of Micah ends with a great declaration which takes the very name of the prophet and uses

it, you -might say for a text. Who is like the lord? He saya,'Vho is a Godlike unto thee

that can do these things?" itL not a tremendously important thing but it'.s a very
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interesting thin and so he ends -

with a great, wonderful declaration of the supremacy and. incomparable nature of God.
shows

(N...a&-of eeuthe last verse,hts absolute confidence that God. will continue the

great blessing which He has promised.

-w these last chapters have much in them that would be very interesting to studybut

our course is one in which we have little time and can just pick out passages that bring

out particular principles or key points of interpretation or lay a foundation. You caftt

study all the prophetic books in the length of time we have or even get the main teaching

but just to get a few main principles and so wel turn right now to Isaiah. What is the

guestic Of course, principles are laid.
1 frw1.

down which can be applied any time If Micah rebuked people for an attitude you can be_,
I-

sure that we will be rebuked today if we have that attitude.
fStudent

again) Well, that's

only with specific predictions. With specific predictions, is the only time we worry about

the time element. (Student) For predictions, yes: but if he h taken something that is
indicates

not a prediction we assume the time element is present. It's only if it specifically I:.

prediction which is still in the future. Now. of course, there are times where they deal

,,,pore directly with a future time but I don't think likely in that particular ca

.'New l.t-a.s-e hook to IsaIa-&ii.1--he book of
Isaiahfas

we have noticed1 is easi1yp'

naturally divisible into a number of main sections and/these main sections of the book

the first one, everyone would agree, is Chapters 1-6. There is no qxeetion in anyone's

mind. I believe, that Chapter 7 starts a new section. -So we haze Chapters 1-6 fer A=

f1rst-ttor--ef--thebo-ok of isaiah. There is, of course, no need of our spending time

now on the historic background of Isaiah. We discussed. it very fully last year in the

conrseln Old Testament history, we were assigned review of it several times last fall and

you should have it very thoroughly in mind, but in addition to that there is another reason

why at this particular point it should. not be necessary for us to stop for a review of the

historic background. of the hook of Isaiah, and what is that reason., Mr. --7
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That is exactly what I had in mind. If we are going to spend a long time on the

background of Isaiah you wouldn't naturally do it between Micah and Isaiah because the

background would be very similar to that ofMicah, just like the background of the life

of Mr. Steinhauser and. the historic background of the life of Mr. laidlam would be in

general, specific local details would be different but they have lived in the same period
history -

of the world!a/and consequently--if you're going to study one of them fully you naturally

should take up before that the conditions you need for the other as well, because they are

in the same time, and Micah was a contemporary of Isaiah. Many writers erroneously say

he was a younger contemporary of Isaiah. Personally I think he was an older contemporary,

I think he was a few years older instead of a few years younger, but there is no proof

either way, but it is clearly a fact that they were contemporary. I've already mentioned

yesterday the reason why I think he was older rather than younger. I didn't take special

time on it. Itouched upon it incidentally in connection with another question. Now it

doesn't necessarily prove he was older; the two are so near you can't say which is older

or which is younger, but there is an indication looking in. that direction which we touched

upon yesterdayand. which I hope you will recall if I ask you for it at some later time.

Now the first section, then, of the book of Isaiah begins with a heading. You look

at the book and you find. heading: The Vision of Isaiah the Son of Amos which he saw

concerning J'ad.ah and Jerusalem in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings

of Judah. It immediately seems likely that this heading is a heading for the whole book,

doesn't it? It starts the book, it names all the kings, most of the kings under whom he

prophesied, it tells the general subject, concerning Jud.ah and. Jerusalem, it seems likely

it is a heading for the whole book; however, if you find at the beginning of your second

chapter another heading you immediately spy, "Is 1:1 a heading for the whole book or is

it just a heading for Chapter 1 and then we have another heading there which is perhaps

a heading for the whole book or perhaps only a part of the book?" Well, you notice that

Chapter 2 begins:again with a heading: The word that Isaiah the son of Amos saw concern

ing JUdaIi and Jerusalem, and how many are there here who think, then, that 1:1 is a head.

ing just for the first chapter and. 2:1 heads the rest of the book? How many think that?

Well how many think at any rate that 1:]. is a heading just for the first chapter, regard-
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less of how far 2:1 7 Nobody? Well how many then think that 1:]. is the

heading for the whole bock? A good. many. Now can somebody give me one very clear though

perhaps not absolutely convincing, but very definite reason which we have already touched.

upon in this class for not thinking that Chapter 2 Verse 1 is a heading for the rest of

the book? Yes. What I mean is if you have Chapter 1. Verse 1 with a heading and then

you et another heading in 2:1 why it's immediately appears-well, you say, Ie 1:1 a

heading just for one chapter and then you have your new heading as to the rest of the book,

Mr.-? (Student) S o you mean that would make it look that 2:1 is not a heading for the

rest of the book? AM that would equally make it look that 1:1 is not a heading for the

whole book, wouldn't it? (Student) You mean 2:1 is more restricted than 1:1? Restricted

in what way? But I mean as to time element. Well, mightn't it cover all the time from

his time to the end of the history if there is no time element given? Is there anybody

here who has a good reason to give us for saying that 2:1 does not cover the whole time

from the time of Isaiah to the very end. of history but deals with a restricted. section of

time and to tell us just what that restricted section is, Mr.--? (Student) Yes. That

is, there is history and there sections dealing with Banylon so that neither of them would.

be an absolutely complete coverage of the whole book and. yet it is true that the book as

a whole does deal with Isaiah's visions concerning Jndah and Jerusalem and. he's interested

in Babylon principally for its relation to Judah and Jerusalem and. the history consists in

large part of telling of the visions Isaiah had in the history concerning Judaˆi and Jeru

salem so while those show that the herding is not acoinplete heading yet I don't think

they do away' with the possibility of it covering the book as a whole Mr.--? (Student)

Well, there would. be that possibility. At least the word word. does suggest that it isn't

quite as comprehensive a thing as the word vision. I think that would. be a very definite

point. Mr.--? (Student) Yes. Re was dead a hundred years before " Unless you

take the higher critical view, of course. And. they take the second Isaiah view. (Student)
just

In the 36th chapter of what book? Well now this question which I have/been asking

sounded like a question of reasoning. I perhaps should have indicated that I did. not mean

it for a question of reasoning but a question of memory. Yesterday I stated, you remember,

a certain view of my own which I believe is true. Jell now if you want to differ with me
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you have a perfect right to do so and I would be to have you say so if you think I

am wrong and bring evidence for it but if you don't differ with me I'd be glad. to have you

point out how the view I stated yesterday answers the question that I raised today. If

you do differ with me I'd be glad to have you show why, but yesterday you may recall that

we looked, at Isaiah 2:1-5, or was it day before yesterday. It wasn't last week. I wasn't

here last week. But I p&inted. out that in laainh 2-5 we have a remarkable parallel to

Micah 4:l-5 and I pointed out that Micah Hl- ends with the statement:for the word of 'the

lord hath spoken it; and I pointed out that the parallel is practically complete except

for the ommission of the verse about the vine and the fig tree and. the fact that that

phrase is not included at the end. of Isaiah's statement but that instead he starts at the

beginning with the words, the word that Isaiah the Son of .moz saw concerning Jud.ah and

Jerusalem, suggesting that Isaiah is putting at the beginning of it the statement of divine

authority which Micah pule at the end. and. that Isaiah says at the beginning, "The word that

Isaiah saw as if to say'Uicah has had this vision but I also have received from the lord.

the statement which is true." Well now if you accept that interpretation which I present

ed yesterday which I did. not reach until I had. studied this passage a good. many times-it

didn't appear to me obvious at all at first but after comparing the two passages I have

come to the conclusion, I believe that is the correct interpretation-now if it is, then

2:1 Is not an introduction to the rest of the book, nor an introduction to the whole of

Chapters 2-6, nor even an introduction to Chapter 2, but merely an introduction to Chap

ter 2:1-5, and, if that is the case, then of course it is not a heading for the whole book

and, there's no reason in the world why it should interfere with the taking og 1:1 as a

heading to the whole book. You see the applications there, and the " I used

to, when I first used to teach this, used to raise that question, is 1:1 a heading for

the whole book or is it just for Chapter 1, and. 2:1 the heading for the rest of the book,

and I didn't know. Id.idn't know what to say because I didn't see how you could tell but

since I've come to the conclusion this a parallel and that this applies only to Verses 1-5;

otherwise it seems to me to be rather strange to have a new heading like this at the be

ginning of the second chapter unless there is some particular reason why it applies to a

particular section and I don't think that section is the chapter; I think it is only these
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five verses.
so that is the reason why I feel that we can be quite sure that 1:1 is a heading, I won't

say necessarily for the whole book but at least going way beyond Chapter 2 and most like

ly for the whole book. Well now this section then, Chapter 1-6, :if you had. a brand.

new heading for the book at the beginning of Chapter 2, it would. break up the unity of the

section, but if thats only a heading for these five verses as Micah concludes them with

the statement: for the word of the Lord hath spoken it; then you would-it doesn't interfere

at all with the idea that these six chapters are a unit. Now as you start these six

chapters, what is the purpose? What is the purpose in your. chat? Rebuke. And how far

do you find that the purpose is predominantly rebuke? Now you notice the question is a

little different from the usual wording. Usually we see exactly how the rebuke comes

there and where blessing starts, but now saying, how far is the general teaching pre

dominantly rebuke, that is even though there be a verse or a few verses, a section of

blessing, predominantly rebuke-how far would you say? Mr. --7 (Student) Well the whole

six chapters have a tremendous amount of rebuke in them. That's right; but making it a

little narrower than that, not quite verse for verse, how far would you say that, except

for an occasional verse or couple of verses (Student) Well, would. you say 2:2 is rebuke?

Chapter 2:1-5 is an outstanding blessing passage, isn't it? But the whole of Chapter 1

is predominantly rebuke, isn't it? Now there are two or three, there is one very wonder

ful blessing section which is extremely brief, there are one or two other small sections

which there's some question whether they may be blessing or not, but Chapr lie pr..

dom1n2nt]..bleesing and it is followed by rebuke and followed by a wonderful blessing pa.

sage , vv.l-5. Then at Chapter 6 again it becomes rebuke and from Chapter 2, verse 6, how

far do you continue with rebuke-well, let us say absolutely, how far does rebuke continue

from Chapter 2, verse 6. Mr.- suggests up through 4:i. At least to approximately the

begthxiing of Chapter LiP; we have all the rest of Chapter 2 and all of Chapter 3 1 -believe

we can safely say is declaration o± punishment for sin and rebuke against wickedness.

So here you have a long rebuke passage and then a medium sized but outstanding blessing

passage. Then you have a fairly long rebuke, very long rebuke passage and. then how about

Chapter ii.? What is it? Mr.--? Chapter L, but we leave aside for the moment the question

of Verse 1. Whether Verse 1 is rebuke or blessing, leaving that aside for the moment we
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have no question that the rest of Chapter i is blessing, and it is an outstanding and

wonderful blesaihg passage. Then how about Chapter 5, what is it? Rebuke or blessing?

Chapter 5 is very largely rebuke. I don't know but we'd say entirely rebuke. Wouldntt

you? (Students) The firat verses of 5 are, I'm inclined to think they are rebuke. They

are introduction to rebuke, but their purpose is to lead up to--in fact even in Verse 2,

he looked to it to bring grapes and it brought wild grapes. That's rebuke, isn't it?

The end of 2. So I think they wou1d1o. quite definitely under your rebuke passages.

(Student)

Prophets 17 -

Then Chapter 6 is a sectiom which is other--well you might even say it's God's bless-

ing on the prophet. It's the calling-how's that?., Well, pretty near it, I guess. It's

at least not rebuke, and it is God's calling of the prophet, setting him apart, appoint

ing him to his purpose, and so on, so it seems to me that we have here quite a parallel

to Micah in these six chapters, not merely that you have a passage in it like Micah, but

as Micah has three sections in it rebuke followed by blessing, rebuke followed by blessing,

rebuke followed by a passage which is partly blessing, partly ; here you have rebuke

followed by blessing, rebuke followed by blessing, rebuke followed by a passage which is

God's blessing and individual care of the prophet so that there is not an exact parallel

but something of a parallel between the whole book of )(icaii, it seems to me, and the

structure of these first six chapters of Isaiah which form a unit by themselves. Now I

wouldn't want to press that too far but if you think the analogy is not very full, that's

your privilege. I don't insist , of course , but I think it's at least interest-

ing, that there is quite a similarity, in general, of them, and of course in your passages
blessing

you have the first great passage of this section of Isaiah ends with a/passage which looks

at a certain definite future time. Then you have one which looks at a definite time in

the future different from the first, and. then you have one which looks at the immediate
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time, so that I think there is an interesting construction there. Well now in Chapter 1,

I don't believe we'll take much time this year 6n Chapter 1. There are many outstanding

verses in it again, much that would. be certainly well worth our while to

It's one of the great sections of the Bible, that is, the whole book of Isaiah is, every

part of it, and there are many verses in this first chpter that are quoted in the New

Testament, such as Verse 9, for instances. Except the Lord. of hosts had left unto us a

very small remnant, we should have been like as Sodom, and we should have been like unto

Gomorrah, except the New Testament sags like Sodoma, instead of like Sodom, because you
ence.

had a different group of translators and they had. a different preferl and we do not, as

you know, have a unified translation of the Bible. We have different translators doing

different sections. I think if you find. Noah one part oZ the New Testament called. Noe

and. another part of the New Testament, Noah, and the Greek is identical. The defferent

groups of translators had. a differeht section of the New Testament. One group of trans

lators said, "If you have the name Elijah taken from the Greek, the Greeks didn't call

him Elijah, they called him Elias, therefore we should call him Eliac," while another group
or the

said, "The Greek is representing the Hebrew Eli4ahl Hebrew word. which in English is called.

Elijah; therefore we'll call it Elijah. So when you get over to James, it's Elijah. while

in the gospels it's Elias and. it's exactly the same Greek in both cases. It shows the

fact that we do not have a unified. translation. Someone who doesn't know the original may

wonder at the difference and may even try to construct a theological argument on the dif
there

ference between the two/but actually it simply is a different preference of a different

set of translators, or a different individual translator. Actually, of course, if you're
n't

going to follow exactly the Greek or the Hebrew you would/use the word Elijah because they

had. no jah on it. That is simply an English representation for the man. Mr.--? (Student)

Doesn't it say it in James again? Is it? Are you sure? Yes, well I may miss-you remem

ber the passage there then? This is just a side remark and I think if you'll look in your

concordance you will find there are passages in the New Testament which have the one form

and. the other. I know that's true of Noah. It's true of some of the names and. I think

it is of Elijah. How's that? The revised is Elijah? Well, how does the Revised do in

the gospels, do you know? Do they call it Elijah there also or Elias? I don't know.
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That, of course, is always a difficult question in translating-yea. Now in the King

James it has Sodoma, for Verse 9, hs I recall where Paul quotes it. Maybe the Revised

goes back to Sodom. I don't know, but here, of course, we have Sodom following the Hebrew

in Verse 1. Now the various terrific statements of rebuke in the chapter are interrupted

occasionally with promises of blessing. There is one verse in it, ..Verse 18, which is

very commonly quoted as a wonderful evangelical promise which many interpretors think is

actually a question. N ow you can't prove itis a question, and the interpretation of it

as given in the authorized version is one which certainly is in line with wonderful Old.

Testament and New Testament promises. Therefore I think it would be very foolish for

us to go out and. when we find somebody preaching on this verse as a great evangelical prom

its to think we are doing a wonderful thing in telling them they are wrong and. showing

them that it is not at all, that it is a question. At the same time I think that it is

well for us to realize the possibility that it is a question and. the fact that the ques

tion interpretation which is a possible interpretation does seem to fit the context better.

and therefore thv're is much to be said for it. lam inclined to think it is right but I do

not think that it is enough certain to warrant anybody in thinking that he should feel

that he should take it away from someone who thinks of ot as a presentation of a great

evangelical promise. It fits exactly with that which is elsewhere promised if you take

it that way. It is exactly what God does;if you take it as a question He is saying, "How

can you do this?" And you can't. But, of course, a true God can. Now we have a true God,

don't we? Well now w have a , in verses 19 and 20 we have a case where we have pred.to-.

tions of the future in, which are conditional predictions, and. which are two alternatives

in a conditional prediction. We had. a great many of those in Jeremiah, you remember.

Here is an interesting one very similar to those that so frequently occurred. in Jeremiah.

Mr.---? (Student) If it is a question, thn he says to the people, "Learn to do welig

seek judgment: do these good things." He says, "Come, let us reason together about this

matter." The LØrdjars, consider this situation. If your sins are as scarlet, do

you think they are going to be as white as snow? If they're red like crimson, do you

think they are going to be like wool? Will they be like wool? That is," He says, If

you go out and conmit these sins and then you come into the temple and you go through a
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few oblations and purifications and you say a few mystic words, do you think that is

going to make God forget the fact that you are covered with sin and wicked?" And of

course it won't. He says, "Let's reason together. Consider what the situation is of

your lives. If you are willing and obedient then you can stay in the land and not go

into exile, but if you refuse and rebel you will be devoured by the sword." That fits

the context excellently; it is a possibility but it depends on the assumption that in

speaking He had a questioning tone in His voice which is not indicated by a

Since there is no indication of a we cannot say that it is that way. and. it is true

that while man's sins will not be like wool no matter how many mystic words he says or

how much pretense he makes, he cannot hypocritically make people thunk that things are

white when they are really scarlet and get anywhere, but, of course, God can do it and

God. does do it , and it is one of the great teachings of Isaiah that He will do it and.

whether this particular verse teaches it or not the Bible teaches It clearly and the book

of Isaiah teaches it clearly and so, while there is a good. possibility that this verse does

not teach that particular thing it certainly is found. elsewhere and that is a possible in

terpretation of the verse and. no truth hangs upon that interpretation because you are not

bringing in anything that isn't elsewhere and. therefore I think it would be very foolish

to in any way make any objection to anybody's using it in that way. Now there are other

cases where I think it is our duty when we find, people giving Scripture an interpretation

which we think is wrong to point out that fact. , but in this case, as I sa-, we're not

certain that interpretation is wrong and. furthermore if, even if, it is wrong it is not

importing anything that is not clearly taut in the rest of the Scripture. (Question from

student) Well the fact that we have many instances in the Old Testament where a statement

which does not have the by it is clearly a question. I don't have one right t the

tip of my tongue but any good. grammar will give you a number of instances where in the son

text there is no question you have &--that it is a question and the only way you can tell

is by the tone of voice of the speaker which, of course, is not in it; so it is a possible

interpretation and then when you look at the teaching here of the passage there is no par-
in

ticular reason for bringing/a great evangelical statement right in the midst of these pas

sages and for that reason all critical scholars and. many conservative scholars feel that
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it is actually a question pointing out the reality of sin and. attacking hypocrisy rather

than a wonderful promise. But, as I say, that is by no means certain and one would be

very foolish to insist upon it. Mr. ---? (Question from student) Verse 16 says that,

Verse 15 says wheh you spread forth your bands to pray and you go through all these

and these sacrifices and new moons and. feasts, you go to church, you

say prayers, you go through forms and ceremonies and all that, and then, he says, you go

out and you do wicked things. He says, "I will hide my eyes from you; when you make many

prayers, I will not hear," Verse 15 says, "Why? Because your hands are fall of blood. Now, "

he says, 'Wash you and make you clean." nit your wickedness and. bring a character that

is right before God before you have any right to claim you're entitled. to his blessing.

He says, "You come with wicked., bloody hands and you expect God to bless you." He says,

"Come now and. let us reason together. If your sins are scarlet, will they be white as

snow? When you've gone through a little ceremony with washing your hands in the temple

or bringing a sacrifice, is that going to make you white as snow? If they're red like

crimsom, will they be as wool? No," he says, "if you're willing and obedient you can. stay

here but if you refuse and rebel you'll be devoured with the sword." God demands ethical

righteousness and. no forms of ceremonies or words you express are going to cause God. to

turn away and ignore the actual wickedness in you." That seems to be the teaching, that

is the teaching of the passaes before and that interpretation fits in with the passages

before. Now, of course, elsewhere in the book we have God's wonderful promise that that

which you cannot do to make your sins as wool, He will do and He does do it. That is clear

ly taught elsewhere in the book. It is possible that in this verse he is interjecting bhe

thought but it doesn't seem to fit the context and therefore the other interpretation

commends itself to many interpretors and it must be admitted that it is a possible inter

pretation. That must be admitted and in the light of the context perhaps a probable

one but very definitely not a certain one. That is to say it is not certain enough that

anyone has a right to object to the taking of this verse out of its context and taking tt

as the authorized version stands because it does not present anything but what is clearly

taught elsewhere, even though the other is the more probable correct interpretation.

(Question from student) It indicates that God insists that we try to do it. Weld have to
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come with as good a life as possible and a desire to " We have to come---we can't

come with a wickedness, a wicked life which we are going to go right on with and think

ing that therefore God will bless us if we go through these forms and. ceremonies. We have

to come desiring a life of righteousness, doing our best to have one, recognizing that we

can't get it except as God first washes us in His blood, We have to " It's against

hypocrisy. The whole chapter's against hypocrisy, and Verse 16 is very strongly against

hypocrasy, and that passage' in Micah to which I called your attention at the beginning

of the lesson, is very strongly against hypocrasy, too. I desire obedience and

not sacrifice. God wants a pure heart and. if you have at leas a desire for a pure

heart, all the sacrifice in the world is not going to do you any good. The sacrifice of

doesn't do any good. Any at all who simply looks at it as a means

of enabling him to go on in sin without fearing God. will take the man whatever

forms of sacrifice he performs. It is only as he desires and. is ready and anxious to

receive a new heart , that he can be actually washed and cleansed from his sin.

Prophets 18 -

I have had to take so much time on this verse. I thought we would just touch on it

in passing but of course I can't always tell how much of these particular things you may

have had in other classes or other contacts. Now there is, of course another beautiful brief

blessing passage in this chapter - Verses 25-27. The Lord says, "I will turn my hand. upon

thee." There is nothing to suggest his condition. "I will purely purge away the dross,

and take away thytin and. restore thy judges as at the first, and. the counsellors as at the

begihning : Afterward thou. shalt be called the city Qf righteousness, the faithful city,

Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and. her converts with righteousness." A very clear

promise of eventual blessing for chosen city. Eventual blessing, eventual restora

tion, eventual happiness and. joy there. I see nothing in it that suggests that it is
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conditional in any way. It seems to be simply a declaration of the purpose of God. in

order to bring comfort to the true believea, to give *ièm the assurance of God's blessing

continued with them. Then in Chapter 2 at the beginning of Chapter 2:1-5, certainly

ought to be the end. of this passage. That is, you have your rebuke passage followed by

a blessing passage. There would be two reasonable ways of arrangement. One of them

would be to have Chapter 1 run through Verse 5 of Chapter 2. That would be very reasonable

because it's a rebuke passage and the blessing passage as a unit. The other way would. be

to stop Chapter 1 where it does but to have Chapter 2 stop at the end of Verse 5. The

revised version as I have it here begins a new paragraph with Verse 5 an extremely

bad paragraph division. 0 house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the

Lord for thou hast forgotten the people the house of Jacob, because they are filled with

customs from the east, and. are soothsayers like the Philistines. That is--for one thing

the change of pronoun is extremely abrupt. He is talking to the house of Jacob and then

he turns and talks to God and. then, another thing, it's an exhortation to the people to

follow God and exhortation because God has forsaken them, because they are wicked. It

seems to me to make much better sense to say, "In view of the wonderful promise God has

given of the wonderful things Re is going to do, house of Jacob let us walk in the light

of the Iord,"and then to start, "But, thou hast forsaken thy people because they're so

wicked and sinful and. filled with all sorts of wrong, and certainly Verse 6 on is a ter

rific rebuke passage and I don't see how, why It really belongs with the rebuke passage

but we have very good evidence it belongs with what went before on the parallel to Mlcah.

So that to my mind, the Revised Version paragraph division is quite d.eceptive.there. Mr.-?

(Question from student) No. Simply there is a parallel that each has the seal, and.

Isaiah put it at the first because he was laying, "I ve seen this vision to8, putting his

name with it and. that to me suggests that Mlcah's work was already written when Isaiah

wrote this, that that's why he put his name to it. In Micah it is a connected part of

the context and it flows along smoothly-Jerusalem shall become a heap and the temple of

the Lord, the hill. of the temple like the high olacea of the forest, but in the last days

it will come to pass that God will lift them up. Now the background. of it is left out

here. It seems to be lifted, out of context and. Instead of that he says, "This is what
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Isaiah sees" as if to say, "Micah has given you this, and. I want to assure you that God

has given it to me. too." In the mouth of two witnesses shall it be established. S it

seems more reasonable to me to put your name on a thing that somebody else has already

done than to put your name on a particular thing in the first place and then have the

other fellow use it without putting his name on it. It's not, of course, plagiarism,

that concept was not familiar to them in those days. but it is the presentation of a vision

which they both had. from the lord. Isaiah is not saying, "Micah's got this and I think

he had a good. idea." Isaiah is saying, "The lord gave me the same vision He gave Xicah."
rather

So that it impresses me that it indicates Isaiah was later/than earlier. Now that is not

particularly important, I think, but it is worth noting. Now this passage, Chapter 2 here,

1-5, -v1I., Verses 2,Ji, I need to spend. much time on now because its so parallel to

Micali. It's almost identicqi with Micah. I think we want to note that God. thought this

passage was important enough to put it twice in His word. God thought it was vital enough

to have both Micah and Isaiah say it. Of course,if you want to take a modernistic view

and. say one of then just copied from the other and therefore ignore t, that, of course,

is one thing; but if you take a Christian viewpoint, if you say God. gave us the word and

God. wants us to accept the word as a whole, then when God causes that these three verses

should appear twice in the word, He thinks it's important, and He wants us to get it and

He doesn't want us to ignore it. and. there is absolutely no way of accepting these as the

word of God. and paying much reasonable attention to them which can come out with any in

terpretation of the future other than. either a. premillen.ial or a poatmillenial interpreta

tion. So far as these passages are concerned. here I believe they look in the direction

of a premillenial rather than a poatmillenial p4ssage but I don't think these two passages

prove it. I do think that there is a possibility of fitting them into a premillenia]. or

a poatmillenlai. view, but I do not think it is possible to take any amillenial view of the

Scripture without utterly ignoring these two passages, and. Ignoring or disregarding some

thing which God thought was important enough to put in twice in almost the same language.

or else trying to interpret it and in so doing using methods of interpretation which can

just as well reduce the resurrection of Christ to the great principle of the permanence

of personality. If we are going to rebuke the modernists for doing that sort of thing
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with the great teachings of the gospel we should be cref\il we don't do the same thing

with the great teachings of the prophetic books. We should be careful, sane, scholarly

in our interpretation, not read things into the Scripture, not try to draw an awful lot

out of a couple of words, but when God thinks a passage is important enough to have two

different writers give it, it's important enough that we should pay attention to it and

that we should use careful methods of seeing exactly what is taught there, end what is taught

here is an external condition, not the peace in the heart which the gospel gives, not the

ability to withstand adversity and. to have your peace in your mind, because it is set upon

God. That is not what is taught here;what is taught here is an external condition where

the nations do not learn war any more and. where we're not afraid because we have nothing

of which to be at aid, where there is external peace and safety round about. Now, as I

say, I don't think we need. to go into the passage more and. yet it's true that when God.

thinks it important enough to repeat this way it's important enough for us to repeat in

our attention and. consideration and. for us to realize that He considers it important.

There are people who preach on the second coming of Christ every Sunday night, year on

end., it seems like, and peôple get terribly disgusted. with them and say that it is an ut

ter distortion of emphasis and. I agree, but I would say that that distortion of emphasis,

had as it is, Is nothing like as bad as the distortion of emphasis of those who take a
as

truth so much streesecd in the Scripture as the millenial kingdom of Christ is and/the

return of Christ, to set'up His kingdom is and never touch upon it or never devote a whole

sermon to it year after year, and for every one who rides it as a hobby there are thirty

who ignore it completely, so that I do not feel that we need. to be so afraid of overricthng

it though we shouldn't do that, as to be determined not to fail to give it its proper

place in our preaching and in our life and in our thought.

Now we didn't get into Chapter 2+ but you have carefullu. studied it. ?or today, you

know exactly what Chapter 2+ means and so I don't know how long you will have to take on it

tomorrow afternoon. You've read it in the Hebrew, you've also read. Chapter 6 in the

Hebrew and. 7. ILm not going to assign a new lesson for tomorrow but ask you to review

2+ and. 7 and know exactly what you think 2+ teaches and why you think it teaches it and.

exactly what there is important about 6 so that we won't have to spend a great deal of
time on it.
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Now we began our consideration of Isaiah 1-6 which we noticed is a unit and a unit

which is divisible roughly into three main heads, perhaps not so roughly because the divi

sion between these three main sections are very definite. We noticed that the first great

section ends with a wonderful section of blessing in the beginning of Chapter 2, a section

in which the millenium is so very clearly brought out, Chapter 2:1-k, as it is in the paral

lel passage in Nicah k:l-5, a passage which renders it in opinion absolutely clear that

God has predicted a millenial reign of righteousness and peace upon this earth. I dont

think from these two passages we can conclude with certainty whether this millenium is

brought about by the preaching of the gospel and gradual extension of the truth or brought

about by the personal return of Christ. I think both passages suggest the latter but I

think we have to look to other passages for truth of it. So far as these two are concerned

postinillenialism and. premiflenialism are both possible viewpoints but amillenialism can be

held only if these passages are ignored. l'row the purpose in this class of course is n to

learn what is taught in the Bible concerning the future, but it is to learn what do these

particular passages teach and. what are sound. methods of interpreting them, so at this point

we don't want to go any further than that in the relation of this to other passares. We'll

wait till we get to those other passages. Now there are two comments I'd. like to suggest

then in connection with this matter of the millenium which I think are rather important.

One is this. The millenlum is clearly taught in Scripture. There is much stress on it and.

it should have itt proper place in preaching. It should not be over stressed, it should
should

constantly harped on but it/ha'e its proper place. How unfortunate it is that people will

either ignore a doctrine or ride it as a hobby, ride it to death. It seems to be people's

tendency with one doctrine or another, They either are against it or, if they're couvtcted
in

to it they just ride it death. Well we want to avoid both extremes. And so/this matter of

the teaching regarding the millenium it is clear, Its true, it's a vital hope for the

Christian; it's something we should stand on, but that doesn't mean that every verse of the

Scripture or every wonderful promise regarding the future is dealing with the millenium,

arid. I find, that I always have some in the class who think that to something good. in

the future it must refer to the millenium. Any verse in the Scripture about wonderful

blessings in the future, it must refer to the millenium. It must be a millenla]. prediction.
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Well now that is/unscholarly and unscriptural &.method of interpretation as the other is

of explaining it away. Let's look at each verse and see what does this verse teach. What

is its blessing for us? I remember when I used. to have systematic theology as a student

I used to sometimes be quite irritated with an attitude which I saw in many professors

when a verse was brought up or a passage against the point they were presenting of pro

ceeding to explain away the verse, that is to say to make the verse teach nothing but what

you already knew from other passages. That is not a correct way of dealing with the Scrip

ture. We must humbly take each passage and. say, "What does it teach," and. if you explain

it away so that it teaching nothing you are not using the word of God rightly. It may not

teach the particular doctrine you are particularly interested in for it may be dealing with

a different subject, but it has something of importance for you if you can find, it or it

wouldn't be in the Scripture. Mr.---?

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Prophets 19

(Question from student) That is a matter in the first place of studying each passage

by itself to see what we can gather from it, and then of comparing them to see whether they

fit together or belèng in different categories. You have to take the whole Scripture into

account. (Student) We can't always tell. Sometimes we can be absolutely sure, other times

fairly sure, other times we can't tell at all. With Revelation, it seems to be predicting

something later than the time of the apostle John. In this case it seems to be predicting

the birth of Christ, which was before John, and that is my reason for thinking that the

two are speaking of different events. (Student) Well the same figure may be used. in differ

ent connections. (Student) The same figure may be used in different connections, naturally,

but the question is just what is the connection, what is the whole picture. The fact that

you have t}-e seine language used or a similar expression in Scripture does not prove that

the same thing is involved. That's something you must .lways remember. suggested,

and. it always makes that conclusion worthy of consideration but it doesn't prove it. (Student)
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Yes. There are those who say every time you find, the phrase"that d.a it must mean the

same day any more in Scripture and every time you find a particular phrase it always refers

to the same thing. That does not work out in Scripture. You can't carry that through,

If you carry that through you have Paul and John, Paul and James flatly contradicting each

other. Paul says we are not saved by faith but by works; no, vice versa, and James eve

that you are not saved by faith alone. He sa$s Abraham was not saved by faith alone, faith

without works is dead,, and the fact of the matter is that when you study the teaching of

James and the teaching of Paul you find absolutely no contradiction but you find, a different

use of terminology. When Paul says faith he means something within the heart, relation

of trust in God. and. dependence on what God. has done and. that, and that alone, is the instru

ment through which a man is saved and his works can in no way add or contribute anything to

his salvation., but when James uses the word faith there he means the claim that ones believes

these things, the signing a creed or the saying a phrase and James says that will not do

you any good. Re says, "Show me thy faith without thy works and I will show my faith by

works." In other words, James says, "By their fruits ye shall know theme James says, "If

it's true faith it will show itself in works and if there are no works you have a pretty

good. reason to suspect that there no faith there, but James does not in any way suggest

that any particular work, or even all the works together have anything t6 do with your salva

tion. It's the faith that saves but it's a living faith, and Paul uses the word. faith in

the sense of a living faith as opposed to trying to win salvation by something you do. and

James uses faith in the sense of a mere belief, or a mere intellectual apprehension. and

says that's insufficient; you have to have a faith which works. And so there is no contra

diction but the word. faith is used very definitely in two different senses by the two writ

ers. It's the context that proves what they mean by these words. The Bible is not a set of

mathematical formuli in which every time we find the same three words this always means the

Same thing. The Bible is a book in human language in which God in. many different situations

has presented different aspects of His truth, so that we can put it together and gain a vision

of the totality of the truth of God.. I remember being in a class in the University of Penn

sylvania in which there was a student who came down from New Tork, a Jewish student, every

week and one day he got up and he said to the professor, he said, "Professor, I think that
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in this class, while I've found much of real value, I think you have failed to take into

account some of the great discoveries the rabbis have made". Re said, "I'd. like to present

one of them as an example of the method of Scriptural interpretation that you are failing

to get here." "Now", he said-he pointed to a place in the beginning of the book of Ruth

where it said, And it came to pass in the days of" and then went on, the judging of the jid.ge

that such and such a thing happened, and then the famine came and Ruth and the other--Naomi

and. her husnand went off to sojourn and then he showed another passage where a war began and.

it began with the words, "And it came to pass in the days of" and. then it went on and. descri

something, that this attack came on Israel. "Now", he said, "the rabbis point out that in

these two cases where it says, "And it came to pass in the days of", therets trouble for
ahead.

Israel. So that phrase"Athitcaane to pass in the d.y of," means there's trouble for Israeli1/4.

See. Well now that's the sort of argument of taking words and. purely from an accidental

connection drawing the conclusion that from those words you infer something that the words

don't mean and, it's a very dangerous methOd of study, but in the rabbinic literature along wil

with some very fine tcachin and some ethical lessons they've drawn there is a tremendous

mass of that sort of unprofitable study, but the rabbis are by no means alone in that.

You will find that many good fundamentalists, many preinillenialists take exactly the same

method and. they find a phrase like "in that day" used some times in connection with the

return of Christ, perhaps used three or four times, and. then they say, "Wherever you find.

'in that day' used. it always refers to the return of Christ." And. then the amillenialists

use that method and ride it to the ground, terrifically. They, for instance-I know one

very splendid student of the Bible who would insist that whenever it says, "the end" that

means the time Christ comes back, He he found the words, 'the end" used in connection with

the time of the judgment of the righteous and he found it also used in connection with the

Judgment of the wicked so he said. there is only one jud.ett, that they are both used. in

connection with the phrase "in the end". And. when Dr. Buswell pointed. out that there were

places where it said, the end of this" or "the end of that" that it didn't prove this at
"It's

all the professor said, "Yes" but he said, /only when it is used without a
that

modifying word /it means that; and. then they found a case where it was used without a

modifying word and. then he said, "Well, in that case the technical phrase is used. non

technically. The method is simply wrong. You must decide from the context and. the general
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teaching of "a passage what the passage tells and. It isn't a set of mathematical formli

in which every word is like " That's not the nature of human language and.

a book written over a period of thousands of years could not be that way unless there was

a miraculous creation of a special Biblical language for the purpose, which there is not

it uses the language of the time. It is a danger into which all types of Interpretors

fall and. a danger which we must avoid.. Now if you find. the phrase, "until the travailing

woman shall bear" used in one place and. the same phrase used. In another place in the Bible

you are entirely right in saying, "Let us see if these two deal with the same thing", but

you are actually wrong if you say, "These two must mean the same " There's a possibility

they do; it's always worthy of consideration, but it's by no means certain. It's a great

danger in the study of types. Many people have found. very splendid Biblical teaching

through study of types and seeing how certain things are used. in order to impress certain

great truths upon our minds and it is a very useful study but it's very easy to run it

into the ground. by carrying it to an extreme and. thinking that everything must have a

specific meaning and must always have the same meaning in all places. For instance when

the Israelites come out of Egypt, grpt is the great type of sin there. It is a great

type of the control of evil, a great type of that from which God rescued us through the

redemption of Christ. That is one of the great outstanding types of the Bible. As the

Israelites were delivered from !"t, so the Christian, so all believers in the Bible,

believers in Christ, saved through His blood whether before or after calvary, are de].iv-

rec1 through what Christ did. on the cross. That is one of the great types in the Bible

but then when you turn around and. say, "All right, Egypt is always a type of evil, there

fore when Joseph took the people down into Egypt he was taking them into evil and they

never should have gone down. God only permitted them to go down," that's absolutely con

trary to the clear statements of Genesis because the Lord. said to Jacob, "Fear not to go

down for it is will you should go down." It was part of God's plan they should. go to

Egypt and when the brothers of Joseph were there and they felt so bad about having sold

Joseph into Egypt, Joseph said, The Lord. sent me down here to prepare a place for you

for protection through the famine," and so rpt was Cod's appointed place for the people

to go for deliverance from the famine and Egypt became later a great symbol of sin and
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oppression from which God. delivers. It has a different meaning in the different situa

tions, and to try to say rpt must always stand. for this is a method. which gets us into

trouble.

Well now that leads us on to the next great passage of blessing before which, how

ever, we have a very interesting passage of rebuke at which we must briefly look. I wish

we had time to look at Chapter 2, Verse 6 through Chapter 4;l in full detail because there

is much in it that is extremely interesting and. extremely valuable, in many wonderful verses

in the passage. It starts in with a description of the fact that God is going to punish

the people, for their sins. God. rebuked. for their wickedness, for their turning against

Him. A declaration that God is going to punish them, ending with, Chapter 2 ending, "Cease

ye from man, whose breath is in his nostrils," You can't find salvation from human ef

forts and human plans and. if they couldn't in that day we certainly can't in our day, and.

such feeble and worthless schemes as this United Nations and other plans of this type to

try by human ungodly means to bring peace with the world are doomed to utter failure.

It can be produced only through following the way God wants us to go, through belief in

His Son and seeking His will and, of course, we know that not enough will seek it that

way to find it that way. If all would accept Christ we would have universal peace but

they will not in this age but Christ will introduce it in the millennium.

And. then Chapter 3 goes on and continues its rebuke of the people for their sins.

Verse 8 looks forward to the exile, Jerusalem ruined and Jwlah fallen, the people gone;
against

into exile because of their turning :/ God. And then we come on to Verse 16 and. we ftd

a special denunciation of the wickedness of the women of Zion and there is a description

here from Verse 16 on of the way in which the women of Zion looking to their human person

al adornment for their happiness and joy instead, of aooking to God. Now that, of course,

does not suggest by any means that it is the lord's will that those who are true to Him

should go around looking like scarecrows. There is absolutely no such teaching anywhere

in the Scripture. God. wants His people to bring honor and. not shame to His name; He

never wants them in any way to neglect-not only to be clean and to be neat but to do

everything they van to be an honor to the name of Christ and. that with which they are

connected but He is rebuking the women here not for particular practices that they are
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observing , not for particular methods of beautifying which they are using, but for the

fact that their heart is set upon these things rather than set upon Him, for the fact

that that is where their affection is and. where their interest is, rather than in the word

of God, and I think it is very interesting and worthwhile to notice that in Verse 16 He

says, "Because the daughters of Zion" an1.. then he go on to say, "Because they

were thdna and bracelets and mufflers and bonnets and all these things, therefore God is

going to punish them." That is all said in the things He is doing to take away from them.

later, but the thing they are rebuked for is because they are haughty and. walk with stretched

forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go, and. making a tinkling with

their feet. In other words, it is the general attitude of these people rather than. the

type of adornment that they are using that He is here criticizing. and. when we put our

interest in external things and whether a person has this type of head gear or that type

of head. gear or this type of clothing or that type of clothing, we are getting away from

the teaching of the Scripture. It's not the kind of clothes you wear or the kind of

things that you will do that determine whether you are a Christian or not but it's where

your interest is, and it is what you are making primary. What is your purpose? Is your

purpose so to dress and so to act that you attract people to Christianity instead, of driv

ing them away from it, or is your purpose one of human vaity' ansi of human pride? And. so

it is very clear here that the denunciation is based, not upon the adornment that people

wear but upon the attitude that they have toward it and upon the place that they give the

aclorhinent of importance far beyond what it deserves, and he says , "Therefore the lord

is going to remove the beauty that they have, He is going to give them sickness and Eels

going to give them unattractiveness and He's going to give them misers," and. then from

verse]B on he describes the things that He's going to take away from them.
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It is a fine description of the things that meant so much to the daughters of Zion

that are going to be taken away from them and. it is a detailed enough description to

show us that civilization in those days was not a primitive thing of people living in

caves or anything like that, that they were a very sophisticated people, the people

of Jud.ai; they were a people who had. a great many different rts of civilized life

and they had all the different sorts of temptations that we have today, even though,

perhaps, in different aspects, and he names all these things and he doesntt say that

these things are in themselves bad ones, they are not that for which they will be rebuked,

but they are put as a of the way God is going to punish them for their vanity and

for putting their affection upon earthly things instead of on His will, he names all

this long list of the things that the Lord. is going to take away from them, and. here is,

I think, a prime example of proper method for interpreting the Scripture, not to drag

a word out of here or a half a verse and try to build a great teaching upon it but it

is to see what i the general thought of the context,, and the general thought from

Verse 16 on is very clearly the face that the women of Jud.ah in the time of Isaiah had.

their interest in human adornment and human things rather than in doing God's will and

making these things, in their proper place, subsidiary to His service. That is the thing

that he is criticising and that is what he is talking about and that is the only thing

that he is talking about. Of course his attitude towafrd the habits of the women of

Jud.ah is certainly a proper thing to take by analogy as showing us principles as. to

Fis attitude toward. similar things today, but what he is talking about directly is

the attitude of the women at that time. And it is the attitude of the women about

which he is here talking. I remember speaking at a meeting of a--it was the Sierra

Club in California couple of years ago-I was in their outing up in the mountains,

there were a couple of hundred people there, all sorts of people drawn from different

types of professional life and other types of occupation up there in the mountains, no

one knowing anything much about each other !nit all get'--' :L' 1;; ;t together there,

good., solid people but people from many different backgrounds and very definitely a

situation in which at their meetings there would be no propaganda for one particular

religious viewpoint or anything like that; there were Catholics, there were Jews and.

there were people with no religion, but I was given the opportunity then to speak to
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them on archaeology and. I utilized, the opportunity to show that the Bible is dependable

and. true, and. to drive home the truth of the Bible and. it gave me many opportunities

to speak individually with people afterwards and. was quite an unusal opportunity with

a group of this type but I was quite impressed by the fact that after I pzesoente& my

talk of thirty to forty minutes on aróhaeolooal evidences that the .3ible is true,

when I had. finished the chairman thought he would like to add a word. to what I had. said.

so he pointed out that just a short time before he had heard that the governor of Texas

in a public address had. mentioned. that there was a verse in Isaiai 3 which was being

fulfilled in a remarkable way today, where it says here "in that the lord will take

away the bravery of their tinkling ornaments about their feet, and their cauls, and

their round. tires like the moon, and he said, "Here's our tire shortage predicted by

Isaiah twenty-five hundred years ago and there the governor of Texas had quoted thatin

a,public address." Well, of course it is perfectly absurd to say that the round tires

like the moon which the women wore in their adornment at that time had anything whatever

to do with rubber automobile tires today. You can find. plenty of verses in the Scripture

about the desolation and. misery which comes in connection with wars which is the result

of human wickedness and human sin which would give you a warrant for pointing to tire

shortage and such things as showing the evil which i.s in the world as a result of sin

but tbtake a word here which has an entirely different meaning in its context

is certainly handling the word of God deceitfully, and. we must beware of that danger.

Now the archbishop when he went through his T.tin Bible had a very difficult pastoral

call that he had just made and. his mind, was on the call, and therefore when he was put

ting in his chapter division and. he wanted to put one between Chapter 3 and. Chapter L

he found. a marked difference between the two chapters, one is a rebuke chapter and. one

is a blessing chapter and. its a good place for a division of verses and. he found, that

after all this d.iscussioh of what the lord was going to do to the women there for their

sins he found that we have a statement, "in that day" and. then it goes on, certain

sttements where it seems to him to refer to Christ and. he remembered, perhaps, that in

his seminary days he had. read some medieval commentaries in which they had. taken this

verse that "in that day seven women shall take hold of one man saying, We will eat our
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own bread and wear our own apparel., only let us be called by thy name, to take away our

reproach" and. they had. said, "Of course, the seven women are the seven virgins, who went for

the oil in their lamps, the seven women are the seven virgins and the one man is Christ

and. this is a prediction of the attitude of the virgins to Christ and of the church com

ing to Christ and so naturally it belongs in the chapter that tells about Christ rather

than in the previous chapter which tells about the trouble that is to come to the

haughty women of Zion, and 80 te archbishop puts this break after Verse 26 and I sup

pose that, if Chapter &' is read in a church service they'll start with Verse 1 and read.

these six verses naturally. Now it should be obvious, I think, to anybody who reads

the passage and is not misled by the artificial chapter division that he has been telling

previously about the things which will come to the women as a result of war. These

women are putting their adornments and. those matters first in their affection,. first 'La

their interest, first in their life. God is going to take them away from them, described

through Verse 24. Then he tells of the depopulation as a result of war, "Thy men shall

fall by the sword, and. the mighty in the war. And her gates shall lament and mourn; and.

she being desolate shall sit upon the ground.." And. what's the result? The men gone,

killed in the war, the women who had. put their interest in these things instead of the

Lord left in a great majority in the land. and very few men there and. as a result in that

day there shall be seven women to one man. The situation here described in Verse 1 is

the end of the previous statement and the end. of the rebuke to the daughters of Zion

and. the declaration of the punisment which is to come them t result of the killing

of the men and. the depopulation as the result of war. So Verse 1 of Chapter is clearly

the end of Chapter 3 and. if you're going to have a chapter division here the chapter

division should be between Verse 1 and. Verse 2. 'ow I don't want to be dogmatic about

that; if some of you feel that the chapter division should be where it is you have, of

course, a perfect right to your opinion. If you feel this i the seven virgins taking

hold. of Christ here, why we won't argue about it. I mean we won't fight about it, but

I will be disappointed if that is the view which you hold. about that particular verse.

Now you say, however, "Surely there's a break there'-land in that day"-he's been talking
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about the women of Zion. Now he looks on to the millennium and. in that clay, these

things are going to happen. "That day Is always the time just before the millennium.

the day of the lord.. Well, I certainly do not think that that is a proper interpreta

tion of that phrase. le look back to Verse 17, Verse 16 which told. of the punishment

the lord is bringing to the daughters of Zion, Verse 18. There is a day coming when this

is going to happen. The lord will take away these things. In Chapter ., Verse 1, "And

in that day", the day he's just been talking about in this particular case, a day

that is coming, this depopulation will reach this situation but in Verse 2 we again have

the phrase "in that day" and. there it means a different day. It means the day after

the previous day. There is a day coming, Verse 2 which begins to describe a day of bless

ing. a day when the women of Judaii have been purged of their sin, a day when those who

look to the lord, are truly looking to Elm and not finding their pleasure and satisfaction

in human strength. That doesn't mean, of course, that they go around looking like scare

crows, as we noticed. before it doesn't mean that they become in some way, that

they think that if they don't wear buttons ob their coats it's proof that they are more

spiritual than other people; Christianity is not a matter of buttons or what kind of

clothes a person wears but it is a matter of the heart attitude toward God, and here in

Verse 2 we find that there is to be a different heart attitude. There is a day coming

when they will find that which is beautiful and glorious to be not their personal adorn

ment but the branch of the lord., when they will find, that which excellent and comely,

that in which they find their pleasure, to be the fruit of the earth, rather than t0 be

their human, natural pleasures which have their proper place in God's economy for Gods

people but which re secondary to our relation to Rim. And so Verse 2 here makes the

transition from the passage of rebuke to the passage of blessing and it begins this

new passage which runs through Verse 6 and gives us a key note for the passage--& day

of wonderful blessing coming, a day of contrast to the punishment before, in contrast

to the purging whèra comes out that which is clean. Now I think that the stress has

been upon the women before. Id.on't think the stress is simply upon the women there

after. The principles applied to the women before, of course, will apply t. men just

as much, and the following passage is dealing with God's people even though
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.t goes from the women and there is still a certain stress on the women, the stress

is on God's people as a whole. nd so the thought of the women is not particularly stress

ed in what follows eves though there are references back to them again as for instance in

Verse 4, '!when the lord shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion".

So now we have the passage of blessing after this great passage of rebuke which we've

been having, and. the passage of blessing starts with a very strange reference-Mr.--?
(Student)

Yes. Thank you for the mention. That's a very good point. In Exodus He gives us

what His will is as to what shall be done. Here He is giving a prediction as to what

the situation is going to be. and He is not saying that these women are right in doing

this or; man is right in accepting it. He's not giving a new law and. making a change.

He's simply pointing out the things that happen. Just as if God said. that we should love

one another and that we should show a kindly, friendly spirit to our companions and. we

should. be helpful to members of our own families and so on, and. then in another place He

says, "And. a persons enemies shall be those of his own household and. brother will turn

against brother and father against the son". He's not saying they ought to. He's not

com'.anding them to, but He is telling about the terrible things that are ahead as a result

of sin in the world. and the unnatural things that sin is going to bring, and. I think

that's what He is doing in this verse. He is saying, "These women here are putting

these purely human things absolutely primary in their lives so God. is going to punish

them, by removing from them even that which they have a right legitimately to expect

and. by putting them in a position where there will bw such a tremendous depopulation

in the land that seven women will be taking aliold. of one man and saying, "If you'll

only be the husband for the seven of us, we'll be ready to pay all the expenses and

everything". He's showing a condition of depopulation. He's not saying it's right

nor commanding it. (Student) There are predictions of wonderful blessihg God. is

going to bring, which is God's responsibility, but there are declarations of the out

working of sin in the world which are the result of sin, and you can't say they're

God's responsibility unless you make God the author of sin. They're declarations of

how sin will work out; sin will bring forth death. Well, it's not an arbitrary option

on the part of God. that causes us to have death as a result of our sin, but an
inevitable result of the sin !.n turning away from God.
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And then we noted the various possible interpretations of Verse 3-6. Now Verses 3-6,

if they are a description of the millennium, are an extremely different picture of it

than any that we have elsewhere in Scripture. They give an entirely different idea, a

different sort of a millennium, or else are so figurative as to make it very difficult

to get principles of interpretation that would entitle you to establish the meaning of

passages, and. to my mind we have in the whole passage a passage of tremendous meaning

for us, and tremendous help to us if it is a passage which applies to us in this present

age. If Isaiah 2 were to be applied to this age there would be no meaning, to us in

that - "Go out and sit under your vine and fig tree and none shall make you afraid"

thatts perfectly absurd. Nation shall not fight against nation, they shall not learn

war any more, quit learning war, quit preparing, and you make

and that's repeated time and again in history in modern days. There are those who try

to develop a pacifistic principle from this that we should simply let everybody have

anything they feel like and put up no protection for yourself but that is certainly not

the teaching of the Scripture. It is a description of an age far different from the

present age, the millennial age. Then in Chapter 1 the message is entirely different from

the message in Chapter 2. If it is a message for the present age, then it is a message

which has great meaning for us and great value for each one of us. Take that second

verse. In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the

fruit of the earth excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel. This, of

course, would apply equally, this particular verse, whether it is the millennium or to

this age. If you apply it to this age surely there is a great challenge to you and. a

great blessing to you in the verse. Worldly people find their joy in. personal adorn

ment and. in worldly pleasurehitM you are one of those who are escaped of Israel then

your great joy is in the Lord. Jesus Christ, in Him who is the Son of God., who is the

branch of the lord, in Him who is the most perfect of all humanity, the very ideal of

humanity, the fruit of the earth. Do you find in Him that full satisfaction, that full
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joy of your life which you should find if you truly are one of those who have been

purged through His blood? If you do not find that joy in Christ, if you find that

your religion is something that is a duty to you rather th.-n a great pleasure, some

thing that you force yourself to as a thing that you must do rather than that your

life finds its satisfaction on Christ, stop and ask the question, are you really one

of those who have escaped of Israel, do you need to learn the first of salva

tion, or, if not, what is wrong in your spiritual life? There is something there

that needs thinking through. Paul says, "Make your calling nd. election sure Make

sure that you have it. Find out for certain arid make it evident to others that you

really h.ye it. It's a thing for every Christian to think about, £nd. then the continua

tion, "When the Lord. shall have washed away the filth of the daughters of Zion". Every

one that remains in yerasalem, everyone who has been washed by the Lord. shall be called.

holy. Is there a difference between your life and. that of the ungodly? Are you one

in whom the world can see a difference; to whom they will apply the term holy" in a

true sense; whom, even if they may reile you and persecute you, they will nevertheless

he forced to admit that you, are living before them a life of a different quality from

that which they can live in the flesh because you have the Spirit of God in your heart?

And. the Lord will, create upon every dwelling place of mount Zion, and upon her assemblies,

a cloud of s"'oke by day and. the shining of a flaming fire by night. Do you have the

consciousness of the Lord, a cloud o± smoke by day and. a fire by night, guiding you

and leading yoh? Is He truly leading you into patures green, into fields of sarvice?

In your pilgrim journey as you are between your exodus from Egypt, your deliverance by

the power of God., and. the entrance into the promised land to which we look forward in

the future, do you have the consciousness of His presence and of His leading which is

given us in this beautiful picture so parallel to the exodus? And there upon all the

glory there's the defence, b tabernacle from the shadow in the day time, the refuge and

cover from storm and rain. Are you fearless before the things that may assail you in

this life because you know that though you walk through the valley of the shadow of

death, Christ is with you and that in the midst of turmoil and trouble and disaster

even you know that He is leading and His pillar of cloud, and fire is going before you,
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that Re is truly with you at every point and that therefore you need have no fear

because nothing can truly hurt you, nothing can injure you in any way except as He

has purposed it to bring out of it a lesson for you! To my mind there is here a great

passage of lessons for us and blessings for us, in this age, if it is to be applied

in that way. Now if somebody prefers to work out a way on which they can apply the

passage to the millennium, that is certainly his privilege. If you do, you have to

twist the words and ideas around so as to give you nothing but a very figurative ex

pression 0:' the same ideas which are literally expressed elsewhere and clearly expressed

elsewhere of the great blessings which we do have in the millennium. As I say, it is

entirelyoptioniat view you are to take. I'm not asking anybody to take my view

but I am asking that you see the grounds upon which my view is based and that you see

the underlying principle which I think is vital in the interpretation of propheqy.

What do we have here? In the millennial passages, freedom from external danger, removal

of it, universal peace. In a passage like this, protection from that which is outside

which would injure and. leadership and guidance through the pilgrim journey. Mr.---?
(Student)
Yes, you can take any word other than in a literal sense. The basic principle of inter

pretation is to see what the orincip idea is in any passage and to see what the idea

is which is being dealt with and then, in relation to this term, to try the literal in

terpretation of every term and see if it fits but to recognize the fact that any parti

cular term may be used. in a figurative sense, particularly if it is a common term, a

term the meaning of which would be well established and easily understood by the reader.

It would be very strange indeed, to take an uncommon term in a figurative sense because

the meaning wouldn't be clear enough to the mind, but any such common term as Israel

or Jerusalem is taken in a figurative sense over and. over in the New Testament and cer

tainly there is abundant evidence for the possibility of doing it in any particular

case in the Old Testament. The thing that we must guard. against as to figurative language

is an attitude which says of any passage that everything in this passage is symbolic,
t&ve

or which attempts, t'O-/every word in a passage figuratively. Such methods of interpre

tation reduce language to utter meaningless. It is only as individual words sprinkled
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through a passage have a figurative sense that the meaning is enriched, clarified and.

the epression made more beautiful. Now to say that there is any particular word. in

the Bible that cannot be taken in a figurative sense can be done only if it is an

un-commonword; never if it is a common word. You say that Christ is the rose of Sharon
clear

and the lily of the valley and. that, of course, is perfect],yjthat He doesn't grow up

as a plant, that He is not something that is red colored, that He doesn't have the particular

external qualities of the rose of Sharon and. the lily of the valley, it can be used be

cause it is a common picture to most of those who originally heard it, and they could.

therefore easily understand how it could be used figuratively. Now unless someone

has some new ideas to contribute to this discussion beyond the matters which we have

gone over and over several times already, I don't see any particular point in spending

a longer time on it. Of course, as I say it's each one's prvilege to interpret it

any way you want but I feel that t're attitude which says of every passage in theBible,

"It cannot refer to the millennium, it must refer to this age," is an absolutely tin

scientific and impossible attitude. I feel that equally the attitude which says every

passage of blessing must be a picture of the millennium is equally unscientific. The

attitude that gives all the curses to Israel and. all the blessing to the church is

utterly unscientific; equally so is the attitude which says that everything in the

Old Testament refers to Israel. Paul very clearly tells us t'-at the Israel of God.

is God's people regardless of race or background and it is immaterial what the race

is, it is a question of what is the belief, what is the connection with God. Mr.---?

what is your--? (Student) No. The picture of smoke by day, a cloud of smoke by

day, and. the shining of a flaming fire by night is to my mind, a perfectly obvious re

ference to the e7odus condition. It is a description of the condition in the wilder

ness where over the assemblies of the peonle there was a cloud of leadership, a smoke

by day and. fire by night. I see no possible analogy to anything n a millennial

condition. It seems to me it is a picture of a pilgrims journey. I don't see how

iy could possibly refer to anything else. (Student) Oh, I see. W811 as to that

particular question, there is much disagreement among interpretors. Professor

the great German exegetist, the greatest German conservative scholar in the last century--
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you know. D Introd"ction tc the New Testament, one of the greatest conservative

works ever written, Professor believes that Revelation 22 is a picture of the

millennium. Now there are many others who follow him in that; there are many others

who do not. As to which is true, I don't know. I want to enter into deci

sion on that. I am inclined a little bit to view but I wouldn't want to enter

into that, but I would say that the picture d'iring the millennium of a cloud standing

and a flame of fire by night over every dwelling place of a specific

literal picture of it and. a very strange condition is going to exist in a material way

in the millennium. 'I don't much think - in the millennium, but it makes a perfect

picture of the condition of the followers of Christ in the time of their pilgrim

journey and. has an exact, and has, I think, a of the conditions of the wilder

ness journey of Israel, which of course is a picture of our condition in this as the

book of Hebrews and other New Testament passages . The-any other question on

this? (Student) All right, let's see what it is. (Student)
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(Student) That, of a course, is a way in which one may take/if they desire. I

personally don't see the relevance of it, but anyone is privileged to t*e it that way

if they care to. To my mind, if you take it that way it is simply a more figurative

expression of the pictures we have-already of the morning with nothing added, and its

taking this far more figuratively than the way I take it, I believe. I do not think it

is a correct interpretation but I don't think it is a harmful interpretation. I don't

see any particular objection to it if that impresses you as a better way to take it.

(Student) I don't see that at all, hut I think we've discussed that at some length.

I think we've spent an hour on it already before. That is a matter for each one to

think through and I'm not particularly concerned what results you get. concerned

that you se the evidences on the different possible viewpoints and the possible- ways

of taking it and the basic thing that I am interested in in our study of the prophets

is this, that we don't go to the prophets with the idea that we can be sure what every

verse in them means because nobody on earth can do that and. I think a far worse error

than that is the attitude of those who go to it with the viewpoint that we can't know

what any of it means. There is a conrnentary announced for publication this fall on the

book of Daniel. always interested when something new comes out on the book of Daniel,

but unfortunately the man who was writing this commentary had an article a few years ago

in a magazine on Gog and Magog, and when I read his article on Gog and Magog I found

that he took up one possible interpretation and gave reasons why that couldn't be true.

Cog and Magog couldn't be these nations. Then he took another group. It couldn't be that.

Some interpretor said. it means this, but it He took another and said, "Some

say it means that, but it couldn't bè' and after he had taken up all the interpretations

he could think of of what Cog and, Magog were and tried to prove they all didn't work, he

said in the end, "What is the answer? The answer is simply that Cog and Magog do not

refer to any specific people or any specific nation. It simply indicates that the church

is to have many enemies and great difficulties, and we should not be greatly concerned

about that because we have a God who is greater than the enemies and. the difficulties

of the church! The conclusion he gave was excellent. It's true. It's Biblical teaching
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hut I don't think it's what the Gog and Magog passage means or has anything to do with

it. I think when God says Gog and Magog will fight against the people of God. I think

Fe has particular people in. mind and. a particular situation in mind. I think its a

specific prediction of some particular thing. Now perhaps we can show what it means;

perhaps we can't, but I think we must say that it means some specific thing, that pro

phecy has meaning, that of much of prophecy we can tell exactly and definitely what it

means and if we take the things that are clear and. stand on them, God will enable us to

move forward into the things that aren!t clear, I believe, and I do not think that the

interDretation of Chapter 4 here is anywhere near as clear as the interpretation of Chap

ter 2 or Chapter 6 or 7, I don't think it is anywhere near as clear. At the same time

I feel that there are many passages far less clear than Chapter 4 is. The interpretation

which I believe to be the correct one of Chapter 4, I did not wait until I had studied

over it for a very long time. I have come to the conclusion that it hits the circumstances

better thn any other that I know of. Possibly I am wrong. I feel that that is the vital

thing in our attitude toward the prophets, to take what's clear and stand on it, go for

ward into other passages and try to apply the principles you get in the clear passage

and then move forward further and as you keep on studying the prophets God. will give

you light on more and more of it. I may be entirely wrong in my interpretation of

Chapter 4 but the more I have thought of it the last ten years the more I have become

convinced that it satisfies me far better than any other interpretation I've heard of.

I don't think that we advance further in our understanding of it, though, by spending

more time lIDon it at present. I think that if we were to do so the way to do it would

be to take each phrase used. here and trace it through the Bible and. see how it's used in

other contexts and what light they might throw on this and take the principles that arise

in our minds, questions about different principles, and look for examples i, them else-

where. in the prophets or elsewhere. Now that's not our purpose in this course, to take

ne particular passage and do that but rather to go on from simpler passages to more dif

ficult ones and to learn principles as we go, only I departed from that a little now be

cause we are going through Isaiah more or less in order and therefore we strike some

difficult passages and. some that are easier, and so I think the situation regarding
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Chapter 4 has been laid out pretty well b"fore us. I think we've seen what the problems

are and what the possible interpretations are and I hope you have that in mind but as

to which one you prefer I hope that you will, never say that anyone is an apo,state if

he doesn't take the one that you take.

But let us move on to Chapter 5. Chapter 5 is a " It begins as a

on which the Lord is pointing out that He has had a vineyard and it's not a literal

vineyard, it is a figurative expression descriptive of the people of Israel. It is very

clear here as in so many other passages that there are figurative expressions but

usually the meaning of them is quite clear in the context. This is a picture of the

house of Israel, it's made perfectly clear in Verse 7. "For the vineyard of the lard of

hosts is the house of Israel, and if anybody tells you that they take every word. n the

Bible literally you will tell them that they are not taking Chapter 5 Verse7 literally

here because it says that the vineyard is the house of Israel. You are either throwing

that verse out or if you accept that verse you are taking what precedes as a figure, not

as a literal expression. but taking it as a figure doesn't mean that you just don't know

what it means. It doesn't mean that it reduces us to air. It's perfectly clear what it

means. It's explained here that it is the people of Israel who have not brought forth

the fruit that God wants them to bring forth and I think that this passage has a very

important application to our present age. I think it is a picture of Israel. Its mean

ing is Israel. It is talking about Israel, but it has an application to us, and. I think

t is just as important tp apply it to us as for us to understand its direct meaning about

Israel; that is, that the principle is true that as the Lord is going to punish Israel for

not bringing forth the fruit it should, the Lord will punish us if we don't bring forth

the fruit we should, that the lord, wants us to bring forth fruit in our lives by accomplish

ment, by the development of Christian character also and in our groups, our organizations

he wants us to show something worth while in the progress of His kingdom and that's not

what He is talking about here but he's talking about Israel, but he lays down a principle

that we must apply to ourselves as well, and it is very vital that we should. Now he goes

on in this chapter with these woe's against the different characterustics of the people

at that day and he is here talking about the people in that day. He is giving his
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declaration of their sin and his declaration of the punishment that is to come to

them for their sin. I think that we must recognize that he is directly specifically

talking about that period and declaring the coming of the Babylonian exile, the coming

of the Assyrians and of te Babylonians and he describes them in Verse 29 very, vividly,

"Their roaring shall be like a lion, they shall roar like young lions, they shall take

hold of the prey." The Assyrians were very fond. of the picture of the lion. They liked

to use it as symbolic of their nation, symbolic of their power of destroying other

countries and he s here using the Assyrian's own picture to represent the coming of

the Assyrian, God's instrument to punish the people for their sins, yet the sins which

were here described were sins to which people can very easily fall today. I think

that it is a great m-istake for us in our studies to simply pass over the rebuke passages

and spend our time on the blessing passages. I think we need both but I think the

blessing passages, possibly, are harder to 'inderstand. and for that reason we spend. more

time on them in class but I think it is very vital that we see what he rebuked the

Israelites for and recognize the danger of our falling into it today. Verse 20 here

is a very important verse. "Woe unto them that call evil good. and good evil, that put

darkness for light and light for darkness, that put bitter for sweet and. suert for bitter."

It is an exact picture of modernism today. It's not modernism he is describing here;

he is descrihing a condition among the Jews, but the thing which he describes which existed

there is exactly what we find in modernism today. They use terms with exactly the opposite

meaning to that which people und'rstand them to mean. They 'ise them that way, some of

them intentionally in order to deceive, others of them having siiy taking it over from

their leaders and perhaps not realizing the import of what they are doing, but it is

an exact picture of modernism today and. it tells "s of God's great against their

attitude, Yes? (Student) Yes. Verse 29 is a picture of the coming of the Assyrian

invaders. (Student) The Northern Kingdom? The Assyrians attacked the Northern Kingdom

and conuerci it and destroyed it. They attacked the Southern Kingdom, overran three

fourths of Judah, destroyed all its great cities except one--it looked as if they were

going to completely destroy it but God intervened miraculously to deliver. Now this pic

ture of the coming of the Assyrians would apply equally to both " I think the passage
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is almost certainly given before the destruction f the Northern Kingdom and. describes

both of them, the Northern and the Southern, in this particular chapter. Now I'd like

to take time for more details of this chapter but in view of the fact we have only the

one year and we want to get the principles as far as possible, I'd like to go on t.,

Chapter 6. This is a chapter that is much quoted, more quoted than probably almost any

chapter we have had yet, a chapter on which I trust every one of you will some time preach

at least one sermon. Isaiah's great vision of God.. It's one of the great lessons for

people of any time, by analogy. It is specifically a picture of his vision but t1

analogy for all of us is very vital. Mr. ---7 (Student) Yes. We notice that the

structure of the first six chapters of Isaiah is a general three-fold structure, like the

book of Micah. We hve a passage which is predominantly rebuke followed by a great

passage of blessing, that great millennial description in the beginning of Chapter 2.

Then, after that, in Chapter 2 we begin another main section, - chapter division really

should be there and we have a long section of rebuke, the rest of Chapter ? and Chapter 3,
rather suddenly

declaring the sin of the people and showing God's punishment for it, followed/by that

great passage of blessing in Isaiah to 6. is a main division at the end.

of Chapter 4, a main section of this L,rge portion of the book, one which begins with

Chapter 5, "Now I will sing***a song***touching the vineyard? and that would be turning

to the note of description of Israel. and rebuke for their sins, and then after he has

pict'red here in that chapter the sin of the people and the punishment which is to come

for it, then the attention of the prophet turns, not to the future blessings particularly,

but to the immediate blessing of God upon himself, and. the great vision of God. which he
the passages of

had. I think we can represent/these three csections of Isaiah as a passage of rebuke

followed by a passage in the very distant future of the great picture of the millennium,

then a passage of rebuke followed by the picture in the middle future of and then

a passage of rebuke followed by the picture of the immediate situation, God's calling him

for service. Now, of course, that is not an argument for the interpretation of this at

all. It is simply an illustration of that, if you take it that way then you have this

particular passaee " I mean I don't think an argument for it.
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We must et at a conclusion as to general wide -ouping in view of our interpretation

of particular sections rather than vice versa but this is the general structure of most of

the section, rebuke and blessing, second rebuke and blessing and then the third

of rebuke and. blessing.

Row Chapter 6 is this great passage
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(Stud.e&) Yes. That jq a hit nnunel. It's a/'nusual to use it in the general sense,

but not impossible. (Stud.nt) I wouldn't say it's necessc.rily possible. I" s'T

it gests t. wull' a- it c--ry but t does suggest it.

It's a little out 3f the ordinary, but that is all. I don't think it Is at all impossible

to use it,-:as I see it in a general sense, but the fact that it is selected ma be vital

as the particular one that's been selected. Well, whichever way you take it you have

a marked transition here. You do not have here, the Lord talking to two people aad

saying the sane thing about both of them, that the serpent's head. is going to be bruised

and that Satan is going to rail on the ground. We don't have that. We don't have a

double fulfillment in it, you have as .fillment, you have certain statements made
and, serpents

about the serpent/and. fulfilled about the serpent and. sorpents;you have certain state

ments made about Satan and. Christ, and fulfilled about Satan and Christ. You have a

single fulfillment of each one and you have a transition from that where you are ta]Jg

about one to that where you are talking about the other, which is c- hit sudden, just as

we have had. rather sudden transitions from rebuke addressed to the nations as a whole

to blessing addressed to the little group of the people of God. We've had sudcen transi

tions sometimes in the middle of a verse, not so often, but occasionally, perhaps more

particularly in what we yet have to come to, but we've had very sudden transitions of

that type from rebuke to the whole nation to blessing to te iit*le group and. here we

have a rather sudden transition from the serpent, the apparent instrument in the trans

action to Satan, the moving spirit in back of the transaction whether the transition

comes as I think, am almost certain, in the middle of Verse 15 or whether it comes at

the beginning of Verse 15, b'it certainly it dosn't come before that. 'Ie have, at one

or the other of these two places we have a rather sharp, Mr.---? (question from student).

You have a single fulfillment. You are talking about the serpent or you are talking

about Satan. You are not talking about 'both of them. It's one or the other. Some

passages are one, some passages are the other. (Student) Yes, it's either the serpent

a. the woman or the descendants of the serpent and the descendants of the woman, or the,

or Satan and one particular deeeend.ant of the woman. It's one or the other, of those,
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(Student) I would. say that the fulfillment of it is a large thing, that is to say, it's

one specific thing. It's Christ's vixtory over Satan. I would s that Christ's victory

over Satan is accomplished on the cross. Ff.s v.ctc is there, hut that the complete

working out of that which is won by the cross is done in. various other instances and

tbprefrre thr all aro tucluded in the atement in a general sense. The cross s the

specific, ithmediate thing which it means but the others all coe out of the cross and

relate to the cross and are included in the general context, so that when he says that

God. will bruise Satan under Nis feet shortly he is speaking of the consummation of

that which is to the cross and. certain of accomplishment because of the cross.

Mr.---? (Question from student) You mean thai hefor He &s going to do this, that

before that there was no enmity between Christ and the rpent7 (tu.ent) Yes.

(Student) What do you mean by the woman's seed? Who is the spiritual seed of the woman?

There is a spiritual seed of Christ, there is a spiritual seed of Abraham, but I've

never heard of the spiritual seed of Eve. Eve is the one who fell, and. if there is a

spiritual seed of Eve (Student) Christ, but it doesn't say Christ, it says the woman.

That's the difficulty. I dontt see how the woman can be a figure for Christ. (Student)

I don't see how it's possible. Christ is the seed. of the woman in a specific sense,

but to say that the seed of the woman in a general sense is the saved ones. I don't see

any warrant for it. 'ow of course it would be .ltogether possible to have such a usage

but it would be such an unusual thing that I would say you would have to have definite

parallels in Scripture before you would say it. You'd have to have somewhere in the New

Testament or in the Olde we are told, "You are not the seed of Satan, you are the

seed of the woman. Toutre not Satan's children. You are Eve's children." But Christ

didn't say that. Christ said, "You are nct children. You are Satan's

children." He said that, but nowhere is Eve given as a symbol, so far as I know, for

the blessing, or nowhere is Eve . If you take

the one who does the work to be done, that is Christ. but if you take, if you speak of

any before Christ as Eve's seed, because they were good. I don't know that there is

any warrant for it anywhere in Scripture. Mr.---?
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(Student) Yes. Children of the promise to Sarah, not to Eagar, but not Eve. We're

the children of (Student) That's right. But Sarah is used as a symbol in opposition

to Ragar, that's right; but I don't know of anywhere in the Scripture that Eve is used

as the symbol of salvation or righteousness as contrasted with someone else. It could

he done but I know of any warrant for it in Scripture. In the case of Sarah we

have these two placed parallel to each other and we have full basis for it, you see. I

mean all these things are worth presentation as worthy of consideration but they are

enough contrary to what would naturally be ex-cected to require definite Scripture paral-

lels before acceptation of them. But the important thing I'm trying to bring out now,
could

hoped we/cover this in about five minutes simply to remind you of what we spent an

hour or two on last year, the important thing I want to bring out is this; at the end

of Verse 15 it is Christ and Satan. The serpent is not there in the end of Verse 15,

it is Christ and it is Satan and in Verse 14 it is the serpent, not Satan but the serpent

in l; I don't see how you can possibly get to Satan in the 14th. I don't see how you

can possibly gel- the serpent nb the end of 15. Now my inclination is to feel that the

first half of belongs with 114, but I don't think for our present purpose that is particu

larly important. The thing I'm interested now in pointing out is that there is a short

transition from a passage where he talks to theserpent to a passage where he talks to

Satan and. that the fact of the transition mist be gathered from the study of the context.

Now I think that the transition comes toward the end of 15; if you think it comes at the

-'iddle, a the beginning of 15, that doesn't in any affect the principle, which is what

I an intereted in now, that there is a short transition from talking to talking to the

other, and Verse 14 is not quite, is not the serpent and Satan, both spoken of, it's only

the serpent and the end of 15 is not the serpent, it's only Christ. There is not--I

would say that each of them has a specific reference and there is a definite transition,

personally I feel very strongly it's in the middle; if you think it s in the beginning

it still doesn't affect the fact of a sudden transition, from one subject to another, .nd

that's the thing that I want to bring out in connection with the here, and that's the
had

reason that I bring that up here before taking up Isaiah 7 which I/hopwe'd spend fifty
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minutes on during this present hour, but I fear we won't. Well now, I think perhaps,

unless there is some other question this principle, tat we can turn

back now to Chapter, to the other--oh, one thing though, one other thing I've already

mentioned I want to stress. The vital thing here I want to bring out is the transition.

I think we must all agree on that even if there will be some difference of opinion

where the transition is. Then the other thing that I bring out is the last part of

this verse is rebuke to the serpent, or to Satan rather, but it is also blessing to

the woman. You have here not a double fulfillment but you have two pu.rsoses in one

action. You have a purpose of rebuke, you have also a purpose of blessing; they are
the

both involved in/one action; ostensibly it's entirely a matter of rebuke; ostensib]

He's just rebuIdas Isaiah is when he's talking to Ahaz, but actually involved in the

rebuke is a blessing to another party.(Stud.ent) Yes, yes. There is--now in putting

nmity between Satan and the serpent, or between Satan's seed and the serpent's seed

is in no way blessing to Eve; that is simply a fact, but putting--as far as she is con

cerned its a fact, it's not a punishment to her, it is a punishment to the serpent;

but the fact of the serpent's b'ing bruised, it's head's being bruised, it's power be

ing broken--that is Satan's, not the serpent's, that is blessing to Eve, that is the

promise of the gospel, the declaration of hope through Christ. Now let's turn back to

Isaiah 7 and as we have spent fifty minutes in doing wht Ithought we would do inive,

let's see if we can do in five what I had hoped to spend fifty on.

In Isaiah 7 we have a passage here which we could spend two or three hours present-

ing the historic background of but I trust you all remember it very well from last iear

and reviewed it very well last fall. Chapter 7, Verse 1 repeats it in very brief

form, but it is also given more fully both in Kings and in Chronicles. As you know

Ithaz is king and the kng of Syria and the king of Israel are not fiiting each other

as they usually did before. uite usually J'idah didn't have much to fear from Israel

because Israel was so busy fighting Syria beyond, and of course none of you confuse

Syria with Assyria, which is still further beyond and a far greater power than Syria.

You would. confuse it if you hadn't had Old Testament history but I'm sure none of you

do now. Now Syria and Israel have combined to fight against Judah and Isra]. is twice
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as big, perhaps three times as big. as Judah but not quite as wealthy proportionately,

although it's rore wealthy in totality but not as wealthy proportionately

to its size, and Israel could fight against Judah and it would be a terrific job for

Israel to withstand. it. Only two kings, three kngs before this, Israel came down and

attacked Judah, broke a hole in the wall of Jerusalem, overcame the area and left them

in a prostrate condition. They didntt try to hold them but did wreck them pretty badly.

Israel, you'd think, could do that again; but Israel is no . Israel could do it

by itself; Israel is combined with a nation that's fifty per cent larger than Israel,

a nation which Israel has been able to fight off most of the time though it's had a

pretty tough job doing it and had some pretty terrific defeats from it, from Syria,

and now Syria and Israel are combined against Judaa and so the attack begins and Ahaz

is frightened; you can't blame him for being frightened. We read that "his heart. was

moved, and the heart of his people, as the trees of the wood are moved with the wind,

and then you know what he did.. not told here but we know from Kings and Chronicles.

haz is frightened, and what does Ahaz do? Does he do like his son Hezekiah did.? Does

he go to the temple and. does he pray to God. for help? Does he go to the prophet and

say, "What shall we do in this situation? Does he repent of his sin which has broght

the situation on? Does he have a national day of thanksgiving, a national day of repent
He says, t1

ance and of fasting before God? No. He was not a very clever scheemer./Weve goNazi's

Germany to fight; it's a big job, we'll get godless Russia on the other side to go in

with us and we'll join with her and in that way we can overcome Germany and -we'll be safe

from Grmany and we'll never have anything more to worry about after that and we'll

take godless Russia and with them make peace and democracy all through the world.

and. everybody is going to be happy." He works out a human, man-aade scheme, a sche

which is intrinsically wicked.. That's exactly what haz did.. He wrote to the king of

Assyria way across the desert, the other side of Syria and he said. to Tiglath-pileser,

"You come and help rue and I'll be your ally and I'll do what you wanll,~'and he reaped the

fruit of it later just as we'iô reaping the fruit now of the wickedness that weave done

in the last few years, and so that1 the situation in the e_-,u of the first verses and

we'll have to wait till tomorrow morning
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Yesterday we departed from our study of Isaiah for, I thought a few minutes but

it turned out to be nearly an hour, to look back at two verses of Genesis 1, verses

which have been much discussed through the ages and on which there have been many differ

ent theories presented, some being 100 per cent sure that the prediction Ls contained in

them of the death of Christ and others being sure there is nothing there about Christ

and I think, myself, that this uncertainty and disagreement is due to failure to get

correct principles of interpretation. I do not think that a great many interpretors

have observed as they should have the principle of sharp transitional prediction, the

fact that you frequently have one theme or one idea or one situation presented and then

very sharply and. suddenly there is a jump to another which is logically related, as we

have had it in rebuke followed immediately by blessing or as we've had it there in deal

ing with the serpent and spending the time on the snake for quite awhile and then suddenly

turning to the one who, after all, is the real source of the trouble and dealing with him.

You might say that all the forces, the spiritual forces of the universe were looking on

as interested observers as God declared what was going to happen to the snake, and. what

was going to happen to the snake, what was going to happen to the snake

what was going to happen to the whole race of snakes in the future and as all this was

given the, we think of the spiritual forces of the universe looking on and saying, "Well

now, look here, look here, the snake was only an instrumemt." Yes, the snake deserves

punishment for letting itself be used of Satan. The snake deserves lots of punishment,

he deserves all the punishment given, but why spend so much time on the snake? What

about Satan? There's the real of difficulty. Is he going to pass Satan by al

together? And then all of a sudden you have a sharp transition to, in one little Greek

word, pointing the doom of Satan, and. doing it in language which does not apply to

but pointing it to Satan. There is that sharp transition. It's as if you build.

UP You're dealing with one thing and. there is another in the minds of the

people. It's exactly the same attitude as we had. in Micah and we had it frequently in

Isaiah where the prophet is describing God's punishment coming to the nation. Re points

to the sin of the people there because of the doom that is coming to them and. ll the

while he's giving this the righteous are naturally far more interested in what he says
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than the wicked, the wicked are trying to shrug it off, and say. "Well, I'm not sure

there's much to this business anyway and. after all he's sort of an old fool and fanatic."

They have a tendency to shrug it off but the righteous as they listen are getting more

and. more disturbed. They realize the sin of the nation; they realize they are inlicted.

in the sin of the nation even though they themselves are following God and. true to Him;

they're implicated, in the sin of the nation and they hear of. the terror that is coming

and they say, "Oh, is there no hope? Are we utterly doomed in that which is coming?"

And then just as, you might say, their feeling of despair reaches the point where it i15

almost hopeless, the prophet suddenly turns to them and. shows them that, though this is

coining for the nation, God has His own purposes for the remnant of and He has

His own blessings which are to come and suddenly you turn from this which has been build

ing up and building up and building up to that other which is also a great need and a

need which has been becoming more and more pronounced like water piling up in back of a

dam as your attention is turned. to other matters. Mr.--- , did you have an observation
that is a different question,

to mDke? (question from student) Now, of course,jthere is a little difficulty in that

problem. It is true that the first part of Genesis does give a certain rationality to

the serpent. no question of that. It says the serpent was more subtle than

any beast of the field. Just what does that mean? presented. as if he, in some way,

was not so amazed as he would be at the person talking. Ncw the full inter
tit

pretion, understanding of that is rather difficult, but yet/there is something of that

sort can hardly be denied. You turn over to the story of Balaam's ass and you find, that
Or are these, what

the angel of the lord spoke to Balaam and criticized Balaam./ I am thinking about the

very words that God. allowed the ass to use But the ass said. to .Balaam, it said, "Here,

I've borne the weight of you ciurtig the summer and in the winter I've done your duties

without complaint and. now when I turn aside you start hitting me. Is that the right way

to treat me?" There is the assumpticn in the wcrds which the Lord expressed that the

ass is not like a machine here that I can use if I feel like or throw out the window or

throw into the fire, that there is something a little different in. the animal creati

than in the mere vegetable creation. I think we find that assumption suggested

on various occasions in the Scripture and. it certainly is true in the general attitude
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which most of us have for the animal creation. If you saw a dog come up and bite a

little child :ou'd say, "Oh, the vicious creature. You wouldn't hesitate for a second

to go up and kick him, probably to kill him, but if you saw a dog hat seemed to be a

friendly creature and somebody came up and was cruel to him you would consider that

person morally reprehensible, even if he was the owner of the dog. Now, why? An animal

is certainly not in the class of a human being and. yet there is the attitude which all

human beings have which implies a certain amount of moral accountability in them and

there are suggestions of it in the Scripture, and. it is a statement which is made by

most evangelical commentators who recognize Satan as in back of the serpent that the

serpent allowed himself to be used of Satan. Of course, the liberal commentator would.

simply say, "This is a fable, In which animals talk," and dismiss it as a lot

of junk, but the evangelical commentator, unless he takes the position that Satan simply

assumed the form, which was only a pretense, unless he takes such position as that

and such a position would render the verse which tells about his going on his belly

and eating dust absolutely senseless if it's not a punishment to Satan and. why punish

the serpent if Satan merely assumed the form? There is--I don't think you can got away

from it, that that is implied in the chapter, that the serpent had a moral responsibility

there. Now, of course the full background of it, the full situation, we simply cannot

understand because we don't know all the facts of it. If we don't deal with all the

factors that we do understand, because we dontt understand all the factors in back of it,

we certainly would deal with very little of life. I dontt know what advances have been

made in electricity since I was in sigh School but--In fact all I know about electricity

is what I learned in a Nigh School course, and. probably most of that I've forgotten, but

it is very definite impression that at that time it was thought that what electricity

really is wasn't known and there were those who felt that it was like a stream going .n

one direction, those who felt it was .ike one going in another direction and those wh

had an entirely different theory about it and. yet they all were agreed that we could

utilitize it. Now there may be advances since that render that illustration out of

date but I rather, even though they may render the form out of date, I doubt if they

'render its actual purpose out of date. lam sure that it is a mystery to them how it
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is that you can have a thought in your head. and. your nerves start working in such a way
fingers to move.

as to cause your / . Science can understand along the way certain of the aspects of it

but the actual connection between tht t'-"o'ight in your head and that motion of ou' fin

gers, somewhere in between there is at least some point and perhaps more than one which

is a real problem and. utterly ununcleretood and. yet we don't hesitate to reason with the

facts which are sure. So that is one great ohjection to all deductive reasoning or

attempt out of philosophy to construct a system that will explain the universe. We sim

ply do not have sufficient data and when we say that something is impossible or absurd

or fantastic because we dontt fully understand it we could make half the facts of life

absurd and fantastic because we don't understand how they happen; we don't knew the

data, but we know they do happen, and. we utilize them. So it seeinc to me that the

animal creation is one on which we can:ict be satisfied with superficial conclusions,

I mean with hasty conclusions, but that the Scripture does in this passage and. also in

connection with Balaan's as definitely teach that which human beings assume, that there

is some measure of m&al accountability in the brute creation. Well that's an interesting
main

quest-ion. It's a little aside from our/present study but it is one that it is very well

that we think about a bit because it would be very easy for us to make statements which
go

either fall short of or beyond the .M situation and. whichccul&hind.er

the testimony of our ministry. Now that was what I wanted there, was the principle o

the transition and also the fact that n the declaration of the doom of Satan there

was one fact predicted, a fact which had various, yôu might say stages in its fulfill

ment, the accomplishment of it through the death of Christ on calvary which wins for us

the complete victory over Satan, but the actual perforance of that victory including

all the accomplishments of Christ, both in this age and previous to of His

earthly life and including the great suffering and the millennium, all that is included

in the victory over Satan but is wan at calvary which is the central point of the whole
while

complex of affairs, and then, also, the fact, of course, that/there is one event, with

various stages in it, bat one event, this event is presented from two viewpoints. It

is presented from the viewpoint of Satan directly and. addressed to him and fm that
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viewpoint it is rebuke, and. that alone, it is judgment and rebuke, but it contains some

thing that is far more important to us than the rebuke to Satan. It contains the promise

of blessing. From Satan's viewpoint it's rebuke; from Eve's viewpoint it is blessing.

From Satan's viewpoint it is rebuke; from our viewpoint it is blessing. And sc you have

two purposes contained in. the same event. I think it is well to recognize that. Not

two acts, not two-it's not a double fulfillment. There is no such thing as a double

fulfillment in Scripture. You may have a prediction of several events of a similar

nature--possibly comizg together, as when you say, "This man will make several trips to

Chicago." Or you could say, "This man will go to Chicago," you nit include several

goings, but when you say, "This man will go tc Chicago and. when he has got there he will

buy a new suit," you say that that means, even though he ha gone to Chicago and.

bought a new suit that ycu a sure is going to go again and buy one because

of another fulfillment o that it means both that a man is going to go to Chicago and

buy a new suit and that another man is going to go to the National Bible Institute in

New York and as if it might be a figurative expression in the latter and

it might be a literal expression in the former . Th.t's the double fulfillment

which I believe is unscriptural and harmful. ?e have a single fulfillment but we have

iore than one truth in it. (Student) Yes. Yes, no can we use the same pronoun in

rfer'-ing to two different persons? I might say to you, "That's the way it loo!s to

you. Fow does it look to you?" And thou could. refer to anyone-that is, you don't have

to look in a figurative sense, but it can be directed. to any individual and we frequent

ly find. it in the prophetic books and in the Psalms that thei'é is a change of position

in that regard. Those pronouns which do not refer to specific individuals but to

those who are in a specific position at the time that which

and I think you can find that proven by the fact that
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No, we went into that yesterday at a good. little length arid pointed out that

in the New Testament !e says that God will bruise Satan under your feet shortly and.

He refers to that great serpent, the devil; we have various indications that the New

Testament writers understood. that Satan was a definite party to the transaction but the Old

Testament doesn't specifically state it. If you do not imply something, if it is not ex

pressed. in it, you just have a fable like Aesop's fables

That isn't reasonable for God's people. . We believe that It must be me

thing other than simply a animal , but we can't prove, it. The only

thing is that we have to see first exactly what's there and. then see in understanding it

properly what elements must we assume in order to understand the Scriptures as a whole.

Now our purpose now is to understand Isatai and, we have a tremendous amount of Isaiah to

cover and I intended to put five minutes on it because I thought I had.

covered it fully last year. I wanted to resume what I think is dealy proven from it that

there is a sharp, sudden transition, there's a sharp, sudden transition from speaking

to the serpent to speaking to Satan in the passage and I gave yesterday, I would say fifty

different evidences related to it, a great many, and have repeated perhaps twenty of them

this morning but there hasn't been a question raised this morning which we haven't dealt

with, I think, fully yesterday. I don't think there has been any, I Walt with every one

yesterday that has been raised this morning. Now if you have something new I'm glad to

look at it but, I mean you can take my idea or not on it, I don't care, but I would. like

to have everybody get what the evidences are that I present here and then go on and s

how they fit into Isaiah, and it is my personal opinion that if we do not take these princi

ples we do not get sense out of the prophetic books. Now I do not prove these principles

simply by Genesis 3. I prove them by the fact that they seem to make sense out of Genesis 3

and also they seem to make sense out of the prophetic books; that is, I say that ther is

cvidence from each $ihich hangs together and. it is a question which is the best place t

start. I don't think we could take either one and start and one hundred per cent prove

it just from that alone. I think we have to compare them together and I want to bring

the evidence from the different places to see how it fits together. Now if we spend

too long on any one of them we simply get over the ground., that's the only objection.
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There was one question raised this morning that we hadn't mentioned yesterday. That was

about the animals, and their moral accountability. That, of course, is altogether aside

from our present purpose but I thought it was interesting and worth taking time on.

Mr. -- do you have something that you think is different? (Question from student) I

don't think so. I don't think there is whatever. Yes. Thank you. Well then let's look

on to Isaiah 7. In Isaiah 7 you have a passage of which if you don't recognize the prin-

ciples we've been looking at in Genesis 3, in my opinion you have nothing but nonsense in

the chapter. You'll find, many interpretations of it in different commentaries which I am

convinced are errant nonsense. If God spoke and used such principles as many commentaries
Isaiah

consider to be involved in Gees4e 7, why just about anything can mean anything and. you

might as well take the conclusion that the prophetic books are a lot of ecstatic words

from which we can gather models that we like, but we can't be sure of anything in their

teaching. I believe that if you take principles which fit in and make sense in many, many

places in predictive portions of prophecy they make perfect sense In the chapter and. that

is why I wanted to look at Genesis 3 where I think those particular principles make sense

out of the chapter and have them in mind as we look at Isaiah 7. Now of course, we can
it's either

say they do not apply to Genesis 3. In that case/the devil took the form of a serpent and.

has nothing to do with the serpent at all and. this verse about his eating dust and, going

on his belly has absolutely no meaning whatever or else we can take it that it is just

an animal story and there's no Satan there at all in which case it certainly has no mean

ing for us, or we can take it as a combination of the two with a sharp transition, in

which case it seems to me it makes perfect sense. Now we have exactly the same situation
ed.

in Isaiah 7. In Isaiah 7 we look/at the background. , Verses 1 an 2, and we saw that extreme

ly important thing which is specifically stated in Kings and in Chronicles but which is not

specifically mentioned at this point. that .Ahaz had. decided that he would gain the victory

over his immediate enemies by calling in a force at a distance that was even worse than

the immediate ones and meeting with them and dividing up the earth with them, forgettLmg

that they would never be satisfied until they had the whole earth in their hands and. so

he made exactly the same mistake that others have made in modern times. He sent off to

Tiglath-pileser across the desert and he gave Tiglath-pileser a lot of lend-lease in order
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that he would come and join with him in fighting against Syria. and against Israel.

So he wrote to Tiglath-pilezer and he said to Tiglath-pilezer, going t

stand with you. We're going to establish democracy in the earth. I'm going to give

you a (he called. it tribute instead, of lend-lease) I'm giving you all this tribute and

you come and you attack these forces from the rear. Well now of course in this case

it is true that Assyria was stronger than Israel and Syria put together while Judah was

not half, much more than half as strong as Israel alone. So that it made it partIcul.r-

ly dangerous for him to do that. He couldn't possibly handle Assyria . He simply had
really

to know that the Assyrians were/nice folks and if he Joked with them like Roosevelt did

with Stalin and took a nice, pleasant attitude with them they would stand for democracy

after that and everything would be fine, and so he sent this message out to Tiglath

pilezer but he didn't tell his people about it. There is nothng mentioned here about

it. It's rather clear that it was a thing which the people did not know. As far as

the people of Judah knew, Syria and. Israel are attacking Judah. They've made an attack.

They've been driven back. The attack was made with small force, and they've been driven

back. Now they are expecting another attack with large force, and they're filled with

fear. Their heart is moved, like the wind, and then the Lord speaks to Isaiah. Now haz

didn't speak to Isaiah ard say, "Isaiah, inquire of the Lord for me. The Lord speaks to

Isaiah, and Verse 3 is tremendously important. The Lord didn't say to Isaiah, "Go to

the palace and tell Ahaz you have a message from me, for him." He didn't say that. He

said, "Go forth and meet Ahaz, thou, and Shear-jashub thy son, at the end of the conduit

of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's d,ield." Why did he tell him to go there?

It's very clear that Isaiah had no entrance to the palace. Heekiaˆi in later years was

very glad to have Isaiah come at any time. He wanted to hear the word of the Lord..

Nathan, the prophet, could go right in to t1'e private qurters of David and could rebuke

him and say, "Thou art the man', but Ahaz didn't want these old. fools around. They're

all right to keep up the morale of the people. Religion is all right in its place in

keeping the people in order and so on but we don't want to be bothered with it. We

know how to handle these things; we're going to call tn Assyria andsend them tribute

and make an arrangement and that will solve the problem. We have " It's

going to fix it up, and we're not interested in this old " And so in order
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to get access to Ahaz it was necessary that Isaiah go out to the place where Ahaz is

on an inspection tour. He is inspecting the defenses of the city and he's out ther e

busy inspecting the defenses at the end of the conduit of the upper pool in the high-

way of the fuller's field. It's very important to have the water supply in good

condi-tion.It's very important to have the walls in good condition., to be ready to protect

themselves against the great attack that is expected and more than that Ahab is interest

ed in increasing the morale of the people. In 1940 about four months before the elec

tion I came out Sierra Tevada mountains during the summer and I met a man there upon

the road with his car and as I rode down with him I asked him what had happened in. the

wcrld in the two weeks I had. been out of ôtth with it and he said, "Oh, things have

gotten bad in the world." He said, "The sitution is getting so serious that Rooselt

is finding it necessary to go personally to inspect all the different

The election was about three months off. "Roosevelt is personally going to inspect

/ all the army , because the situation is so vital." Well, I tried to point cut

to him, as'most of the commentators did twè or three weeks later that actually the armament

factories could do a lot better work if they didn't have to stop work for a day in order

to clean evorything up and have a parade while the president marched in. and, glanced

around and what did. Roosevelt know more than I would know about whether the work was

going on well in a particular factory anyway. It was a political trick to impress the

country to elect him for a third term and it was a scheme to raise the morale of the

people and to convince them of the fact that we ought sooh to get busy and enter the war.

It was a political scheme but I don't think .haz's was here a political scheme. Ahaz

was--doubtless in those days the situation was such that the king would know a good bit

about toese particular defenses and it would be vital that he take a personal direct

interest in it but there was the political aspect of it also. He's tremendously in

terested in raising the morale of the people and showing them the situation was far from

hopeless, that if they will fight and fight desperately and fight bravely there is a

good. chance of holding off the Syrians and. the Israelites, and. then he wants the morale

of the people ready to fight desperately and. then he thinks they can hold them off and.

he feels that the Assyrians will come from the back. He's not worried in the end. be

cause the Assyrians will, deliver them, he is quite sure. He knows well
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at least he is glad enough of an excuse to interfere with conditions in this part of

the world and. to core to the protection of , and so Isaiah has to go out and

get a hearing from him. He has to go out there just as Moses sometimes had, to see Pharaoh

as he would go out to the Nile. Moses sometimes had access to him in the but very

clearly not always. So that God said to Isaiah, "Go out and, see him and. give him a mes

sage and here's the message he gave him. Verse 4 -"Take heed and be quiet; fear not,

neither be faint hearted. Well that's very nice. "Don't get worried. Dontt
Israel and

It's a very nice suggestion to make. Here's a terrible situation. /Syria are right t

the door, but don't get frightened. It's very nice, isn't it? Reminds me of a time

that I took a Turkish bath here in Wilmington, and. the man at this place said to me,

he was giving me a massage, and, I said to him, "Well now", I said, "tip in Philadelphia
'ye 'ye

when I/had one up there they/used a Uttle wintergreen oil", and he said, "Oh, I can.

do that for you." Up in. Philadelphia they have a big bottle. He took a little bit of

a bottle out of his closet and I didn't no ch about wintergreen oil at that time

so he took the little bottle out and he put a little bit cm his hands and started. rubbing

it over me. About, some seconds later I felt as if I was burning all over, felt as if

I was just afire and. I jumped off the slab and I began jumping around and. he said, "Pay

no attention to it. Think nothing of it." And that was very comforting. "Pay no atten

tion to it. Think nothing of it." "Don't bother about it." Well, you can give that

sort of comfort. You can comfort a person so it means something and you can give them a

comfort that is l1e Job's comforters. After all, he didn't have to stand it. "Don't

bother with it. Don't pay any attention to it." Well here, that, is that all that this

message is so far that God. has said,? "Take heed and be quiet. Don't fear." Ahaz wants

the people to fear s.fficiently that they will fight hard and. work hard. and. build. hard.

and. get ready, but1ie says, "Don'tfear. Don't be fainthearted for the two tails of

these smoking firebrands.'(That is a figure. I don't think that is a good, illustration

but it is a figurative expression which is very clear in the context, to

be a sort of a putting down, these Israel and Syria.) What are they? Why do you worry

about Israel and Syria? It's just as if somebody today would say to Checho-Slovakia,

"Don't worry about Russia. What can Russia do to you! All they can do is to seize all
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your leading officials and. execute them and. take his property away from everybody that's

got over a hundred dollars in his possession, and. kill everybody that they would. have

any reason to think was to control Russia. Don't worry about them. What's Russia?"

Well Russia is so much bigger than Czcho-Slovakia that such statements, while they will

convince some people, won't convince many. Well, of course that is the situation hare.

Re says, "Don't be afraid. of these smoking firebrands, of Syria and Well, If

you believe in God, that's all right.
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first inGod - that He controls everything, and, second,. if you believe that God is

going to protect you from these, then, of course, if you have faith in God. you will say,

"Yes, there is no reason to be afraid of them. They're nothing in relation to God who

is so much more powerful! but if you think this is an old superstition which after all

doesn't matter; in fact, in this realistic world., well, it's sort oL
disturbing and Syria.

hurting morale, a rather /thing, to say, "Aw, don't bother about Israo]. What do they

amount to? " And. he goes on nd tells the situation and says, "They said, 'We'll go k)

Judah and. make a breach therein and set a king and put up our puppet king there, even

the scn of Tabeal. We'll make our own puppet Verse 7, though, the prediction,

"Thus saith the lord, it shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass." Well, there is

a good strong declaration from tie Lord.. "It won't come to pass." Suppose somebody went

yesterday to President Benes and said, "Don't fear about Russia. The lord, says it won't,

nothing will happen." Well, if Benes is a firm believer in God and if he has reason

to think that the m.n who speaks actually knows the Word of God. and. actually has a com

munication from God he might be tremendously interested. As it is I think he is shaking

in his boots and wondering whether he'd. better see if he can't smuggle himself out of the

country or wonder whether he is going to be shot there. Eels to m,ke a speech on the radio

today and. I wonder which of the two tracks he will take, but he's facing a situation.

Well, heres a nice thing. Thus says the Lord. It will not stand. Neither shall itcme

to pass. If you truly believe in God and. believe that this man has a right to speak from

God and to tell you God's will in this particular situation, then if you

, but that's not Ahaz's attitude.Ahaz wants

the people to work hard and build hard and play hard. So Isaiah is to go and say to him,

"J'or the head of Syria is Damascus and. the head. of Damascus Is Rezin; and within sixtCive

years E phraim will be broken, that it be not a people." Somebody might have gone a week

ago to the leaders in Czecho-.Slovakia and said, "Don't be worried about Russia. Why, within

sixty years Stalin will be dead and the whole Russian organization will be ." Well,

what would Benes say? "I'm not worried about sixty years from now. I'm worried about

next week Monday and. TuesdR. That's what I'm worried about." And here he says, "Don't
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worry. Within sixty-five years phraim will be broken and. won't be a people." And then

he says, in Verse 9, "If ye will not believe, surely ire shall not be established." Well

Ithink Isaiah probably thought as he went along, Well now this is a wonderful word. the

Lord has given. Within sixty-five years they won't be there any more but what's Ahaz going

to do. Ahaz doesn't have much faith anyway and Ahaz certainly is going to say, "Well now

that doesn't interest us, what happens sixty-five years from now. They can utterly destroy

Judaii long before that and we are worried about the present situation." And between

Verse 9 and Verse 10 there is a gap. Now that is a statement which may seem striking and.

strong to somebody.-there is a gap between Verse 9 and Verse 10, but there is absolutely

no question about that. That one of the things of which we can be one hundred. per cent

sure, in the Scripture, even though it's not stated in the Scripture, that there is a

gap there. There are many things we have to infer in the Scripture as in any other hook

if we are going to make sense out of it. This is one which is 100 hundred per cent sure.

In Verse 3 the Lord said to Isaiah, "Go out there and. meet Ahaz at the place where he is

making his inspection tour." Well we know Isaiah wasn't out there. The Lord wouldn't

say "Go out there" if Isaiah was out there. It is a pretty good assuition he was at home

in Jerusalem somewhere and. not at the place to which he was to go and. meet Ahaz and give

Ahaz this message, but then we have in Verse 10, "Moreover the Tord spoke again to Ahaz"
between

and. then we have Ahaz answering, so it is one hundred per cent certain that/Terse 9 and

Verse 10 there is a gap and the prophet doesn't bother to say, "When Isaiah heard the

word of the Lord. he called his wife and said, "Get some good shoes on Shear-jashub because he's

got to go with me on this, Iwant to take him with me now. I have some work to do, and

give me n w.lking staff and get everything ready and we, if the king doesn't throw us in

prison we'll be back before the day is over." and. then he started out and he went outside

the walls of this place and he got there and he got .Ahaz's attention so that Ahaz listened.

and. Ahaz stood. there and. Isaiah came up and. started talking: "Oh, king," and Ahaz didn't

want to bother with the fellow but there were the people standing around who believed. that

Isaiah was a true prophet of God., and Ahaz could. not just say, "Get out of the way. I

haven't got time to bother with. you." He couldut do that because he was out there build

ing morale and it would appear very discourteous and very ungracious to a one whom the
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people respected as highly as they did. Isaih and. the only thing that haz could do

was let the fellow talk - and. let's hope he won't take too long and we can get rid of

him soon and get on with our inspection tour, and so Isaiah started and he gave the mes

sage given here. Now all that is in the gap. Part of that you may think is inference,

but it is clear inference from what follows, but the thing that is absolutely one

hundred. percent inference is that Isaiah having gotten the message given before here

has gone out there and. met .Ahaz and. given Ahaz this much of a message and then, in

Verse 10, the lord spoke again to ..haz, so here is a further message given Isaiah

which is given after that but given to Ahaz doubtless, one after the other one and

why is it presented in that way? Well, very clearly from what he says and what Ahaz

says we can infer the situation there that after he's given the message Ahaz's att.i
to be

tude has been, "Bow ca I now without seeming/abrupt or impolite to this man that the

people think is a true prophet move on with the inspection work and with getting the

people stimulated to work hard without seeming to be discourteous or rough with this

fellow that I want to get rid of. " Now that was Jthaz's thought and. it doubtless

showed very clearly on his face. Perhaps he started to move on without bothering tø

answer, and. so the Lord spoke again to .Ahaz, and when it says here, "The lord spoke

again to .Ahaz we can be absolutely it means the Lord spoke again to Isaiah. It means

that the lord at that instant put into Isaiah's mind the words which Isaiah was to give

to .Ahaz as from the lord, to Ahaz. It's not a voice from heaven, certainly. not

something in the inner heart of Ahaz. In the circumstances it is in the mind, of Isaiah

given right to Ahaz as a farther message from God to Ahaz. So here's the farther mes

sage given. "Ask thee a sign of the lord, thy God." Here h isn't paying any attention.

That's all very well to say be worried,;:In sixty-five years these people won't

even be a but what do we care about sixty-five years? We're not going to

argue with this fellow; we're just going to move on and ignore him. That's a mighty

good thing to do when a crackpot comes in. It's a mighty good thing to do. Why waste

time arguing with them? Just ignore them and move on. You'll find. that in your churches;

you'.l find, that in your Christian work. There are times when a sincere inquirer comes

with a difficulty and it's worth your taking day after day to talk with him and to Ielp
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him but there are times when somebody comes who is just going to cause dissension and.

trouble and. all that you can do in your church is to try in as nice and. gracious a way

as you can to keep from arousing trouble over this partlc'ilar thing arising ; and you

have to make a decision and It's much better to err on the side of graciousness than to

err on the side of being too abrupt but if you don't get somewhere near the right point

in between you won't accomplish much and. so Ahaz is trying to move on and. now he has o

answer this next question because it is addressed right to him. Isaiah says, worry.

These people won't hurt you." "All right, thank you, thank you. Let's go on* Let's

work here. That's all right, but now he says, "Ask a sign of the Lord; ask it either in

the depths or in the height above." He says, You don't think there is anything to this.

You think it's a lot of foolishness. You think, it's plain on your face that you think

that we're just giving you a message that is just a lot of hot air and the important thing

is to get busy and fight hard. against Israel and Syria, now," he says,"Let's have a test

of this. Ask a sign of the Lord." And, of course, Ahaz remembered that old superstition

that !lijah went up on Mount Cannel once and all the people nd that fire came down from

heaven and-well, now this would. be very nice, wouldn't it? If he'd. say to Iaiai, "Well,

now how do we know that this true?" and Isaiah would say, 'Well, I'll tell you. You

bring some of your people and we'll go up to Mount Carmel, say, next month some day, and.

go up there and. we'll have a big occasion and we'll prove to you that God really is

God. and. can do these things." Well before that time the Assyrians of course would have

come down and would have taken the city of Jerusalem and. we'll be wasting this time on

a lot of foolishness. Ahaz doesn't want to get invo'ved in anything like that. He wants

to move ahead with what's important, with protecting the city from the Syrians and the

Israelites and so Ahaz does some quick thinking. He says, "Now if I come out and explain

the true situation a 1t of these people around here that think this a prophet of God

and think that there is a God that interfres in human events, they're going to get excited
two

and. bothered. and the people will be divided. into/camps and it will be awfully hard to get

the unity of morale that we need in order to move forward.." I heard just recently that

one of our good friends was asked to serve on a committee for military preparedness for

this nation and I heard that he was asked to do that and that he was put in a position

of great importance in relation to the president of our country and. other leaders in the
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country in order to do that or at least that he was given to understand he would be and

then some people came to him and said, "Look here, in your books you've made statements

derogatory to the Roman Catholics. If we put you on this committee that's going to cause

disunity in the nation. Now you just repudiate those statements against the Roman Catholics

then we can go ahead and yw can be on the committee." He's causing disunity with say

ing something that some of the people of the land don't agree with. Well, berets the

situation. àhaz wants to avoid disunity and if Ahaz comes rut and makes a statement here

against this fellow why it's going to cause trouble so Ahaz does some quick thinking and

he says, "Iwill not ask, neither will I tempt the Lord. Very clever statement. Now am

I reading a lot into Ahag's mind, in this? Am I assuming a lot here of which we have no

proof. I will venture that you will often hear this read, around Christmas time or at other

times in churches and you'll hear somebody say, "I will not seek, neither will I tempt

the Lord. Beautiful, pious statement. Because, the words alone are a pious statement.

They're lovely. Christ said, 'A wicked and an adulterous generation seeks a sign. and no

sign will be given to it." Here he says to Ahaz, "Ask for a sign," and .Ahaz says, "I won't

tempt the Lord. I won't ask for a sign." It's a beautiful statement and. it should satisfy

the religious people and make them think, "This fellow Ahaz is all right after all." I
ton

remember somebody's telling me about the president of Prince! University about ten years ago.

They said that the president up there used to say, "Well, in this controversy between

and, Mason,, I guess it was twenty years ago, between Mason and. the modernist,
4

"I stand right with Mason,' and. that made all the fundamentalists in the alumni think he was

a great person and they supported him, and, then every year he had. to reappoint the Dean of

Religion for the college and he appointed a modernist for that position, so that pleased

the modernists, so h pleased everybody. Fe made some nice statements to please the funda

menta1its and he ave the power and control to the modernists and that leaed the modern

ist. Well, Ahaz has made a nice statement here but the fact t-at the interpretation always

presented on this particular statement is cne hundred. per cent, certain that it is not a sin.

cere statement but just an evasion to get rid, of him is made one hundred per cent certain by

the statement which Isaiah made in answer. He didn't say, "Ahaz, that's a beautiful senti

ment. I'm glad that - others have had. signs and. have believed; you are ready to believe
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without signs. That's wonderful." He didn't say that. He might have. He would have if

it was a sincere statement but he said, in Verse 13, "Hear ye now, 0 house of David; is

it a small thing for you to weary men, but will, ye weary my God? Therefore the lord him

self shall give you a sign. God is going to bless you richly and give you everything good.

that you could possibly want. He's going to give you all the things that your heart de

sires." Well that doesn't make sense, does it? The first part makes absolute sense. He

rebuked .&haz and he is rebuking him and, the purpose is rebuking Ahaz and there is absolutely

no question about Verse 13 .nd the first half of 14, that it is a rebuke and there is abso

lutely no question that that is demonstrating that Aiaz is insincere in Verse U and that

almost certainly the tone of his voice showed his insincerety to the extent that Isaiah

did not appear to the people standing by to he just a trouble maker in what he said, but

it was rather evident to them that this cynicle king was speaking in a tone of voice -

"Oh, yes. Let's get on with the work." He was 'ising beautiful words but the tone of his
his

voice and his ger.oral at4itude one which showed/hostility to religion. And so Isaiah

gives him a rebuke and that is one of the most vital things in connection with this chapter

to realize that Verse 14 is a rebuke and not a blessing. Now did. we read. the whole Chapter 7
Loi"

in the Hebrew? We did., didn't we? We did, Well, you'll have it well in mind/tomorrow.

That's excellent, and. we'll have in mind your ideas on these next three verses. Is 14 re

buke or blessing? Is 15 rebuke or blessing? Is 16 rebuke or blessing? What does Verse 22

mean? That's extremely important. What does 22 mean? I think it wouldn't hurt to look

at that first, and what do these threF verses here mean? What is their real import amd pup-,,:

port? What are they predicting? Is there a double fulfillment here? Is he talking about

the fact that Napoleon is going to be sent to Waterloo and that Hitler is going to die I ±i.

and that some say he is going to come to sometime? Now are there several

different things involved? Ia there one particular thing involved. Just what is the

consideration of these next three verses and I hope you will have some good clear ideas

on it for tomorrow.
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You will recall that I assigned. for today simply a review of Isaiah 7 and. some further

consideration of the problems in it. I asked you to think a little about the answer

to certain questions and in particular about the meaning of certain verses and so now

I wish you would, underneath your name, put No. 1 and then under No. 1,I want you to

spend not over one or two minutes at most writing an explanation of this: What does

Verse 22 mean? What is the general thought of Verse 227 Bibles open, yes. Oh.

Verse 22, please. What is the general purport? What is it--is it prediction or a

description? If it is a prediction, what is it a prediction of? Is it blessing or

is it rebuke? Just what is involved in it? You can do that in one or two minutes,

I am sure. Don't use a lthts of words to conceal a thought. Question 2. Question 2

is this, looking at your English Bible, or your Hebrew, whichever you want. Isaiah 7,

answer this question. What is the purpose of Verse 16 and to what does it refer2

No, 3.is: What is the purpose of Verse 14 and to what does it refer? You know our

main purposes just as we expressed purposes of prophetic action in general. What is

its purpose and to what precisely does it refer? If there is more than one thing, name the

different things. Question 4 is: what about Verse 15. What is the meaning of Verse 157

And to what does it refer? What is its purpose, meaning, and what specifically does

it refer to? Is it an ad for a honey company or what is it? We were discussing at

the end of the hour this chapter, Isaiah. We didn't get nearly as far as I was hoping

to in it but we opened. up some very important principles. Before I mention them

perhaps I should. say a word about church history. I can't seem to find. who took down

off the board the church history assignments which of course were finished and out of

date hutno member of the secretarial staff seems to have done and I recall having

done it myself. I may be wrong in that, of course. But I wanted to put up on it as

additional numbers the assignment for next time. Now if anybody took it down I wish

you would let me know after class, and if you should have it that would. be all the

better because I could. put it up again with the additional letters on it. Then, another

thing. I have found it necessary for me to be in Philadelphia Monday evening and

leaving at six will crowd me rather severely so that I'd. like to have the class from

four to five instead of five to six, in church history. Dr. Harris said he would be
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willing to have his advanced Hebrew five to six that day so that it wouldn't cause

anybody any inconvenience, so that, Itil post a notice and I am sure everybody will

see it but I thought I'd give all of you here advance word so you would have that much

advance knowledge over the rest of the class. Now, so much for church history. I

think that covers all that is vital in that. Now we come back then to Isaiah 7 and

we have noticed here that you are justified in assuming that Ahaz's statement in

Verse 12 was not what the statement taken by itself would indicate. That is, you

are justified in assuming that there was a facial expression and an attitude which

Isaiah correctly interpreted. We are altogether justified in that by Isaiah's answer.

Otherwise his answer would be rather absurd. Mr. ----7 (Student) I don't think so

because of the fact that Isaiah is here speaking as God's messenger and as he goes on

he gives predictions which would very clearly be beyond a human being's ability;

therefore I think we are justified in saying, "Well Isaiah is here speaking as the

direct mouthpiece of God. And. if that is the case what he says, "Here ye now, 0

house of David; Is it a small thing for you to weary men, but will ye weary me God also?"

If Ahaz had a right idea in mind or anything of a right attitude he would be utterly

wrong in speaking to him in that way. If one of you said something to me which I mis

interpreted I might come out with a statement like this to you utterly wrongly and.

then if I found later that you had a thoroughly good reason and a perfectly right atti

tude I'd. be terrible embarrassed about it and feel very apologetic. Well in this case

it's not Isaiah, it's not Isaiah, it's God, and God. would know .Ahaz's thoughts and

the intents of his heart very thoroughly. Mr.---? (Student) It seems to me that it

is necessary to consider that Isaiah's answer is a rejoinder to what Ahaz has said,

and that if he speaks to the house of David which includes Ahaz, not the house of

Israel, not the people round about, it's David's line. If he speaks to them he in

cludes Ahaz but he may feel that .Ahaz's statement and attitude i8 representative of

the attitude of other kings. (Student) Yes. He may fel that he can rebuke several

members of the house at once but .thaz would certainly be included in the number, I

would think. Any firther question on this? If anyone feels that there is any valid

reason for questioning the interpretation I give that in Verse 12 when Ahaz makes a
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very splendid statement he really doesn't mean a word. of it, it's utterly hypocritical

and it is perfectly apparent from his face and manner to anyone who watches him closely

that it is hypocritical, that I feel. to be an absolutely necessary assumption from the

orevious verse, from the following verse. Now that may not be clear to somebody

and if there is any reason it isn't clear to anybody I would like to go into it

and clarify it, because I feel here that our evidence is just as great as the evidence

you see a locomotive down here and. you say, "That locomotive is able to pull that train

across the bridge over the Brandywne Somebody says, "That piece of cold metal there.

That locoiotIve is able to Why, there is no horse there. There is nothing livng.

It coulin't do it. " A person would be very jnst.fied in saying that a few years

ago when locomotives were first invented. In fact, people did say that, at that time.

They refused to believe a locomotive could do it. Well, the only answer in that case

of course was be just to watch the locomotive, to let it do it. I could sit down in

one of those locomotives from now for the next three months and I couldn't tell whether

it could do it or not, whether it was in decent shape or not to do it, whether the

principles involved were such, until I saw it work, If I saw it go across, then I'd

know it ut I don't have the mechanical " Well now in this case we

can't see the thing happen. We cannot hear Ahaz speak; we can't see his face, but

we see the reaction which Isaiah took and it was not a reaction which a man took but

it was a reaction which God. took, because God was speaking through Isaiah before; in

fact, in Verse 10 it doesn't say, "Then Isaiah said", it says, the lord spoke agair

to &haz, and of course we assume there that, and correctly undoubtedly, that the lord

stoke throui I saiah, but He wishes to make it abundantly clear to us that this case

is one where it is explicitly the Lord. who is giving the message, and. here we have

the lord's answer spoken through Isaiah and as proof of that we have in our following

verses predictions which would be utterly fantastic for any human being to invent. They

came f'om the mind pf God and they were introduced with very strong rebuke in Verse 13.

Now if Isaiah in giving this Verse 13 was accusing Ahaz of being insincere and a hypocrie

when actually Ahaz was giving beautiful thoughts and meaning every word of it, Isaiah

today in heaven would be extremely apologetic and embarrassed about the awful mistake
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he made at that time, and. It would never have found its way into the sacred Scrip

tures unless there was an explanation, but it is God speaking through Isaiah. Is

that clear to everybody? Do everybody agree on that? (Student) Well Isaiah is talk

ing in the whole thing but the lord is speaking through Isaiah. (Student) Well the

lord might say it. The lord - The president of the Unitd States might say in speak

ing - They say that when Abraham Lincoln one time in his cabinet, I've heard the story,

that a certain matter was up for discussion and that he said to the Secretary of State,
S'cretary Seward
What do you think we should do on this?" and Secretary Seward said, "I think we should

take this policy there.tI Let's say they were A and 3. He took Policy B. And then he

went to Secretary Chase, Secretarp of the Treasury, and he said, "What do you think

we should do?" and he said, "I think Seward is right - Policy B is the one to do."

and. they say he went right down the cabinet and. every one of them agreed on B. and

he said, Well the president of the United States les that A

is the only safe policy in t"is case." I've head that story given about him, thus

showing that in t'at case he went against his whole cabinet which of ccurse meant that

if it had. proven to he a bad policy all the blame would come on him. I suppose it

proved that he was right in this particular case and their judgment was bad in that

particular case, but that's the way he said it. "The president of the United States

believes this," and. there are many circumstances under which on' will speak of him

self in the third person when he wishes to emphasize the reason why or the authority

under which he speaks. (Student) Yes. Yes, there are passages in the Prophets where

we may say,Perhap here Jeremiah,or some other prophet, perhaps made a mistake,

but in such a case I feel that we'll have some clear indication in what follows, that

the lord makes it clear that he refuted this particular word of the prophet. I do not

expect often, if ever, to have such cases in the prophetic books. N ow w}-en you get

into the historic books you find that David said to Nathan, "I've thought of a good

idea. Why should I live in a beautiful palace and the lord, the worship of the lord

is in tents. I lm ing to build a temple for the lord," and Nathan said, "That's

gr and," He said, "Go and do what's n your heart and the Lord will bless you, and

that night the lord appeared to Nathan and He said, "Nathan, you're wrong. I don't
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want David to build this temple. I want it built by his son and you tell him he's

not to do-it, " and. Nathan came to David the next day and said, "The lord, has spoken to me

and told me to give you this message; you are not to build the temple. It is your son

who is to build it." Now in that case Nathan the prophet spoke as a man nd he spoke

wrongly. He made his judgment, the best judgment he could, but it did. not fit with

the mind of the Lord. Now Isaiah could conceivably incorrectly interpret .Ahaz but if

he did in one of the proDhetic books like this where it's mostly straight utterances

that the lord, gave the prophets one after another, we would certainly expect it to be

ear-marked as such, and so in this case I feel that there is no doubt of the fact that

it is the lord who is speaking; certainly in Vera _the lord,Jj,,,jeaking. The lord

is indicating this. The Lord is using Isaiah as His mouthpiece and in Verse 11+ it's

introduced with Verse 13 and. in Verse 13 he gives a very strong rebuke to the house of

David which includes Ahaz as its present head and representative, a very strong rebuke.

Well now a great many students of the Scripture, I don't know whether you should. call

them students; at least, people who try to interpret the Scripture, a great many take

Verse 1' and. they say, "took here. Here is a promise of relief and blessing - Those

nations going to conquer your land, t}-ey say. Your land is going to be delivered.

How do you know it is going to be delivered? God's wonderful sign is going to be given you,

that it is to e delivered. A wonderful sign of blessing. Well is that the purpose of

Verse iLl.? Is the purpose blessing? In the light of conflict, that is not the purpose.

Just as in Genesis 3 the condemnation of Satan has as its direct, primary, immediate

purpose rebuke, condemnation for Satan, but has a side purpose that the onlooker or the

other person can see blessing for them in that which is a curse r tils one, similarly in

this case there may be wonderful promise of blessing for someone else involved, but the

person or group of persons who are addressed are .Ahaz and the other members of the

house of David and .Ahaz and at least some other members of the house of David are given

a very strong rebuke. "Is it a small tig for you to weary men, that you must weary my

God also? Therefore the Lord himself will give you a sign." It is not, "God wants to

bless you. Here is a wonderful sign of blessing." It's rebuke to Ahaz. That is the

purpose of it in the situation and. very few people seem to realize it. I believe it
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is perfectly clear. I think the reason that they don't is t}'at they grab a

verse out of context and look at the verse without trying to see what is it talking

about anyway. What's the purpose of the context? The purpose of Verses 13 and 1

is to 'ring a rebuke to Ahaz who instead of trusting God trusts in Assyria; who,

nstead of trying to see what will put him right with God. in order that God. may find

it right to bless him
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very specifically, indefinitely, yes. Thirteen, lii, 15 and. 16 are all of them

rebuke, rebuke to Ahaz; 17, also. Seventeen is very clearly rebuke., The Lord is

rebuking this man here who instead of getting right before God' that it may be right

for God to bless him trusts to human schemes and plans to form his United Nations with

Assyria and. organizing his wicked plan that leaves God out of account altogwther and.

getting Assyria in at the back door and giving them things that he has no right to

give them, to give to a godless hation , giving Assyria lend-lease in order to free

his land. from Israel and. from Syria and God. says to him: 5Don t do any of this foo1h-,

ness, trust the Lord." The lord said, "Israel after sixty-five years will not even

be a nation." "Well, AIaz says, "What foolishnessi What do I care what happens sixty

five years from now? Ilm interested in right now.5 He says, worry. Trust God,"

And. then he says, "If you will not believe surely you shall not be established," And.

Ahazthip "Well now he's got this out of his system. We can pass on*" And then the

lord, says further, "Ask a sign of the lord. You're not interested in this. You dn't

think there is anything to this. You think it s all foolishness and. you want to go

on with your man-made schemes of building up your protections to your land. and. your

secret schemes that the people don't know about, about your alliance with Assyria

You want to go on with that," but, he says, "The Lord. says, if you won't trust God, if

you turn that way, prove the lord, ask for a sign." and. .Ahaz doesn't want to get
like

mixed up in anything like this 1. when a man said to me "I'll pay your way over to
1 Palestine. I'll pay your way over there if you will promise to make a statement when

you get there that everything in book is correct if you find that it is." Well the

book is 11 of Junk and I had publicly said. so and I knew that if I went over to

Palestine and looked at conditions and. said. that, still said. the book was junk he'd.

/
say no, that he'd. proven it to me, he had shown me there the very place where these things

happened. Like the man that said, "Why, I caaght this big a fish, and. if you don't be

lieve it I'll show you the very ocean I caught it in." Well that would be the type O.A'

argument that he would. use and. I wouldn't get mixed up in that sort of a thing. I wanted

to stay clear of it. Well, of course, that's the attitude that .Ahaz had toward Isaiah,

He didn't want to get mixed in the thing. He wanted to stay out of it, and. its a
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mighty good. attitude for you to take in general towards that that is not right but,

on the other hand if there is any chance that it's truly of the Lord. don't take that

attitude. Then we'll investigate. Now Ahaz took that attitude and. so the lord sa ys,

"Ask for a sign, any sign, up in the sky, down in the bottom of the ocean, anything that

you want. Ask for a sign. Anything at all! What an offer! "What a chancej'Jthaz said,

"to waste my time, to get me all mixed up in. this foolishness.' And then he says, "I

won't tempt the lord. I wouldn't tempt the lord. I don't wane to do anything that

would be tempting the lord. Of course, we'll sign all these decrees. Now we all believe
lief.

in decrees. We unite in this be! We all believe it. Now let's forget it and go ahead

and, improve race relations and settle the international problems and. forget all this

talk about evangelism." That's Ahaz'a attitude and the lord turns to him and. gives

him a rebuke. "Hear ye now, 0 hoiiae of David. " " The lord himself will give you a

sign." Yes, Mr.---? Tea, surely. The purpose is to expose the insineerety of Ahaz

before the people and to bring to the attention of the people the fact that it is God.

and. not Ahaz who was controlling, and that in spite of Ahaz's schemes and plans the whole

thing will come out the way God says. Yes. A sign of the fact that God. is able to di liv

er the nation and not dependent on Ahaz'a schemes and. plans; that is, if Ahaz believed

that God. would deliver his nation he wouldn't send., as king himself, as he did a representa

tive clear across the desert to the king of Assyria and, say, '"You come over here and, deliver

me and everything I have is in your hands. You can take what you want. He wouldn't do

that. If we believed that God would stand on the side of the right and that if we were

right and Hitler were wrong, God would bless our efforts and would enable us to defeat

him, we wouldn't send. millions of dollars worth of lend-lease to a godless nation that

had. leadership that was standing absolutely opposed to everything that we were standing

for and say, "Here, you cpme from the other side and. if you attack them and we attack

them together, then we will possibly be able to win." We'd say, "No. We must stand for

what is true and. right and not get mixed up in such things*" And here Ahaz is secretlj'

getting mixed up in these things and openly he's all excited fixing up the fortifications

for protection and urging the people to say, "We can't stand against these attackers if

we don't fight to the utmost and build these fortifications, here just as strongly as we
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can, and. Isaiah says, 'Trust the lord." God says He's going to deliver you. You can

trust Him," and when Ahaz isn't interested, he says, "Well ask a sign. give y

proof of it; just like this fellow said to me, "You think my book is a lot of junk.

Well, I'll pay your way over to Palestine and. show you for yourself what the situation

is' "and I felt toward him just like Ahaz did toward Isaiah, only I think I was right.

Mr.---? (Student) Well, he practically told him to ask for anything here. Now God

doesn't ordinarily give any man that kind, of an opportunity. Its very rare. Christ

said, "A wicked and adulterous generation-,asks for a sign and there will no sign be

given to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonah," and on the otherhand E].ijzh said,

"Come up to Mt. Carmel and we'll see who is God, let Baal show us he's god or let

Jehovah show us Rate God., and we'll eee,"and in that instance God chose to give a sign,

and God indicated to the whole nation by the sign He gave that He was God and. Baal

was nothing. God. may choose to give a sign and He may not. It varies in different aces

and different situations. Ordinarily, when we've got His Word. He wants us to take that,

and we've got Christian lives around us, He wants us to see the evidences of His work

in the world and not to, He doesn't promise us such things, but He said to Ahaz, 'Here,

let's investigate this thing. I'm ready to prove it to you. I'm so ready to prove

it to you that", the Lord. says, "I'm ready to give you opportunity to ask any sign yo.

want of the lord." I don't know when else in history God has given quite as much of a

carte blanche to a man to ask for a sign, as that, but, of course, the lord, knew the

end. from the beginning and. He knew when He gave it that He was sailing Ahaz's bluff.

He was showing , he was indicating to the people the wrongness of Ahaz's attitude and

preparing the way to give a wonderful indication of the fact that God was rlkg and

that His will would be done. Mr.---o did you have a question? (Student) Yes. In

one of the gospels--maybe more than one, where the people asked Christ for a sign. and.

Christ said, "A wicked and adulterous generation asks for a sign and. there shall be n

sign given it except the sign of the prophet Jonah." (Student) Well, He said. He

wouldn't give them any sign. Oh. Jonah had. lived, seven hundred years before that,

How would that be a sign to them? Well, I think-the thing I want to get at is, I

It clear to everybody that the purpose of Isaiah's address right now to Ahaz i rebuke.
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Well, we'll say that Verse 17 is clearly rebuke, isn't it? There's no question that

17 is rebuke. (Student) Yes, that certainly would be a good thing to " Yes.

Yes, it would be, but * Verse 17 is rebuke to Ahaz, Verse 13 is rebuke to .Ahaz, the first

part of 1 is still very clearly rebuke to Ahaz, the last part of 16 sounds like a mighty

good. thing, can it still be rebuke? (Student) It can still be rebuke because A.haz is

saying, "We've got to go ahead and fight and. work if we are going to defend. our nation

from these people who are attacking and Isaiah says, "Trust God.. Don't depend on the

arm of flesh for this. God is going to protect the nation and. you don't need. to do this;

and here's proof of it. God Said, 'Within a very brief time those two kings will both

be gone . . In fifty-five years from now the kingdom of Israel

will no longer be a kingdom.'If you don't think that's enough promise from God., well

here's a closer one. God. says, tWithin this length of time these nations will be gone".

It's rebuke to Ahaz for not trus j God., even though it is containing very great relief

to the people around to know the kings are gone, but no relief to Ahaz because Ahaz says

to himseZ "Well yes, know that. I've sent this money to the Assyrian king across the

desert. None of these people know anything about it but I've made this plan. I've sent

this money to the Assyrian king. I know that before that time comes the Assyrian king

will close in from the rear on these people. He'll be only too glad. to come and help

them in this situation. He'll close in from the rear and he will attack them and. he 411

destroy them and then the two kings will be gone. I've nothing to fear." But he thinks

it's from his own clever planning it's going to be done. Aaaiah says, "God can protect

you and this is going to happen." So that a good thing is going to happen but it can be

thought of as still rebuke to Alias. Kr.--.? (Student) Yes. Of course, that's what all

the liberals think. The liberals all say that in this passage here that Ahaz is tdld that

he doesn't need to fear these nations round about because a virgin is going to conceive

and. bring forth a child. Well now they say that if .&haz in his life there, in the next

year or two sees this child, this wonderful birth, he can say, "There's the Now

I can believe God. I can believe that God. will protect us." But to tell Alias that seven

hundred years later Christ is going to be born doesn't give him any assurance of safety

against these kings , and. it's no help to Alias in the situation, and. r answer is
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that the verse isn't trying to give .Ahaz help. The verse is giving Ahaz rebuke. It is

saying, "Ahas, you are a degenerate of the house of David,. Here's David who

trusted God but you're trusting Assyria and you are one who is holding the position of

a son of David but yon are actually a very, very reprobate and member of the house

hold holding this high position. Now it will not always be this way. 0, house of David

that wearies God. with having members like Ahaz though very few quite as bad. as .Ahaz.

God. is going to give you a sign. He's going to put His own son on as a son. of David,

head of the house of David, taking the place of .Ahaz, a righteous one, born of a Virgin,
these

one who will represent God with us, not like Ahaz does, look. to/human schemes, buHe

will be a true representative of God,, as a scion of the house of David. Do you see

what I mean? (Student) Yes. That's right. But it's still rebuke. Yes. It is rebuke

to Alias, and of course if Alias will accept the rebuke and be saved, of course that will

be fine and we'd all rejoice in it, but it is rebuke. The purpose of the context I.

rebuke; the purpose of the verse is leading to his rebuke. This is a rebuke to Aiaz

but just as when God rebuked Satan and said that the seed of the woman was to bruise

his head, the woman can take it as for her a blessing and a blessing to mankind, that the

serpent is to be wrecked; similarly the world at large and the onlookers can take it as

a blessing and even Alias can if he will become one of the people of God., that the house

of David is going to have a representative who truly represents God. with us, instead of

representing human schemes and with wicked countries against God's plan. Mr.--I
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(student) Well, as far as £naz is concerned the idea of it is to rebuke him for

his present godless attitude and to show him that the attitude which he should have

is one of trusting in the God. who is able to deliver end in the terrible distrust

that the House of David. falls in to such a point as to have a man like this as its

leader there comes tie opportunity the point out the promise of rescue and salvtian

to the whole world but we are not dependent on the individual ones that come in the

House of David whether they happen to be good men or bd men, but that God is going

to bring One who is the real on of David, the climax of the whole line of David.,
truly

the One who/represents God with Us. (student) Yes. The Hebrew word is "a picture".

A participle in Hebrew may be in past, present or future time. It presents a picture

&f that which occurs in that time. Therd is no clear indication of what the time is.

A virgin is pregnant. That is what it literally means, and there is no "is" in it.

It is a participle, and you find the prticitle used that way in past time, present

time or future time. It presents pictures. You have to tell from your context what

the time is to be. (Student) You can take it as a perfect or as a participle, and.

it is usually taken as a participle. If you take it as the perfect, "a virgin has

conceived.", that ag'In, could refer to any time, bumething that had been done in the

past, that now has been done, or that will have been done in the future, but the

participle is the way that the word. is used. Mr.-? (Student) Itts v'ry near whatever

time this word refers to, but that can only be gathered from the context.

You cannot infer it from the--as you know, in Hebrew the verbs dont t so much show time

as the state n.the general relationship, and the imperfect may be as the past time,

present or future. The same with the perfect and. the same with the participle, but

particularly so with the prtIc1ple. The verb does not indicate when it is. Now,

of course, you could interpret it that a woman was pregnant ma years ao. You

could. interpret it that one is now. You could say, "This is a situation which is

gping to develop at some time in the future." There are those who say, "This refers

to Isaiahts wife and. refers to the child. born in the next chapter." There are others

who say, "This is j,haz's wife and refers to Hezekiah, the son who was born." There
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are those who sy it is an unknown person, but Matthew differ* from all of them.

Matthew says this refers to the Lord. Jesus Christ, end was a prediction of his birth.

(Student) Ther' is a later passage which brings that idea out, yes, but a5 far as

this verse here is concerned, V ree 14, it is rebuke to Ahaz that God. is going to

provide a true son of the House of David. God is ping to provided the One who is

going to be what Aha5 ouit to be, who is going to havô an attitude that truly re

presents the fulfillment of (od.1s promise of the presence of God. with His people.

-'God is going to provide aitrile king. If it is not that it is pretty hard to see

how it could have any relation to Christ whatever. If you. find. a statement in

the Bible somewhere supposing that God. said to Abraham, "Abraham, you are going

to have a child." Well, now, can you take that verse as proving that Christ is

going to be born? It was said to Abraham, it was talking about Abraham, it was

fulfilled in Abrahamls child. There's no reason in the world to refer it to Christ.

If you find a statement made down here in this, in Verse 16, "the land that thou

abhorrest shall be forsaken of both her kings," and here re the people of zecho

Slovkia who today are being pillaged and murdered by the representatives of the

brutal leaders of the Bolshevik tyranny, nA supposing that somebody were to say to

the Szechs, "Dont you worry, in a very short time Stalin and Molotov will both be

dead. Here's the verse th Scripture that the land that thou abhorrest shall e for

saken of both her kings." You'd say, "No, that has nothing to do with that.It is

not referring to that. It is referring to somethng else." I mean there is a great

dan'er of Biblical interpretation to grab a v'rse anywhere and ply it to anything

you want, and we have interpret verses in context, and in the context, correctly

understood I bclieve it refers to Christ. Now if in the context correctly under

stood it refers to something in the time of Ahaz, then I think you have absolutely

no warrant whatever for referring it to Christ and in that case the liberals are

right when they say "Matthew just grabbed a verse out of the Old Testament and ap

plied it to Christ with no warrant whatever." Anything that they thought sounded

like something in the time of Christ, they says, "This is a prophecy about Christ."

Well if they did that, somebody else might as well take other verses out and get an
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entirely different viewpoint, unless they1ve interpreted, verses correctly in the

light of context to mean that which they do mean in the light of context. Now,

for instance, I Was asking my wife this morning. She read about how Samson went

down and he took wife out of the Philistines. I said, "Was th.-t a type of Christ?"

She was rather shocked, at the idea. "Well," I said, "Samson took a gentile wife.

Itve heard people say that when Joseph took a Gentile wife it was a type of Christ.

Because Joseph took a Gentile wife, what right do you have to say that about Joseph

any more than about Samson? I mean if every time anybody takes a Gentile wife it

is a type of Christ, because the church is the bride of Ch1ist, why you can just

prove anything by anything in the Bible and. whatts the good of having a Bible1 if

it doesn't mean any more than that? Mr.---? (Student) Yes. Well, it means one

thing or the other.that is, it might cover a space of time, that could easily be.

Somebody could. say, wh&n Columbus discovered America, somebody could say, "From

that land will come armies which will overrun Europe", and. you could say. "Yes,

the American army went over there in 1918 and. ag.in in 1943, and it might do it

again in 1950 and again in 1980." That statement might be fulfill-,d dozens and.

dozens of times, but if he had said, "From that land. will come an army which will

overrun Europe, then in 1918 you'd say, "An army came and overran part of Prance,

the prophecy is fulfilled." Someone else would say, "No, that's not enough. The

prophecy is a much larger thing than that " I think there is going to be a greater

invasion." Somebody would say, "Well, now, there was an army that came over in 19l41.

and that army overran Prance and Germany, I think that's the fulfillment of the pre

diction." Someone else would say, "No, I don't believe that, because they didntt

even enter the Balkans. Maybe the prophecy still awaits fulfillment." That would

be a reasonable thing for us to consider, !Is it fulfilled yet or does it await ful

fillment?" But if it predicts one thing it means one thing and. if it predicts a

series of things it means a series, but the same prediction indicate both

the birth of Columbus and the founding of th General Electric Company. It indicates

one or the other. Do you see what I mean? I mean you cantt have two distinct types

of thing predicted in one statement. That oesn't make sense. Yes? (Student) No.
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It predicts one thing or the other. (Student) Yes. (Student) Well, why wouldntt

it mean a great deal to Isaiah and to Aha-.7 Why wouldn't .t mean a great deal to

Ahaz? Aha was the descendant of David. David had been given promises that God

would always have a son to sit on the throne of David there. Ahaz had. passed down

to him all the tradition of what the true sons of David had. done in the past, how

Asa and Jehoshhat had. stood true to God, and the great things Solomon had done,

nd the great things hat David had. done, and here is Ah who is supposed to be

carrying these things on and instead of that he1s trusting to his own human schemes

and utterly ignoring the word of God, and. God says, "Oh, House ofDavicI," he says,

"This condition wontt continue forever. God. Is going to put a man in as Son of David

the Head of the House of David, who will be an altogether different stamp from this

fellow who is here new. He wont be like this Ahaz, 0 House of David. This fellow

Ahaz is going to be replaced at that time by one who will be an utterly different

type, who will truly represent God. (Student) Tremendous (Student) It is not

addressed to Ahaz. It's addressed to the House of David. (Student) Well, why

should it? (Student) Yes. Well, why should it mean anything to Ahaz? Why should

it mean something to haz? (Student)No. It1s a verse to show the House of David

that this wicked Ahaz is not going to continue forever as the typical head o± the

House of David, that the House of David is going to have a rpresentative who will

truly r-present God.. It seems to me that would mean a tremendous lot to Ahaz. and

I dont know e.f any other thing which it can mean to Ahaz which we find anything in

the history or in the book of Isaiah to back up. I mean I'd. be interested in any

suggestion but so many commentators have made suggestions. It's Hezeklah, the son

of Ahaz. Item the son of the prophet. It's all kinds of things, none of which

make any sense in th context whatver. I hold that it is a prophecy of Christ,

only a prophecy of Christ, has no possible reference to anything else, and I don1t
it

see any other suggestion that/can have reference to. That is, if you don't think

the mcaning I h've given o it as having meaning for Ahaz shows anything, I don't

know of any other mean which would show half as much as that for haz. (Student)

In this particular verse? (Student) Yes. You have to hav' either a connection or
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a transition, one or the other. Thatts right. Mr.--? (Student) I dont think

you could. (Student) I would think so. (Student) I don't think you need to take

Matthew at all. I think in the light of the context, I don't think it has any

reference to anything in the time then. (Student) That, of course, is a question

which might be in this connection. I wanted to tJce it a a separate.

problem. The word used. here--he Septuagint translators translated it "virgin".

They understood it as something rather miraculous, but as to whether the word necessarily

proves that, that is ; study that we " Well, I wish we had another

hour 'ight now because there is a great deal in this chapter. At the same time, I

t'ink perhaps it is worth going slowly because I thinks these different steps are'

rather vit.-l, but I feel that to say that this points to something in Ahaz' time

?ild something in the future, this verse 14, is utterly unwqrranted. Itts one thing

or the other. That, I feel, is extremely right. I think it is either Christ or

something in Ahaz' time and I know of nothing in .Aha' time which it might be. Well,

we'll continue then next Tuesday afternoon and. we will be able then to get time enough

to really get somewhere. I hope. Continue on with your review then.

- a a - - a a
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We were speaking last time still about Isaiah 7. I hope we can run through Isaiah 7

and get over it so as to get on to other material which is also extremely interesting.

At the same time I am anxious that all the principles involvd be clear. I don't

mean that I am anxious that you accept all th principles involved or agree with me

in the interpretation of it. I am extremely anxious that you understand. what I

mean, that you see on what basis I place Mr interpretation of it. If you think the

evidence is ccmplete and sufficient I hope you will accept it; if you do not think

it is, I hope yoi will not, accept it, but place it on the shelf as a matter for far

ther investigation. There's no need. of simply repeating over and. over various mis

givings. Put the misgivings on the shelf beside it and hold it there for further

investigation and for observing other matters that enter in in relation to it as

we go on. Mr.-, you hve a question? I would say there are many passages

which have perhaps a dozen fulfillments, exactly as if you were to say, "Next
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year for your morning classes you will come up to this building." Now,

that would. be fulfilled perhaps, lets see, perhaps a hundrd and. fifty times

in the course of the year, every morning when you came there would be a ful

fillment, but the fulfillment wbuld end when the year was over, because it

said, "Nest year". If you had said, "During your seminary course, here

would be four hundred and fifty fulfillments and. It would end when the course

was over. If you said, "That l-d is oing to make several visits to President

Truman at the White House," It would have several fulfillment's depending on

each of those visits, but now if I were to make a statement, "Mr. Pote here

is going to slap Pr&sldent Truman on the back," if I merely made that state

ment and. you saw Mr. Pote slap President Truman on the back you would. say,

"It is fulfilled". Ydu would have no right to say, "No, that's not the ful

fillment. He'll have to do it twice to be fulfilled, o three times." If

I made as a specific statement something to happen once, once it happened.

you would say it was fulfilled. Now, if I said, "One of the students here

is going to slap President Truman on the bck," and. if you saw Mr. Pote go

up to him and slap him on the wrist, you'd. say, "We misunderstood him;when

he said bckI he really meant 1wrist. Itts fulfilled. but someone else

would. say, "No, I dontt believe it. He didn't say *hith tudent. Probably

Mr. Hlffel will give him a resounding whack on the bck one of these days

and we mast say that it is not fulfilled.." Now if Mr.Riffel did so, you

would then say, "Tht1s thc fulfillment and what Mr. Pope did had. nothing

to do with it." One or the other would be the fulfillment. Do you see what

I mean? It all depends on the nature of the statement. If you state something

which covr'rs a series of eents then it takes a number of fulfillments t make

up thr fulfillment of the statement. If you state something which is a specific

occurrence, then that specific occurrence is fulfilled once. We find in Leviticus

that the Israelites are told, "When you disobey God He will send. you into captivity

and then if, in your captivity, you turn to God and ask for help and turn away

from your sin, He will bring you back and. release you from it." Then we find
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In Judges that is fulfilled, maybe a dozen times in Judges, and it has been

fulfilled other tLmes later. There was a principle given, a principle that

recurs over and. over with different details, but the same thing occurs on

various occasions. It is given aS a principle, rather than -as a specific

event. When Moses said--the people wondered., "What will we do when Noses is

de.. Eow'll we know Godts tath?" Moses said, "The lord will send. a prophet

like unto me. Him shall you hear. Moses meant, "After I'm dead, why look

around. for another prophet like me, and after he is dead., look: for another

one." Therd is a series of prophets. That has perhaps fifty fulfillments

and it reaches its great climactic fulfillment in the one prophet who really

was like Moses, because all the rest were inferior to Moses. They were like

him in that regard, that they wer' true spokesmen of God, 'out this One was

superior to them, hause He knew God face to face, because He was God., and

so there you have a prediction of a series. Now we have to decide in each

case, "What is the nature of the thing that is given?" A series of events,

if it is a principle that recurs, then of course you look for vrious fulfill

ments, but if it is a prediction of a specific event, then you look for a

fulfillment of it. When God said to the Israelits, "You are sinnin against

God and God is going to send. you into exile, into Babylon," they went to Babylon,

and that was fulfilled, and today no one has any right to take that as a predic

tion,about the Israelites. You can tke it today as showing a principle that

God will fulfill, and you can say to America, "If America does not turn back

to God, God will bring terrible punishment and misery on this nation." You

can't say it because God predicts it. It doesntt--not in any verse I know of,

at least, but you can say it because the Bible points out principles of God1s

dealings which are applicable under.certain circumstances. Now, if God. says

that a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth, and thou shalt call
thrre

h13 name Immanuel,/Were some in the early clays of the church who said., perhaps

not the earliest days, but fairly early clays, who said, "We look for four senses
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in everything. We look first for the natural, physical, direct sense.

There1s the historic,-?,I fact--Jesus Christ was born of a virgin. That1s

the specific fact, but now," they said, "we look also for an ethical ful

fillment of this verse. This verse means that before any great, good. thing

comes into life therets apt to be sorrow and. effort in bringing it. That is

the teaching; thatt a the ethical teaching. And then they said., "We look for

the allegorical teaching. Well," they said, "thatt a the church struggling to

bring a new order into existence. That's the allegorical meaning of it, and

thus they felt that you could find, three or four different in every passage.

We protestants reject that sort of interpretation. We say, "It means one

thing or the other." It is a prediction of the birth of Christ, or it is a

prediction of a new order brought into existen by the church, or it is a

prediction of a great principle coming into existence, or it is a prediction

of a son born to Rezekiah, but it is not a prediction of all of these things.

It is one of them and only one. There is no warrant for taking one statement __

end pplying to diverse and unrelated things or subjects, in the Scripture.

I mean that is our general attitude toward the Scriptures. Well, now many

people desert that attitude when they cet into the prophetic books. The-atti

tude is sort of as if you threw up your hands and said, "This material is too

hard for me to understand, therefore I'll simply take th verse and. look for

something which might be in some way related to it, where I can breed. these

ideas and. thing of something that will give me a blessing. Well, you can do
wnt

that ith Mother Goose rhymes if you/to, of course. You can do it with most

anything, but that is not handling the Word of God. r"s Godts source of knowledge

for us. We should go to it and. say, 'ihat does it teach; what does it contak

what sort of thing is given here?" end get our answer and that may be hard. it

may involve difficult study, it may in many cases involve reserving judgment on

verses or on chapters for long periods while we wait for evidences to come from

other sources of Scripture that make them clear, but as you say, I would not

say that nothing in Scripture has a double fulfillment. Many a statement had
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fifty fulfillments, but when I use double fulfillment inthe sense which I

utterly reject, I mean two ft].fillments of one specific prediction, or two

f'alfillments diverse in nature involving 'unrelated types of interpretation.

In such instances there is one type or the other which is to be used in the

particular thing. If they say that the lion of the tribe of Judah is going

to overrun the land. of Assyria, that may mean the lion of the tribe of J'uñ.ah

is a figurative representatin of the people, or it may mean an actual wilder

ness lion coming out of Juciah, but it doesn't mean both. Its one or the other.

Mr.-? (Student) Well now Joel, we could take up the week of Joel and spend.

a week on it and get much of value from it, but it is-I don1t think there is

any question we could take on Joe]. unless we took a week on it, for this rea

son, that the book of Joel is a closely integrated book with very definite teach

ing and I think quite easy to understand, but I don't think that in a minute or

two it c uld be discussed, particularly forople here who didntt have y some

what brief discussion of it last year, in Minor Prophets. Yes? (Stuient)

It depends on the type of the prophecy. (Student) It depends on exact examina

tion of the verse and seeing what it says. If I were to make the statement

in the time of Columbus that on this land there is going to be a great and. power

In]. nation which will exert world-wide influence, the world-wide influence might

be exerted in the Spanish American war, it might be exerted when Roosevelt wait

to Yalta and divided the world up with Stalin, it might be exerted in something

that would be done now. It might be any one of various things. It a general

statement, but if I said, "There is a land which will have a ruler who will be

a true man,"weli, that would be a description of one particular ruler. If I

said, "That land. will have rulers who will be true men," that would be descrip

tion of many. You have t'0 find exactly what is contained in it. If I say,

"On that land. a great deal of rain will fall," the rain might all fall in one

day or it might be spread over ten years, or it might fall, ha if of it this

year and half of it three years from now, so the particular prediction we refer
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to is one of the types which we Ioild hve to study very carefully before

drawing a conclusion. You can't simply use it as a source for a rule. It

is a thing to be studied in itself to see what the type is. (Student) I

would say it depends entirely on the nature of the prediction, but I would.

say that if there are a dozen fulfillments or if there is one fulfillment,

or what it is, they must be similar in type. If it Lescribes a series, it

must be a similar series. (Student) Yes, because it would be clearly stated
that

in the pr-diction then,/there were two men " If you would say, "There will
two

be two men who will do great work, here will be/fulfillments, because there

are two men mentioned, but if I would say, "When you come to this class you

will, see a man there with his left hand stuck into the edge of his belt,"

why, you look and see that Mr. Heaney's exactly that way, the prediction is

fulfilled. Somebody says, "Yes , but Mr. Bennet is doing the same thing.

I cant see ", but I mean that has nothing whatever to do with the

case. If I said, "You will see one, that would be it. If I said, "In this

clss today there will be two men with bright yellow neckties," will that would

be double fulfillment. It takes two to fulfill it. But If I said, "You will

find, students in that class who will be half asleep," well that woudi e a

plural thing. It would take more than one to fulfill it, but it might be two

or it might be tan, or it might be the whole class. You couldntt tell from

the statement, could you? The idea of double fulfillment is the means of es

cape from thinking, on the part of both liberals and conservatives who, instead

of getting down to careful study on a prediction to see what it really means

simply say, "Oh, it looks like this. Its that. It looks like this, it's that."

These are two unrelated things, each of which is ,. fulfillment. I say, "Study

it and see which is the fulfillment." If it is a specific prediction, it is

one or th other, unless there is a series of related things, which sometimes

doesntt take a plural form but shows that it is a succession of events. That

you have t0 study out from the nature of the particular case. Mr.---? (Student)

This prediction here is given to Ahaz in order to assure

.Aaz that God is going to protect the nation and to deliver the nation. What
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comfort would Ahaz get out of the fact Christ is going to be born seven hundred

years from now? And therefore they say Matthew was simply drawing a theological

inference that had nothing to do with it; actually it refers to someone born in

this time and then they begin trying to guess who the person might be and thqy

don't find anybody that fits the conditions and so they say, "It must be some

body we don't know anything about." Well, that is your modernist attitude toward

this verse, which denies tha,t seven hundred years from then is any comfort to

Ahaz. Well, the answer to that is that in the first' place it says nothing in

the verse about its being a comfort to Ahaz. It gives a fact w'rich is something

which will happen. And in the second place the verse before makes it very clear

that it is not a comfort to Ahaz at all, but a rebuke to Aa that is bring

given. He is being rebuked by b ing assured that God will bring His own Son

into the world, a true Son of David, instead of this sort of a degenerate, false

son of David, such as Ahaz was, a son of Dv1d only in the flesh and in no other

wy. There is no theory here. There is a thought, but no theory. ierets It

condition which whenever it is met a certain reattit comes. There is nothing of

that kind, and it is no comfort to AJia,z suggested. There is sh rebuke to him

but no comfort. (Student)

Prophets _L43

(Stuaent) 'Jell that is an English word--gn. You want to look and. see

what the Hebrew word is here and trace that Hebrew word through all its uses

and see if you find a definition of it which fits all of the cases where it

is used, and then you will have something worthy of drawing a conclusion from

in that relation. Now this particular word, "Oh" is used several hundred.

times in the Old Testament. (Student) well sign is simply our English means

of representing it. Ther s question, ..,hat

I1ve drone into th-t rather thoroughly I dntt think we will find any help

from it in this pa.rticulrsectipn, but if you do hunt through it and. find some-

'Out
I'd be very interested in finding it, and tell you out
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I think for our present purpose that it is worth while for us to look on now.

We ave see'n that 7:11+ rebukes 4haz end tells Ahaz that God is going to give

him, is going to show God's own will in the matter. Ahaz is wearying men and

wearying God. The House of David is wearying men and. wearying God.. Well,

God. is going to give a true scion of the House of David, a true reprecentative

who will be born of a virgin and. who will be truly immanuel, who will represent

the fact of God's presence with His people. .Ahaz thinks these are his people

whom he can use as pawns in the international game of chess in order to accom

plish the things that he enjoys in working out his deals with the king of Assyrl;

end. all that, but God. is going to show that these are God's people and. God's Son

will be Immanuel, God. with us, and JJiaz' Idea of it is entirely false, and. so

we jump on. to verse 16 now.

In Verse 14 we have clearly, we can clearly type it down. It is the

virgin birth of Christ here described. Matthew says that the virgin birth of

Christ is a fulfillment of Verse 14. There is nothing else anywhere else in.

the Scripture which can possibly be related to Verse 16 and s.--id to be a fulfill

ment of it. Some say it is Hezekiah. Hezekiah was born before this time.

Some say it was son of the prophet. Certainly the son of the prophet would not

fit into this particul.r cat-gory here. He wouldn1t be a sign to hz of this

type and besides, the sons of IsaLh had. different names with different mean

ings altogether from this. There is nobody known to us to fulfill it except

Christ and Christ fulfills it perfectly. So we can put a peg down and say,

"Verse 14 describes Christ". Now what does Verse 16 talk about? (Student)

Yes. We'll look this problem squarely in the face and. then'll pass it by.

Well, now, wetre going in this case to do what I think is the proper thing to

do in the study of any subject. Pick out that which is clear and explained,

nd then in the light of what is clear, look again at what is obscure. In am'

chapter, in any book, in any subject, go over it as fast as you can and see
is

ht/20ltely clear and defInit and. stand. on that, and. then look at the

things tht aren't clear, explain them in the light of what is clear. If you
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that it is inexplicable in tht light, then it may be that you have in the

light of them to go bck and revise some that you thought were clear and. ex

plain them in another way, but stand on what is clear. Dontt just take the

didactic courses of the New T'staynent. Take y part o the Bible that is

clear and stand on it and. then that will lead. you on into other things, until

you get them so you understand them. Well, now we have Verse 14, them--a pre

diction of the birth of Christ. It fits perfectly into th context, is the

rebuke to .Aia5 th.t is needed in th s1tu.tion, fits exactly into the recuire

ments of the situation, and Matthew tells us that that is the fulfillment of

this verse. Now them, we have the fulfillment of this. We go on to Verse 16.

Verse 16, you look at. You find a fact, given. You think, "What can

e the bearing of this fact 7 What can it h've to do with the purpose of the

prophet here? What does Verse 16 say?" It is talking about some child, and.

it says, "Before this child. will know to r9fuse the evil and choose the good",

before this child has received the Ph. D. in the field of ethics. Surely that

is not what it means. 3efore this child knows enough to reach for the warm

milk instead of reaching out and. putting its hand on the hot stove, before it

knows enough to make simple judgments of what i good and what is bad. I think

that word "evil" is a very unfortunate translation there. Of course, it's old.

English. It was perfectly all right three hundred years ago. God said for the

wickedness of this people, "I will bring great evil upon their land." That

doesn't mean God is the author of evil. It moans God is going to bring misery

and destruction. The word"evil" in old. English simply means something that is

bad. Of course, it isn't particularly important to us what the old. English

says. The question is, "What does the original say?" The original has the

word " H which is used where Pharaoh saw good cows, very fine

cows came out, and then he saw very wicked cows, very morally degenerate cows.

Of course not at all. They were evil cows in the sense that they were cows

that were thin and unattractive and. not much good for meat or for milk. Jeremiah

came out and he got two b.-skets of figs and one basket was good. luscious figs.
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You Just flt like eating them, and the other, the old. English says the other

basket had. nauhty figs in it, the ood old English word "naughty' figs, and.

it's this seine word " " and it mens figs that were not good to eat.

They were bad. figs but not in a moral. or ethical sense. The Bible doesn't

teach ethics about figs. It teaches that they were bad, figs, they were figs

which were decayed and so on. They were not healthful, useful. In other

words the Hebrew word " " is physical evil rather than moral evil,

and if you question that you will find a footnote in the Sco field Bible that

states the fact. I forget what page it is in, or if that is not sufficient

eviaence you can look at the Hebrew concordance and trace it through and you

will find that it means physical evil, not moral evil. Well, now in this

case hero, then, before the child knows to refuse that which is b&, to make

simple choices betwer'n something helpful and something harmful, and to choose

the good, before that simple effect is reached, before the child has reached

a comparatively young age, the land. that thou a'bhorrest shall be forsaken of

both her kings. Well, Ahaz said up above, he said, "That's the diLerence?

If Israel in sixty-five years is no longer a people. Long before that time

they can have uttGrly wrecked us. Now there is a new measure given. Before

the land, a child shall reach this particular age--let's say the age of five,
be

if you want to, I don't know just what age it woulc, perhaps three would be

better. Somebody who h.-s raised some children will have better judgment on

that than I do, but before a child reaches age of ability to make simple

choices between that which is helpful d that which is hrmful, all of these

kings who are now such a menace will be gone, within this brief period of time.

Now does that mean before Christ reaches the a of four, both KinRezin of

Damascus and King Pekah of Israel will be dead.? In less thn seven hundred and.

four years after Isaiah speaks that will happen. That wouldn't be any help ii

the situation whatever. It would have absolutely no meaning. The purpose of

the verse is to tell the people there that God is on the throne and God has

determined to rescue the people from the attack of these two kings. He has
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already said. not to fear, He's already said that His purposes are against

those two kings. Now He makes this even more definite saying that within

this very short time both kings will be 'one. It is a specific prediction

about an event to happen in the near future. Now is it very important in

connection with that wpthøiarticular child is who is meant here in this

verse? In this verse there is a measure of time given. We dont know when.

this child is coining. Nobody knows it will be seven hundred years from now,

nobody knows whether it will be fifty years from now, nobody knows whether it

is today. Supposing that this virgin h.-s already conceived. Supposing that

this child will be born within the next few months. Before that child reaches

this age both of these kings will be gone. Here is an assurance to the peo
there

pie that/they can trust God and a rebuke to Ahaz for his wicked plans in. making

an alliance with that wicked power of Assyria, that wicked aggressor that is

just seeking an excuse to destroy everything that gets in his way, and bringing

them in. to this by giving the invitation to come and deliver him from the two

kings. It is a rebuke to Ahaz and it is a promise of blessing to the true
on

people of God and to all of them it is an assurance that od is/His throne and

is performing His will and His purpose. So we have a good, definite purpose

in the situation, Verse 16, and it is an immediate purpose, d we have a definite

purpose of this rebuke to Ahaz in Verse 14 and it is a description of the birth

of Christ seven hundred. years from now. Now the question is, where is the

transition between these two ideas. We have one idea definitely in 14 and we

have another idea in 16. We can put a peg on each of them. Where is the

transition between the two? Where does Verse 15 go? Does it belong with

Verse 14 or does it belong with Verse 16? Well that, of course, is not an.

extremely vita], question any more than the first half of our verse in Genesis

is about the enmity. It is not extremely vita], but I think it is quite clear

when we look at the evidence, bearing on it, but the vital thing is that we

have Verse 14, which I have depicted here, in the time of Christ; we have
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Verse 16 which I've depicted in the time of Isaiah, and. there is absolutely

no way you can take Verse 15 and apply it to the time of Christ and. get any

sense out of it at all, because it is, there is no reason why to say, "Before

Christ is four years old both these kings will be gone." Before Christ is

0cm they will be gone, and. six hundred and ninety-eight years earlier than

that they will be gone. It h--s nothing to do with Christ, and the other

one is a definite specific prediction of Christ and has nothing to do with

anyV-ing at the time of Ahaz end thó only way you can get anything there is
that

to say / we'll imagine there is something there which is not mentioned anywhere

in the Scripture. There is nothing mentioned in theScripture that has anything

whatever to do with it. Mr. ---7 (Student) Exactly. (Student) Yes. That's

rip,-ht. Verse 16 is a specific statement of the immediate time, but Verse 1

has no relation to anything except to Christ. It could have no particular

re1evncy to the immediate situation because there is no individual born at

that time who is in any way similar to the description in Verse 114, and there

is nothing connected with the life of Christ, no detail of it which has any

thing to do with Verse 16. We have two distinct things here given and the

only way you could et any double fulfillment of it is to irnaeine two others

that re found nowhere in Scripture or in history and to put them in in order

to make a completed.ouble. We have two specific things given and there must

be a complete transition between them, end. you have the problem of trying to

decide"just how is the transition, what is the reasonableness of it?" Now it

seems to me that it can be considered as very reasonable on the assumption

that firstoue giving the facts of the coming of the true gon of the House

of David, the one who is truly Immanuel. but that then you are going on using

the life of a child simply as a measurin stick and. saying, "Now supposing------------ --

that this child w8re to be born right now, that that is the imagination, if

he were born right now, then certain results would You are now not

dealing with him as a person but menely with a life as a measurement, merely

indicating lengty of time rd so you have a trnnsit.on somewhere between
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Verse 12+ and Verse 16, between the finished fact predicted which nobody knew

then when it would be fulfilled, and the specific measure of time lifted which

egins immediately, regardless of whether there is any child born then or not.

Imagine a child born. now and. before he would reach age certain things would happen.

Now, we turn to Verse 15. What does 15 mean? Well, in the first place the

translation is not particularly good. "Butter and honey shall he eat, that he

may know to refuse the evil, and. choose the good." "That he may know." If

you want to know how t0 do what is ri&tht and to avoid that that would be injurious,

eat lots of butter and tots of honey. That verse would make a wonderful adver

tisement for a dairy, wouldn't it? But I dont think that that is the purpose

of the verse, and. ta Hebrew, as a matter of fact, as you know, says, "Butter

and honey shall he eat in his knowing to refuRe the evil and. choose the good."

Prophets - 2+4

and that phrase in Hebrew, "in his knowing" while it might have a purpose of

meaning"ln order that he they know" would not be the usual way of expressing

a purpose. That would be more apt to say, "In order that he may know," or

"for his knowing". This is "in his knowing". It relates to his knowing.

The to be the usual purpose,

but it would not be the usual way of expressing the purpose. Usually you have

Now the usual expression of time is " is a little exceptional

for time but it is not -t all impossible for time. That is both are possible

renderings. "Butter and. honey shall he eat" in relation to his knowning. Is

it apurpose or is it..tJmeyen it occurs Now the Revised Version, ite

interesting, gives several different possibilities. You'll notice in there in

the footnote in Verse 7 here that, Chapter 7,(thanlc you Verse 14 15, it says

when he knoweth", end then the footnote under that says, "Or that he may know

or till he know". You notice they give you three possibilities. "That he mey

know", "till he know", ("to his knowing" which would be more apt to be

and yet would be possible for) or "when he knoweth" they put up in the text, in
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the Revised. Version. Now you have a pretty wide possibility then of inter

pretation as to the relationship between his knowing this and what he eats.

I don't think the "till" is the correct, in view o: the genera]. context. I

don't think it is "till". I certainly dontt think: It is purpose. I think

that it refers to the time when he does this. I think the, at the time of his

gives the better sense in the context but the other two would also e possible.

But if you went to know what this mens, to eat bu;ter and honey, what does it

mean? That is the best way to find out? (Student; Yes. Very good. Read

the rest of the chapter. A very good rule. When you want to know what any

thing means, corrpare Scripture with Scripture and :ee if there is elsewhere in

the Scripture that which throws light upon the thing that is bothering you,

and so in this case, I asked you the other day in a little written lesson first

of all to explain what is meant by Verse 22, "And I t shall come to pass, for the

abundance cf milk that they shall give he shall eat butter: for butter and. hy

shall everyone eat that is left in the lath." Th¬res great prosperity ahead.

Is that what is means? It is not an indlc'tion of great prosperity, but it is

an indication of depopulation. You read the verses before and after and. you

find that it describes a time when so many of the eople are gone that there

arentt enough left to work the crops, and so in Verse 25, And on aihills that

ordinarily are digged. with a mattock, you can't even get into them because of

the briars and thorns. All they could use them or was to send out oxen and.

lesser cattle, sheep and. go.ts. There aren't the people to cultivate them.

There aren't the people to grow the products of the soil, so all you Cafl do is

to let most of the land run ;ild and you have plenty of p.,sture land. and. for

the few people that are left in the land. you'll find, that thrre is plenty of

the product of the cattle and of the sheep and the goats for them because

there are so few people and there is so much land that is just lying idle,

not good for anyt Ing except to let animals run on, and so the Verse 22 tells

us that everyone that is left in the land will have plenty of the products of

the cow and of the bee because there is no use for the land except for cows
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and bees. There aren't enough people to cultivate it. That is clearly

taught in thse latter verses of th chapter, and so the rsult is that

they eat these products Of butter and the honey tht you can just go out

and get from thá animals that you don't have to cultivate with careful

cultivation of the soil, "nd so veryclearly that is what this verse

also means. At the time when the child has reached this age, at that

time you will find that the people will be predominantly eating in the

land, not the products of long, careful cultivation of the soil, which

would require a lot of man power, but the products that come from the ani

mals which have lots of land, and don't require so much cultivation. It is

a picture of depopulation, and of course, we know that that is what h-ppened..

We know that the Assyrian king came. We know that he overran the land of

Israel, that he took away thousands of them into captivity. Re left the

land desolate, so desolate that the lions which had been out in the wilder

ness began to come right in to the cities M cause devastation, because

there weren't enough people out around work. ng and toiling to keep the wild

life down, and that, of course, is just north of Jerusalem, a very few miles

north, and we know that not so long after that of course there was Sennacherib's

attack in th4 time of Hezekiah when all of Judah was overrun and in the land of

Judah only Jerus.-lem remained and the rest of t three years ther could be no

cultivtion done. They just had to pick that which grew of itself, and so

this "Butter and honey shall he eat" is not a picture of the simple life of

our Lord as some commentators have said, but it is a picture of the condition

of depopulation which is coming into the land as a result of that which haz

has done. Ahaz has invited the King of Assyria to come. The king of Assyria

is going to overrun the land. You're going to have this misery. Well, now

of course Ahaz, as he hears this, "Before a child shall reach this age, if a

child were to be born right within the next few months, befo-e it would reach

a comparatively youthful are, both these kinas will be gone, 1 and Ahaz says to

himself, "Well, let th old prophet rave, 1 he says, "Let him talk on just so
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he'll quit soon and. let me get on with defense inspection here. I want

to keep the morale of the people up so they will fight valiantly to hold back

those people until the Assyrian king comes. I know he is coming, but the

people don't know it. I haven't told the people about it, but that is the

plan I am wcrking for deliverance and. that will, deliver us and. I know that

within a few years our la will be perfectly safe from this invasion and.

this attack. I know it. The people dontt know it. Well, this prediction

the prophet makes fits in with it. It's going to be true because Itrn working

it that way. That's perfectly all right." But then the next verse brings

him an awful shock. Verse 17. "The lord, shall bring upon thee, and. upon thy

people, and upon thy father's house, days that have not come, from the day

that Ephraim departed from Judi; even the king of Assyria." And haz gives

a statt. He says, "What on earth does this old fool know about the King of

Assyria? How does he bring him in? What makes him think that he is oing to

enter in to the situation? Has he in some way--has somebody tipped. him off

that I have sent word to the King of Assyria that I will pay him tribute if

only he will come and deliver me from Israel and Judh? Ahaz is )eginning

to feel more interested. The prophet has got information that he didnt think

that this prophet could possible have, and. the prophet is predicting that

Ahazi clever scheme is going to backfire. It1s exactly as if someone were to

have said to Roosevelt a few years ago when he went to ialta and divided up

the world. with Stalin and. they didn't tell any of us what he'd done, but we

were all supposed to stand back of him, to stand by to secret agreements that

he made there with Stalin, somebody had said, "A few years from now you will

find that America will not longer be worried about Hitler or about the Emperpr

of Japan, bat that Stalin will e the one that you will iear'and according to

Secretary Stimson, I understand in the last few onths of his life Roosevelt

was greatly perturbed because he saw the tremendous cataclysm that he had

brought upon the nation by his foolishness in thinking he could kid Stalin

along into bejn democratic by giving him everything he wanted, and so the
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ituation, I think, is exactly parallel. Ahaz had his clever scheme of bringing

in the King of Assyria to rescue them from these two lends, Isai sais, "In

order to savr yourself from the wind you're reaping the whirl. You're getting

rid of the immediate thing and bringing in something far worse. You had two

bumper states between you and. Assyria. You were fairly safe from Assyria be

cause they had to go through these two countries first. Now they're out of

the way." It's like England. Nevc'r had an:thing to fear from Russia for

many centuries because thre was the big power of Germany in between and for

centuries they never had anything to iear froinBussla. Now Germany is reduced.

to utter weakness and. Russia could walk across it in three days. at any time,

and the Blritsh are shivvering in their boots as a result of the present situa

tion which is facing them. The: had. good strong bumper states in between.

All they had to do was to keep those bumper states fairly friendly and. they

didn't have to fear the tremendous power that was in b,ck of them, and. now

they're P,-one. There's nothing now to stop the ar of Russia, of the godless

forces of Stalin. And. so that's what came to Judah. Israel gone, Syria gone.

You've ot a far greater power, a far worse power, a far more brutal power, a

far more aggresive power, one with which you had no business having any deallrs

whatever, and so the prophet is rebuking .Ahaz for the work which Ahaz has done

but has probably not yet announced at all, so thá prophet goes on and points

our what is going to happen. It will come to pass in that day, in this day

that is just shortly ahead of us, the lord will hiss for the fly that is in

the uttermost part of the rivera. of Xypt, and for the bee in the land of Assyria.

They're going to come from all directions and they e going to rest in the,

desolate valleys nd the holes in the rocks and upon all the thorns and bushes,

and in that day will the lord shave with a razor that is hired--what's a razor

that is hired? Well to shave with a razor is of course a figure. He

mean that God is going to take an actual razor and shave off the beard of king

ship off of .Ahaz1 3 face. You could take it figuratively that way, that is, you
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could take it as a literal thing representing a figurative meaning, but that

is not what is meant here. He goes right on and explains the figure; namely

by them beyond the river, the king of Assyria. The Ic ng of Assyria is the

razor and he is the razor that is hired, he has been told by Ahaz, "You come

and do this and I will give you all this tribute." He has hired him to do it,

but, as Roosevelt said to Stalin, "You enter the war against Japan and we will

give you the northern half of Korea and Manchuria and most anything else you
want," and after we had won the war Russia entered in and took the weapons away
from them and gave them to the Chinese consul , and that is exactly what we

have here in Isaiah. You notice I am not saying any of this is a prediction

of events today. Itm merely saying that the situation is parallel and the

principle aliea, but the specific situation described in Verse 20 is the king

of Assyria, and nothing else. It has no specific relevnce to anything today,

except as we find, it an example and illustration of God's methods of dealing.

and consequently you have here this specific prediction of something tht
off

happened then, the king of Assyria came and he shaved/ the head and the hair

of the feet and consumed the beard. In other words, he's going to get mighty

close. It's going to do damage mighty near, and of course the Northern kingdom

went into exile and the southern kingdom was soon reduced to large parts of it

being overrun by the king of Assyria - and so it will come to pass in that day

that a man shall nourish a young cow and two sheep, and butter and honey will

everyone eat that is left in the land. A man will have plenty of lnd to send

out the sheep and the cows in because there is no land. being cultivated. Grass

is growing in the streets, the- land. is devastated b"cause so many people are

gone, and in Verse 23, it will come to pass in that day that every ple shall

he, where there were a thousand vines, a thousand. silverlings, where there were

all these wonderful vineyards with people cultivating them and producing a fine

crop, thre will e briars and thorns. They'll hardly even be able to enter

into the plane because of all the briers and thorns. All that they can use it

for is to send out these animals to pasture and but it will b& very hard
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even to walk through sections of it because ao much of these wild, weeks will

spring up in the lack of cultiv.,tion. A description of the condition of depopula

tion which is roing to come upon the land as result of Ahazt sin. The prima

thought of Chapter 7 is throuhout rebuke to Jhaz for lack of trust in God, for

depending on the arm of flesh and substituting for that which is God's will a

human man-made scheme and a scheme which will not work but which will backfire

and will do more harm than good. Mr.-? (Student) Yea. There will not

come the fear-the person who is afraid of briers and thorns won't come there.

Prophets - 45

(Student) Oh, yes, of course. (Student) The country contains many desert sec

tions and many sections good. only for pasturage, always has, but it also contained

a'great deal that was well populated then, as now.Well now, next time look on

into Chapter 8 and. try to get the principal ideas of 8 well in mind. There's a

child mentioned in Chapter 8. Is this the same child in Chapter 77 Try to

get arguments pr and. con about it, and between 8 and 9. You've done that in the

Hebrew , I believe, all of eight and the first of 9. Go over carefully in the

Hebrew Verses 21 and the next three verses of 8 and. be prepared to say, "Is there

a transition between 8 and 9 and if so, where is it? Where does the Hebrew Bible

make a chaptr division? Is that a better place than ours or a worse place?

Has the beginning of 9, the first two verses, anything to do with Christ, and. if

not, why does Matthew quote it, in connection with it? Wetll look at that, to

morrow morning. Oh, no, we'll look at that " We won't have time

. so you wontt have time to prepare that. Maybe you can

Prophets - 4.5 - Second. part (beginn'ng at 2)

As a result of the action of Ahaz thdre is going to be a great depopulation

in the land. Now of course that comes to Israel within the next three or four

years. To Jud it comes within the next twenty years. but we dontt know whether
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it came to some slight extent, I dont mean slight, I mean considerable but
very

not tremendous extent, to Juaah within thá next/few years. (Student) From

the Assyrians, yes. (Student) 11 Chronicles 32. Would you read us the verse

you have in mind please? The situation in Israel was that within, say four

years after this happened Pekci was killed and. the Assyrians overran most of

the land, but they set up a pu-pet king, Hoshea, and Israel still had. a nominal

independence and. they had perhaps perhaps two-thirds of their people still there.

Ther was great depop1ation but not complete. That lasted nine years. After

five or six years Hoshea revolted, the Assyrians came, finally completely put

an end to Hoshea, and led nearly all the people away captive, and. so Israel

was left utterly desolate, which is just a step from Judali, near enough that

this could be describing the situation within twenty miles north rf Jerusalem.

However, the southern kingdom may have been overrun to some extent on either

one of those conquests, we don't know, but the,twenty years later, the Assyrian

king we are told came and he took the fenced cities of the southern kingdom and.

carried a great many people captive from them. Now, at that time there was

of course a great depopulation in the southern kingdom, but that depopulation

then would not necessarily hav lasted a great number of years. Hezekiah

may have done great building before the Assyrian came then or he may have done

it some time after. I dont think we have any contradiction in the Bible

there in fitting those two statements together. (Student) Well it certainly

was plenty noticeable to Judah what happened twenty miles from Jerusalem.

Yes. Well, he wanted to get rid of the king. As to the whole land. being

thus devastated, whether tht pleased him or not, I don1t know as we can say.

Certainly the depopulation which came to Israel was a constant menace to Jud.i

from the instant when it came. It was a constant menace to Judah and certainly

the r-duction of Israel twenty miles north to this pastoral situation and a

very, very small Assyrian g'tr'-ison there, meant that all the people of Judah

had access to this great increased amount of the products of the animals, im

mediately. That was immediately noticeable in Jud, iediately affected.
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Jerusalem and all the parts of Judah, and whether they rejoiced as some people

in America hav in the past and. said, "All the crops of the rest of th world

have filed, therefore we can sell ours for better prices," or whe-her they

said, "The Assyrian has overwhelmed them and. hetll probably do it to us the

next time he coiiesand therefore ate it with a good hit of sorrow mixed. with

their joy is a mattár that would probbly vary with .fferent individuals.

(Student) And then, of course, thore*s the big diference that Europe is three

thousand miles away and this is twenty miles away. Tht makes a big difference.

too. When you can look right out yc'ur window and see it, and when you have

refugecs comihg to you with a very little distance to come, and. when you dont

have to bring the crops that are a result of it three thousand miles but can

bring them a few steps (Student) Yes. Egypt is much in vary little, just

that one- (Stuu.ent) Assyria is mentioned in Verse 17, isn't it, and then

again later on. Assyria is mentioned five or six times, I believe, in the

passage, Egypt once. (Student) It doesntt say that, though. It says Assyria.

(Student) Aftr 21? No, the last reference to Assyria is in Verse 20. I don't

think there is any reference to any nation after that. It would sugrest that

what is described after is the result of what the king of Assyria _did. Stulent)

Yes. It happened both times. (Student) Well, suppose, for the sake of argu

ment that we admitted that, what seems to be unlikely, but we did. admit that the

Babylonians were in view particularly in the end of the chapter, what would. that

prove? (Student) Yes. Well, there might be something similar, then. There

might be something similar today. I don't see anything to connect it with

though. Howls that? (Student) Yes, and. what ws the razor that is hired.?

Even if you took Assyria as a figure of something else, what would a razor that

is hired have to do with anything except Ahazt hiring Assyria to come in &t this

time. I mean, that's the whule situation of the chapter. It's rebuke to Ahaz

for his hiring the Assyrians to come in, and that we find in Verse , and the

(Student) Yes. There is a sugestion then, you have, that there is a transition
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between 20 and. 21. Well, I wontt have any objection if you want to put a

transition there. I inclined to feel that therc is no need of one because

it fits in with the same argument, but if you want to rut one, why we have no

objection. (Student) Sixteen? No. Sixteen is three or four years later, if

not more. I don'±_thinc 22 has anything to do with 16. (Student) Well he

could do that by the time he was jour years old., five at least. (Student)

The import of Verse 16 is that az is out trying to gather the people to a

desperate ought to hold off Israel and Syria and he feels that the only way

of doing it is to get the people tremendously excitd about protecting them

selves and. to do this secret, underhanded maneuver, this wicked. alliance with

a hottile power, a godless power, which is contrary to God's commands all

through the Scripture, and Isaiah is here saying to Ahaz, "God is going to
both

see that within the next five years/ them king will be gone,"Vrse 16 says.

"The land thou abhbrróst shall be forsaken of both her kings," and as a matter
the scene of

of fact it did happen. Both Pekah and Rezin disappeared from/history within

four years after the time when he said this to Ahaz, and then he continues in

Verse 17 and says, "The lord is going to bring the king of Assyria ion the

land of Israel and the land of Judah and there is going to come only misery

from this clever scheme youtve presented," and here we have a definite situa

tion. We have a discussion of the results of the situation. We have presenta

tion to of that which is going to come as a result of his sin. Now we

can take isolated verses from it and apply to some other period and there is
fits

no objection to so doing if there is a reason which/in with a part of the

passage but if its just -jumping off into the air why it takes the passage

just a series of disconnected pictures. Ther.ets no meaning to it. (Student)

No. Now I determined in 15 the fact that the reference to butter and honey

was a reference to a depojged condition. Moreover, the fact that in

Verse 22 the same phrase was used in connection with a depopulated condition.

That does not by any means sugest that the particular depopulated condition

described in Verse 15 is identical in every way with that one described in Verse 22.
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It would seem that the one in Verse 1 is specifically the situation which

he says is going to be within four or five years. while in 221t is pictur

ing in general the result of the bringing in of the Assyrians and it includes

what happens within a few years but it may stretch on just as far as the re

suits of that wicked action spreads on. There is no reason to stop it short

of the end of the result of that wicked action. It is as if you were to say

to Columbus, should say to the king of Spain, " Isabella has pawned. her jewel

ry in order to let Columbus go to America. (ell, as a result of this there

shall be gold coming to Spain and. wealth coming to Europe in great amount."

Well, as a matter of fact in three years after that they had. great amounts of

gold which came to Spain. Spain became the richest land on earth because

of the gold. that came from America, but also during this last twenty years

tremendous wealth in the form of lend-lease or any other form you want to name

it has gone to Europe from America. Wealth has been going to Europe from

America ever since that time. The first reference to the wealth going to

Spain would the immediate thing but the result of Columbus' discovery of

America is still active and. it brought a tremendous amount of treasure to

both sides in the Spanish war a few years ago and it is still bringing help

to Europe. You have a situation which is a result of this action which con

tinues on. I doubt if the result of .A1ia' bringing in the Assyrians would

be considered would be considered as extending in any sense as far as the birth

of Christ. It might be thought of as considering a couple of hundred. years.

Mr.-?

- a - - - -

Prophets - 14.5

(Student) No, I don't think the 21st means any particular man. I think that

is just one. Just anybody-any particular man you want to speak of. (Student)

In Verse 15? That is a matter which we have to decide'&th careful investigation

of the whole situation. We find in the beginning of it th,t it is speaking of
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Christ. In ]14" We find in 16 that this child of whom it has not been told.

when he is to come but on the assumption tht he comes immediately his age

is used as a measure of time. Now we ask, then, with which of the two does

15 belong. Is it describing something ..bout Christ or something about the

time referred to in 16. Now there would be nothing to prove which of the

two it refers to except to see what it says and which it would naturally con

nect with and when we find in Verse "2 that the condition of depopulation

which results from the act of .Ahaz is described, as reducing the land to that

condition which it was before the Israelites came, a condition in which it was

a land simply flowing with milk ,Ad honey without many people thre to consume

the milk, a condition in which every one of th' few who are left in th6 land

will have all the butter and honey they want, because there are comparatively

few people there and no use for the land for other purposes. When you find

that that butter and. honey is used in that way, e'ting of it, in Verse 22,

it doesn't prove that Verse 15 is using it in the same way but it suggests

that that Is at least a possible meaning of Verse 15. I would go further, I
shows that it is

would say that it shows that, I would say that it/the probable meaning of it.

You take that meaning and see if it fits in with Verse 16 and. it certainly does.

You try to fit it with Verse 114 and if you feel It fits better With 114. than with

15 there's absolutely no objection to your put Ing it with 114 Instead with 15.

Personally it doesn't impress me, but that doesn't mean but what I might be wrong.

Itm simply trying to show the facts as I see them and anyone is free to evaluate

it differently from I do. (Student) Surely. Yes, 11m glad that you raised the

question. I want to be sure that everyone has clearly in mind the way that I

tke these different complicated factors and. put them together. Now some one

here may work out another method that will revolutionize our understanding

of Isaiah some time and if you do I'll. he very glad for it, but I think it ex

tremely unlikely as far as this particular chapter is concerned, because Itve

never seen another intt'rpretatlon f this particular chapter that seemed to me
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to have nearly as many strong points or as few weak points as this interpreta

tion. Now some other chtewe get into I feel nearly as certain of i

interpretation. This one, Itve never seen an interpretation that seemed to

me to make much sense out of it except this one, and. this one seems to make per

fect sense. Now, of course, you have a perfect right to differ on it. All I

ask is that you get in And what I present. Yes? (Student)I would say Verse 14

is an expliOit, direct, specific and. exclusive prediction of Christ and nothing

else whatever. Yes. (Student) The cfrtld is imagining, if this child were

to be born right now, then in this length of time theyd be gone. It is using

the child, the date of whose birth has not been revealed, as a measuring stick

on the assumption, supposing he were to b born today. Now that is an explana

tion which is not the most obvious explanation. There have been many others

sugested. Some of the othrs may -ppeal to some of you more. They don't

seem to me to make much sense, but they may appeal to some of you as much better.

Mr.---? (Student) You get thatpincipally fr.m the historical situation.

Student) Oh, definitely, Very definitely. The Rebredoes not require it but

spçUz_allows it. Mr.--? (Student) Well, probably for breakfast, at

noon and for supper. (Student) I would think so, yea. I would think so,

and now, Mr. Manross gave me a very good reference. What was that again? Do

you recall it? In Genesis 22H63 we have this identical usage of with

an , and in that case, if you tranalatc It the way the

Authorized Version translated this one here, you would say, "And Isaac went out

to meditate in the field," and what is the next, "To the?" (Student) "Yes, he

went out to meditate in the field in order that the evening might come. Thatts

not an impossible rendering of " ", but the way it is rendered in our

English is "at the time of evening" and. it is absolute proof that that is a

possible rendering of " with the " It is not proof thatit is

a necessary rendering. Ther are other possible uses , as there are

of English prepositions, but that is one which fits perfectly in this case as
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you fit it into the historic background. The question is, "Is the Bible a

series of disconnected verses of which we grab one out here and one out there,

and another out another place and. ignore everything that lies between!" Is

it a book in which we have people dealing with the social ills of their own

day and knowing nothing of the future in those great distances and caring

nothing about it, or is ita book in which God has dealt with the situations

of the particular time but has in the course of so doing pointed out important

mattdrs relative to the distant future? Those are the three possible views.

One, you might se is the ignorant fundamentalist '-iew, the other is the i
modernist

riorant/view, the other is the reasonable view. Thatts the way I would apportion

I don't mean that the only reaaoAable view is the interpretation I give of 7.

I think it is but I may be wrong, but I mean that of th three attitudes towards

the prophets as a whole I would definitely say that is the only reasonable view,

the view that the whole thing is a connected discourse, not a series of differ

ent verses of which we pick a verse here and. pick a verse there and. say, "This

sounds 'ike Christ. Therefore it is." But if we find a reference to Christ

it must make sense in relation to the immediate situation, and not b something

simply dragged in without any relation to the immediate situation. Mr. ---?

(Student) Yes. 16 is before. 16 gives the reason for 15. (Student) What

do you mean, "It does away with Israel?" (StuciiThey1l be forsaken. Yes.

(Student) No. About that particular king of Israel. He was replaced by

another. The king of Assyria led away large numbers of people into captivity

and put a puppet king on the throne who reigned over the people that remained

but who fter a short tinie revolted against the king of

Assyria, and. then nine years later was himself taken captive by the king of

Assyria and then Israel was completely taken over by Assyria. Verse 16 refers

to the two kings who are now attacking Judah. It refers to Pekah, King of

Israel, and Rezin, King of Syria. Rezin, King of Syria, was killed by the

As3yrians and his land was incorporated in the Assyrian empire. Pekah, King
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of Israel, was killed by the Assyrians but a puppet king p15ced on th- throne

and allowed to continue as an independent king but with a terrifically depopulated

land, and particularly the part away from his capital and just twenty miles from

the capital of Judah, would be so overflowing with pastoral products that it

would make a tremendous dif:erence in the general situation of any'ody living

in Jerusalem, as far as th- food they would h-ve to eat would be concerned. Student)

I'd say hets speaking about both of th4m. (Student) Egypt is referred to very

slightly in these passagr's. Egypt's whole attitude in these years is a thing

that is not fully known to us. We know that Egypt interfered every now and then.

We have a little later a great many pictures of the r-'lations of Juiah with Irpt,

but we don1t hav full accounts of them, (Student) He means that the land of

Judah and the lnd of phraim which were living in comparative security withput

getting mixed up in the great affairs of the big world powers are now plunged

right into the maelstrom of world events as a result of the attitude of Ahaz

in inviting the Assyrians in. That means that the Assyrians are now plunged

into the situation, the Egyptians become tremendously interested, their armies
a little bit

'nd Israel with Judah, inst-ad of being/outside

the sphere of trouble between the great po;ers, is now right in the very middle

of it. You might say it is like whn the people on the edge of C,,echo slovjcia,

ten years ago, invited Hitler to come to their protection against the mass of

the people of Czechoslovakia, the result was that their nation became the point

of arguin'nt and discussion between Germany and Russia and Britain and ]Prance and

got right into th midst of everything and was involved in all the turmoil that

has come since and 'specially in the events of the past week. You can't say

all that was only the result of the appeal of these men but it certainly enter

ed into it. (Student) That is a thing you cntt d.iviae up into quite as one

two-three an order as that. I would say that the picture from Verse 2lto. 25

is a picture of depopulation, and we are told that this depopulation is to come

to the land of Palestine as a result of Aha' wicked action. Nw how much of it

refers to the Northern !incdom and how much to the Southern Kingdom, how much

rfers to Transjordan, how much refers to one tribe, :ow much to another, I
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don't think he says, and I don't think we can read it in when we don't have

specific information. It is as if you would say, as if I would say, "The

foolish action of the United States in allowing dictatorships to continue in

Russia -nd to hold. half the world in brutal subjection means that unless we

put a stop to it atomic bombs will drop on our own cities within the next

ten years." Now if I m4ce statement like that, you might say, "Are you

talking about California or ar you t:lkincr about New York? Are you talking

about icao or are you talking about St. Louis? Is it the South you refer

to, or the West?" I would say, "I have no idea where there will drop. I don't
would be

know as even Stalin knows tht yet, but it/ a matter which is a danger placed

on the whole land nd he will decide when the opportunity comes where the best

place is to drop them." (Student) They are no secret. As I understand,

there are thousands of particular engineering discoveries that go into the

making of it. The main principles arentt secret. Those, as I understand,

were all patented between 1941 and '43 nd the Russians asked our patent

office for a thousand copies of all the patents and

have been given them. Itm not sure that is true but I have been told. it. Now,

that is a little aside from Isaiah,-Mr.---? (Student) Yes, thatts very good.

Now Itcl like to get on into Chapter 8 because we do have some interosting things

in Chapter 8. I am beginning to think the ssigoment I gave for tomorrow will

be perfectly good for tomorrow, but I think it would be a very good idea if

we would get on into Chapter 8 now. We hav' seen, I think, the main situations

in Chapter 7.
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interpretors of Isaiah, there were two hundred years ago interpretors

who took certain chapters in Isaiah and found in them the account of the wars between

Bavaria and northern Germany and the interfe'ence of the pope and the attitude of the

king of France and they found the whole history of the sixteenth and. seventeenth cen
you

tunes contained in certain chapters in Isaiah. Well if/can find an absolute

between the events described in some particular time you have a right to suggest that

but it needs careful examination. In most. cases you will find that most of it refers

to the immediate situation, that is the situation within a few decades or centuries after

the speaker and events directly rising out of what happened there.

ow Chapter I think is a good chapter division. I believe that when he says, "And

the Lord said. to me, Take a great roll and. write in it with a man's pen concerning Maher

shalal-hash-baz", I do not believe that he is there continuing to talk to Isaiah outside

the wall as he is talking to Ahaz. I do not believe that to be the case. I think that

Chapter 7 is a definite unit here. I think '' must praise the archbishop for this or say

th,t his horse was unusually good. that day. He made a very good division, I think, of Chap-,

ter 7, between that and. 8. It would seem--the reason I would sxg-est that is that 8 be

gins with him taking faithful witnesses and. taking these people and going to the pro

phetess and she conceives and bares a son and then the lord. says, "Call his name." Well

now all that seems to suggest quite a pr'riod. of time. I would say that between most of

Chapter 8 and Chapter 7 perhaps a couple of years had passed. by. That would appear to be

very likely. At least there is a reasonable interval between 7 and 8. In Chapter 7

there are two things we haven't looked at but we perhaps should have looked at, perhaps

ought now to take a second at; one of these is the matter of the place where most of

Chapter 7 was given, in Verse 3. He says, "Go forth to meet ahab, you and. Shear-jashub

your son, at the nd of the conduit of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's field.."

and they went out there and they talked. to Ahaz there and rebuked .Ahaz for his sin in

secretly making this wicked agreement with a godle. ".r. I think the reason why we

are tod so explicitly just where he went is because of the fact that in Chapter 36,

Verse 2 we find exactly the same place referred to. "The king of Assyria sent Rabshakeh fror

Lachish to Jerusalem into king Hezekiah with a great army. And he stood. by the conduit of
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of the upper pool in the highway of the fuller's field." It's exactly the same place,

and. so I think the reason we Ire told. in both places exactly where it happened is to

bring out the little point which would. suggest a big idea, that at exactly that same

place where Isaiah stood and said to .Ahaz. "You're wicked. You're turning against God.

In making this wicked all-lance with this Assyrian power. That's going to bring Assyria

next to you and do away with a bumper state in between and. it's going to mean that the

Assyrian will be coming right into your land," about twenty years later, more or less,

we find that the Assyrians have overrun all of Judah, the people of Israel are shut i

in the city in terrific danger of their, of the Assyrians coming and making an attack

and destroying Judah, and. in that situation the representative of the Assyrian king

comes and taunts them and says, "You're absolutely helpless," and calls on them to our

render to him at the very place at which Isaiah had predicted what was going to happen

a few years before, and the very place that it happened is not, of course, a vital thing

in the carrying out of the prophecy, there's no great principle involved there but there

is the thing t'st it would remind you of. You'd say, "Here's the place where Isaiah

warned Ahaz what was going to happen and on the very place where it happened you see

the Assyrian kt w)m A1haz thought he was bringing in as a help is now there threaten

ing to destroy Jerusalem just as he has destroyed all of Jiido.h by this time." So I

think that similarity of that place is extremely important. Now the other thing that

we should rention before we leave it altogether is the statment, "Behold a virgin shall

conceive, Is our English translation correct there-Behold a virglv shall conceive!

Well the word which is there i'sed. is not the ordinary word. for virgin. The regular

technical term for virgin is " It tbpassive narticiple of , to with

hold, a withhold one, a " That is 4he technical word to indicate the technical

virginity of woman. Now in English, in Old English. in English of the time o1 the

King James version the word virgin was used in two senses, closely related; was used in

the specific sense that a woman is a virgin, the specific physical cindition, and. it

also was used. very commonly in the general sense of just a young woman. This young woman

was a virgin, but the stress jflt on the face of her being a virgin; the stress 1 on

the fact that a young woman, that is the stress on it, for instance in the parable
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of the ten virgins in the New Testament. The word. was very commonly used. in English at that

time to indicate a young woman, a,voung, unmarried, woman was virgin. It was an ordinary

English term. We use it that way any more today, just as words are constantly

changeing their meanings and one that has one meaning one century changes quite a Ut

tie in its general stress a century or two later. Now in this case the word is not

the technical, specific word for one who is in the physical condition of

virginity; that not the word here used. The word is not, also, the ordinary word for

young woman. the feminine of , a boy, a girl. That is not the specific word

here used. The word here used is a word which i s used comparatively seldom in the

Old Testament--the word arid. this word probably is rather near to the English

word "maiden". Maiden is a word which in English is used to mean ordinarily a young

woman, a young girl. It does not seem to me it would be usual in English to a maiden,

of a young married woman. We wouldn't think of her as a maiden, ordinarily. We do speak,

sometimes, of a maiden lady, as a term for a vergin who is somewhat older than a,young

woman. We speak of her as a maiden lady. That's an idiom which has developed in recent

years. I don't know how far back that goes, but specifically maiden doesn't mean virgin

in English, and yet ordinarily when you think of a maiden you think of one who is a

virgin and this word , I think is rather close to maiden. It is so translated in

Proverbs, the way of a man with a maid. That is the word translated. Maid there for

here and for the same word, " which is here translated virgin. It's not

ordinarily translated virgin, it seems to me it is nine times, it's very few times, that

the word occurs at all in the O.& Testament. If you go through those times you will

find no one of them in which the woman is evidently a married woman. It always seems to

refer to an unmarried woman. e have no convincing proof that the woman was not a virgin

a strong presumption in that case in Proverbs

where it speaks o the way of a man with a maid that it there " That .is the

interpretation some people give to that verse. I don't think it s a necessary inter

pretation; something could. be said. for it. But it certainly is not a word. which is

ordinarily used. for a married woman; in fact, I don't know of any instances where it is

used for that. People often say, "This word means a young woman of marriacabie age,
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whether married or not." I do not think that we have proof that that is the case and

yet it's pretty hard to prove what .t is because it's only used nine times in the Old

Testament and that's a mighty small number of times. You could speak of meeting a young

woman and you could refer to it fifty times dealing with unmarried women and then the

next ten times might be young married women. Nine times is iretty few to get a proof

from on a thing like that so that I would hesitate very nch if I had this Hebrew in

front of me and was asked to translate this verse, I would hesitate to translate it

by the word virgin using our specific physical sense which the word virgin has come to

mean in modern English. I would hesitate very much about that. I wouldn't hesitate so

much about using it in the sense in which it was used three hundred years ago when the

King James version was translated when you'd speak of any young woman as a virgin in

a common way just as we would say maiden today. Well the thing that causes us to

translate it virgin here is not simply the fact that Matthew so renders it in the Gre.

in the New Testament, it is the fact that in the Septuagint it is so rendered. The

Septuagint translation made perhaps two hundred years or more before the time of Christ,

made by Jews who had never heard of the virgin birth and who had no thought of trying

to find here a prediction of something which they found fulfilled in connection with

Christ, they translated it by the ordinary specific Greek word for virgin, the word

which is the regular Greek word for virgin which ordinarily would correspond

to , rather than almah. Now why did they translate it that way? It impressed

those trislators of the Septuagint in te 'ight of the context as being the proper

way to translate it. They did not think of it as simply meaning young women. They

thought of it as meaning some very ..ecial type of ycung woman, something very much

out of the ordinary. It's almah here. Now, of course, when you come to know wht

Hebrew words mean, nobody today speaks ancient Hebrew. It's a language that's been dead

for a long time. Attempts were made to resurrect it today but that doesn't prove what

the words actually meant then. If we want to know what the words meant we have to see

how they were used or how they were translated at different times. And so the fact

that the Septuapint translators rendered it virgin is a very vital evidence that that

would probably be within the range of thought considered within the word. almah, and
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commentators, liberal commentators, of course, a few years ago were trying to make it

all just an ordinary young woman; It's-interesting, though, to notice Pluinmerts com-

mentary on. Matthew, in which he quotes from the German as pointing out

that the attitude of the Septuagint translators toward-this verse shows that it was

renerally felt by those who write as not merely describing an ordinary verse but point

ing to something very strange, very much out of the ordinary, something so strange that

it did not seem to them an incorrect wç to tender it to say a virgin shall conceive.

This verse would not be a proof of the virgin birth. To my mind, it is like so often

occurs in the Old Testament where we have a suggestion of something thats going to hap

pen later, a suggestion given in such a way that you are not altogether sure in the

lit of the context what it is in the Old Testament . You can get it down tc a rather

narrow limit of what it probably is and when you get it into that limit it seems rather
hardly

strange and. perhaps / reasonable t0 you and, so you're apt to reject that possibility

and say, "Let's take another and you don't find any other that fits quite as well as

that but you'd be apt to select one that fits quite a bit less well rather than that

which seems so strange and yet you'll find isfulfilld. in exactly that way. So it seems

to me that that is the fact here, that the virgin birth here us not erplicitly stated

but that an unusual and. yet we find that that musual method of expres

sion corresponds exactly to the fact which occurs in the virgin birth, of the Lord.

.Ysus Christ. Now we could spend a long time on this almah and the various discussions

that have been written about it and so on but that covers the main material in connec

tion with it. So I think we could go on tb Chapter 3 which, I believe, occurs, the

main pai't of Chapter occurs some time later than Chapter 7. We have the Lord. speaking,

"Write concerning Maher-shalal-hash-baz". There is a son-is that Immanuel? The oldest

son is Shear-jashub. A remnant shall return, the Lord says. Now we're told Write con

cerning Maher-shalal-hash-baz. Hasten the booty; hurry the spoil, the word says. What

a name for a poor innocent little boy! Hasten the booty! Ru.rry the spoil.! I don't

recommend that any of you should us this name for your son in these days. It would.

be cruel today to have a little child have to have such a name but in those days God.
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was utilizing it as a means of bringing a lesson to the people so that every time they

called Isaiah's son they called attention to the fact that God was predicting gloom and

destruction and upheaval. Hasten the booty; hurry the spoil. Now he writes that and

then he takes faithful witnesses, a priest, two priests, Uriah and, I believe Zechariah

was also a priest. At least he takes these two men, Uriah and. Zechariah, and the Lord

said to me, "Call his name Maher-shalal-hash-baz. Don't call his name Imranuel, God

with us, but call his hame Hasten the Booty; hurry the spoil. For before the child shall

have knowledge to cry, , which is to say "Daddy and Mommy", the very

simplest beginning of talking, the words which a child ordinarily says first, a much
to

chothe good and/rejects the evil. So there is, instead of five years, perhaps two

years involved in that; two or three years, perhaps. There is a shorter interval ilied

and this child with a shorter interval comes to approximately the same before the

child can say this the riches of Damascus and. the spoil of Samaria

Prophets 18
from

the same event. The two lines, the lines forsaken of both her kings predicted/a shorter

interval; the longer interval in Chapter 7 , nntil the child reaches a certain age, now

until a child reaches a lesser age. Two different children, one of ti:em is simply usei

as a measuring stick, n tually living in that period at all but using it as a measure

cf a length of life , the other a specific rhysical son of Isaiah and. born somewhat later

than the time of the prediction, given in Chapter 7 and before he reaches this stage of

'arely saying the simplest words the riches o Damascus and the spoil of Samaria will

be taken away before the king of Assyria and then the Lord continues to speak to him and

rives further rebuke upon the people for their wicked alliance with the king of Assyria..

for trusting the arm of flesh instead of trusting God. He says Forasmuch as this people

refuseth the waters of Shiloah that flow softly, a figure of speech, doubtless, for the

little stream that comes down throui the Kidron there right ;y the ede of Jerusalem

that flows softly near the temple as a symbol of word, trust and confidence and
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quiet patience, following the Lord.; instead, of turnin: to that they riused that and

they rejoice in Rezin and Rernaliah's Son. They look to Pekah and. to Rezin as the vital

forces and. feel that they have to meet them rather than to trust Cod. Thefore behold

the Lord brings up upon them the waters of the river, strong and many--they're going to

have a flood, taken literally it is. Someone will probably say next year that I said

always take the Bible literally as they have in past years some times, but he goes on

to explain the figure. Even the king of Assyria and all his glory. The king of Assyria

is often pictured as a river as Mesopotamia was characterized, by the two great rivers,

and here under the figure of a flood. comes the king of Assyria in all his glory and he

goes up over all his channels, and. we're told about the spoil Saaria's taken away, here we

read he's going to go over all his banks and he's even going to pass through Judah, no

to stop with Israel. He' going to ass through Jud.ah. He will overflow and. go over

and. he'll reach even to the neck, and the stretching out of his wings shall fill the

breadth of thy land.. Whose land? God with us. Now the word Cod with us is here trans

lated., transliterated, instead of sying Cod with us, it says Im'ianuel. It takes it as

a personal name. It seems to fit better. The king of Assyria is going to overwhelm

the land. God's with us. That doesn't make much sense. The king of Assyria is going to

overwhelm thy land, 0 Immanuel. He is already thinking of this land as not the land of

the wicked king Ahaz, the man who is the representative of the house of David, now,

the temporary one, the false one, the degen"rate one, but it is the land, truly the land.

of the real representative of the house of David, the one who is already livimg but who

has not yet assumed a hum form and a human personality, the one who is yet to be in

carnate in the distant time but who is already effective in the history of Israel a He

has been from the very beginning. Immanuel, the true son of David; even haz riles t1

land and looks on it as his it is really Im'ianuel's land but as a result of Ahaz' mis

management Imanuel's land is overflown by the forces of the king of Assyria. So he

will overwhelm thy land, 0 Immanuel and then he turns to the people who are coming

against the land and he says, "Associate yourselves, 0 ye people, and ye shall be broken

in pieces. Give ear, a' l ye of far countries: gird. yourselves, and ye shall be broken

in pieces: gird yourselves, and ye shall be broken in pC5fl What a tremendous thing
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to say! The Assyrians are coming, tie Egyptians are coming. They're going to attack

the land. Aiiaz has brought tiis terrific evil on the land but God. says though Ahaz has

brought the evil God is going to give de'iverance from the evil. Take counsel togetheL

and it shall come to nought; speak the word, and it shall not stand: for Immanuel. Wl

transliterate it in one casc as Ir'irrianuel -and translate it in another case as God. with us

the other time? It's Immanuel both times. Well, the fact of the matter is that the

translation is not bd here. because it s both a proper name and a meaning. That's

not double interoretation or a double fulfillment. It is just a fact that the name ha

a meaning, ant. t at when you speck the name you think of the rieaning and. in this case

the name is given because of the meaning. He is an individ.ul, Immanuel, the true son

of David, the true owner of te land, the one whose land it is, and his name indicates

the presence of God with His people and they can make their plans but this is Immanuel's

land and Immanuel is going to show that they cannot do anything which He does not wish

them to do and. the Assyrians may come, all this terrific result comes as a result of

the sin of Ahaz but God. is not at this time going t0 allow the complete working out, the

complete victory of Assyria to go to the extent of taking Jerusalem. It's Immanuel's

land God is with them, God is going to continue His mercy with them for the present time.

For the lord spake thus to me with a strong hand and instr'icted me that I should. not

walk in the way of this people, saying, Say ye not, a confederacy, confederacy between

Israel and Assyria, a united nation between those who are godly and those who are godless.

How utterly ridiculous and fantastic; how contrary to all the plans and purposes of God..

Say ye not a confederacy; neither fear ye their fear nor be afraid.. Sanctify the lord

of hosts himself, and let Him be your fear and. let Him be your dread, and. He shall be

for a sanctuary. He is one whom you can trust if you will, and He is going to deliver

,Jerusalem from the attack of the king of Assyria but He will be a stone of stumbling

and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, not just to Ephraim, not just to

Juda., to both of them, for a gin and, a snare to the inhabitants of J'rusalem. All of

Israel is part cf God's plan. God has not rejected Israel. and chosen Ju.dah but all of

them are part of God's kingdom, part of God's plan, God is bringing His punishment upon

both, even though Israel gets it first and God. is for the time being protecting Jerusalem,
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even as bird's houses and He is protecting it by His power and. not by te power of

the people there in order to show that it is He who rules and He who can perform His

will as e chooses. And. so we have these chapters dealing right with the immediate

situation in the time of Ahaz and dealing directly with that situation and yet in

Verse 14 of Chapter 7 giving us a glimpse of the coming of Christ which is not simply

dragged in out of relation t0 the conteyt but which has a true relation t0 the purpose

of it, the rebuke of haz and. pOinting out that Ahaz is not the true son of David. but

the true son of David is yet to come and it is referred back to in these

two verses.

Now you have already read Chapter 8 and the beginning of Chapter 9. I hope you'll

have it in good, well in mind tomorrow and particularly tell me this--at the end of Chapter

P you have misery, at the early chapter 9 you have rejoicing, where should the chapter

division be, as the Hebre Bible has it, or .s the English Bible has it, or should there

be no chapter division there? Where does the misery stop and where does the rejoicing

begin? Where i te transition, or is there no transition? Is it all misery or is it
quotes

all rejoicing And Matthew /Verses 1 amd. 2 here in connection with the life of Christ.

What cm earth have they got to do with the life of Christ? Was Matthew simply dragging

something here and. just grabbing a verse out of context or is there a real significance?

Or is the whole thing just talking ahout the time of Christ and having nothing to do with

..thaz? I'll be interested in what you think about that tomorrow.
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and. in class and giving some idea on the material that was just ahead since we've

going rather directly through, chapter by chapter and verse by verse right now it's

not so necessary to indicate exactly what yet should prepare for each lesson. As you
for a lesson

know, I always figure that for undergraduate work two hours/should be sufficient and

I try to arrange it so that it won't pile up. I know that it is very difficult to

keep from working along and there isn't so much to assign and then you have a good

stiff problem and. there is a lot all at once, so that I try to assign it ahead when

we come to such a place, but ordinarily if there is nothing specific mentioned. if you

put in your two hours having the next ahead pretty well in mind, it covers

our needs. Now this Wednesday, isn't it? We meet again Thursday; I'll assign lessons

for newt Tuesday and Wednesday but we will have the meeting at some other time, instead.

Oh! Now I was thinking of not assigning any lesson for Thursday but having a written

lesson instead. Well now, the thing is, if we have it in church history and in this

Thursday--but one is in the norning and. the other in the afternoon; that wouldn't

crowd you so much, would it? Would. you rather have this on a different day? Suppose

we have it next Wednesday, of you prefer, and assign a lesson for Thursday, have

this test Wednesday instead, of having a lesson for Wednesday and. having the test

Thursday. The test then will be next week Wednesday and. I'll assign lessons for Tuesday

and Thursday of next week, and. then we'll have those two hours to make up, of which one

was made up yesterday afternoon, and the other one we'll make up two weeks from yesterday

afternoon. That will, I think, keep us pretty well abreast of the time we should. need

to cover this material and. to have a pretty good idea what is involved. in it. Now any

time that any of you have any questions, or anything that isn't clear, please bring it

t, any time you have an alternative suggestion to make, please don't hesitate to make

it. We may not be able to spend a lot of time discussing particular alternate views

because we have a good deal of ground to go over, but I wish you always would present

them. Don't ever " We're glad to have--several of you have suggested ether

views, I wish all the rest of you would have sour minds equally active as those who

have been making suggestions. Maybe you can make some worthwhile contributions to the

progress of our study here, because there is far more in these passages than I have yet
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figured. out,. There is a great deal in them. There is a depth in them, there is meaning.

The Christian church is suffering tremendously through just grabbing a verse here and

there and being satisfied instead of getting into the depths of these books and learning

what the lord has there for us,

Now we were looking last time here at the 8th chapter and. we noticed how the 8th

chapter like he 7th is dealing with the unfaithfulness of .Ahaz.Like the seventh , it

is dealing with the matter that .Ahaz is trusting Assyria instead of trusting God. He

is working a clever human scheme instead of trusting to divine revelation, is going

contrary to the commandments of God all through the Scripture in binding themselv es to

gether with those who are unbelievers and who are definite enemies to the will of God

and the same punishment and the seine condemnation comes upon him for it here as will

undoubtedly come on our nation for its part in the United Nations, as long Ss the vital

leader in that organization, the other of the two most important powers is one which Is

avowedly , not simply indifferent but definitely antagonistic to Christianity

in its statements, its declarations and its attitude, and antagonistic to all the

Christian virtues. There is hardly a Christian virtue but what is avowedly denied. by

the declarations and. of the which means anything because Marx and Lenin

state over and over in their books that the purpose of words is to accomplish effects,

not to tell truth; tht if they want to soften up somebody who is not with them to the

point where they can destroy them they can make all kinds of promises and that is the
proper.

right thing for them to do because it is forwarding the/cause of communism
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their statement. Indeed, as the Scripture says, when they are unwilling to believe the

Word of Truth God gives them over that they should believe a lie. Well now Ahaz had

'xactly the same situation, not as much developed as today, he didn't have as much light
full

as we have today, the/circumstanc were not as evident as today, and. yet the situation

is very similar. Anybody in those days who knew anything about Assyria would know of

its wickedness and oi its aggressive tactics and. its determination to conquer everything

else and to subdue everything that came in its path and yet .Ahaz thought he could. use

fire to fight fire, thought he could make an ale with wickedness in order to over

come other wickedness, thought he could bring in the greater enemy and. danger which

was far in order to protect himself from the lesser danger which was near at hand .

and. God said, "the plan is not going to work, the scheme is going to fail," He said,

"Itrn going to bring the waters of the river, strong on many, even the king of Assyria,"

and He said He's not going to stop them, Israel is going to go on into Judai.

And then in Verses 9 and. 10 we notice a marked change; that just before this the

great scene which has been stressed. has been Ahaz's wicked and. his plan is going t

hack-fire and Jud.ah is going to be in terrific danger and have a great deal of suffer

ing come to it from the coming of the king of Assyria whom he brings in but in. 9 and 10,

as in certain sections of the previous chapter, the prophet brings out the fact that

though Ahaz is bringing terrific suffering on the nations through his wickedness, that

God is not at this time going to hand over the whole nation to destruction but G od is

going to show His mighty power by, for the present, protecting Judah and causing the

plans of the enemies to come to nought, for this is land and it is going to

be made evident for the present that Immanuel can protect His land when He chooses so

to do as He is choosing now. Mr. ---.7 (Question from student). The significance of a

definite article is a very difficult thing t0 determine in any 1angiage. You have to-

the child means not just any child, whatever, the child that we're now going to speak

about, the child who is now before us. If you would say, for instance, "He brought a

child into the room; now the child was young," that would meanthe child that he had

just brought in but it might be used of the one were just going to. We say "The man

went walking in the woods." What woods? Why, the one he just went walking in. We
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put the "the" in indiscriminately. Quite clearly in English it very rarely has any

particular meaning. Now in Hebrew there may be cases where it does and. there are cases

where it doesn't and there may be points where it would have a very definite importance

but it's pretty hard. to prove. You have to bring a great many instances and compare be-

cause the use of the definite article is so very flexible in most languages and when
the the

you get over into/ Syriaroth the Aramaic into the Syriac,/d.ialect of the Aramaic, you

will find that the article is just about , it is practically never that they use

the article. It becomes practically a part of the word, as it has become in Eng'iish.

Our English would be just as clear, I think, if we dropped all these articles. Now

Hebrew is perhaps not quite as bad as that but it's pretty far in that direction. (Ques

tion from student) Well, it's a specific child that we are now going to describe, that

we now have in mind but it doesn't necessarily mean when we say, "The" that it is the one

which is specifically outstanding or extremely important or necessarily the one which

we have just been talking about, yet-4Question from student). Twelve and 13 of Chap

ter 8 - Itm not at all sure that they would have, because in Verse 12 he's speaking of

the confederacy coming against them, isn't he? I think he's speaking there in that

verse of the confederacy of Israel and Syria coming against them. Now, of course,

Israel had no business uniting with Syria against Judai but in Verse 13 "sanctify the

lord, of hosts and let Him be your feai and let Him be your dread," certainly Verse 13
with

specifically dealing/the situation then has the principle in it that we sh ould

not trust the arm of faith of flesh but trust the lord and in it, too, that when you

find people entering into unholy alliances with those who oppose the power of God

ordinarily there is an unworthy motive ntering in, so that I wouldn't say this direct

ly dealt with such a subject but indirectly it would be related to it, and, of course,

the principle involved here of a nation which was supposed to be God's allying itself

with an ungodly nation that is opposed to God for its own protection, that princi pie

would apply to a church or a denomination or an organization, also, but not directly.

It would be by implication and by inference. It would be a valid inference but not

a direct inference. Now in Verse lL, as we noticed, there is a statement that .t,a it's

two views of God, that He is a sanctuary but He is a stone of stumbling. They say

that whever Paul went there was either a revival or a riot. People went along and
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they were complacent and everything was going very nicely and then Paul came along

and. began to preach and. the people got lined up on both sides and a Christ said, He

divided the father against the son and. the brother against the brother. A division

comes when the Word of God is presented and people have to take their sides for or

against it and so He's a sanctuary for those who trust Him but He's a stone of stumbling

and. a rock of offence to those who are against Him. As the Scripture says, "Beware when

all men speak well, of you." although it says in other places, don't have people speak

ill of you as a busybody or an interferer in matters or as one who breaks the

morale of the land or anything like that. There are people who pretend that it's on

account of their loyalty to the lord that they are persecuted when it's on account of

their own unpleasant peculiarities or their selfishness or their attempt to advance

their own interests. There are plenty of people of whom that is true but there are

plenty of others who are unjustly spoken of and if you stand. absolutely true to the

lord you may be quite sure people are going to speak of you unjustly and. say all sorts

of things that aren't true about you and. the sensible thing to do in most such cases

is probably just to ignore it, and to overlook it and to go straight on in the direction

that you feel to be the teaching of the wrrd and even if people call you names and

criticize you or make all sorts of statements about you that are absolutely unfounded,
particularly

it i well, in many cases, to let God vindicate it and not worry about it yourself, /

Here we have then the two asects, in 14 and 15. He is a sanctuary to those who are true.,

while He is a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel.

We have hoth !r,hralm and. Judah in mind--both houses, but particularly the inhabitants

of Jerusalem. Now Jerusalem wasn't taken for 150 years after that but we're shown

that already Jerusalem was going to suffer from the Assyrian attack and the Assyrian

oppression, even though the city itself hurt, and that which begins now conttues.

This is not a satement, "The Lord is coing to be a sanctuary next Thursday for those

who are true and a stone of stumbling on next Thursday to both the houses of Israel and.

after that this is over." This is a statement showing a situation of relationship of

God to the house of Israel which begins now and stretches on indefinitely into the

future. It is a continuous thing for cuite a distance, the verse doesn't tell us how
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far, how long into the future this reaches, but ordinarily you wouldn't say, "This

describes God's relation to the people of Israel then and it also describes His re

lation to the church at the present time and it also describes His relation to

Israel nd to Palestine at the present time. It is probably one of those three, but

it's not a thing which must be restricted to a minute or an hour or a day. It can

stretch over a period, but the principle in it can be inferred and applied to these

other tatters, but ót the direct teaching. Yes? (Student) I don't think it means

iuch the same people. I think He's a sanctuary for those who trust Hiand He is a

rock of offense to the ungodly in both the houses of Israel and the fact that he says

to both the houses of Israel recognozes the fact that both of them have become ungodly and
to some extent.

that the righteo's are implicated in the sin of the wicked./ Just as the people of

America are all implicated in the terrible things heing done in Korea today, that when

one of our reprr'sentatives turned over the northern half of Korea to the Russians with

absolutely no excuse for it wh9tévet and no right to do so, no action on the part of
within

our senators or Congress, the Russians weren't even in the war until/a week before the

end of the Japanese war and had nothing to do with the bombing of Japan that ended. the

war, then we could turn over the northern half of Korea. "Well," you say, "Oar govern

ment did that. What have we got to do with it?" We have a lot to do with it, and every

one of us who did not keep aware of what was happening and protest vigorously and ob

ject and let our government know that we didnt approve of such wickedness is to some

extent implicated in the fact that thousands of Christians are being martyred and mas

sacred and that the Christians as a whole are being much worse treated in Korea today

than they were under the worst of the Jpanese oppression. We are implicated in it.

You may say it's indifference; we didn't know about it, we were careless, we didn't

investigate these things. That is all true and the Lord takes them into account; never

the less we are implicated and we are involved in the sin of our nation and so were the

righteous here involved in the sin of the nation and yet they are not the ones who are

primarily in mind in the statement that He is a rock of offencehere. He is a rock of

offence to all the nation but particularly to the wicked portion of the nation and He

is in addition a sanctuary to the righteous in the nation, Now in Verse - yes? (Student)
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I would say that was the primary thing--the alliance, that is, God had His people

work with unbelievers for purposes, for good purposes for a time. There was nothing

wrong wit t Israelite at times having relations with the Syrians or the

Moabites or the Egyptians or different for a specific purposes but God's purposes

were always definitely finite. It was not selfish individual purpos involved in the

attempt to promote onesseif or to secure safety by an ungodly alliance, but

cooperation is often found in Scripture with such forces. Paul hesitate to

declare that he was a Roman citizen and to appeal to Rome. He used the arm of flesh

on occasion but he didn't put his -rirnary reliance on it. (Student) Mr.---? (Student)
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(Student) Yes. If Paul cuotes a verse from the old Testament to prove something, we

shall say this, that Paul is not simply grabbing a verse regardless of context. He has

the context in mind. He is presenting the teaching of the Old Testament and in addition

to that there is a very important thing I'd like to point out, that there are many cases

in the New Testament where we find, a statement, this is true because--and we have maybe

five words or maybe a whole verse quoted from the Old Testament and as you read the quo

tation you say, "What on earth has this Old Testament statement got to do with the thing

he is proving? It doesn't fit." And then you go on and. say, very often, "Well, he just

takes these words and he gives them an inspired interpretation which we wpuld never dream

of oriinally"or we say, " Hess proving it all on one rarticular--the fact you have a

plural instead of a singular or the fact that you have a masculine instead of a feminine;

he's building his argument on one letter in the old Testament'! The New Testament never

builds an argument on one letter or one word of the Old Testament, but the trouble is---------____________.__

that people reading the New Testament so often take a quotation where you have a few words

from the Old Testament and they say, "How do these words prove this?" and. they think that

these words must prove it and. that isn't the apostle's idea at all. The apostle knows as

the Lord Jesus Christ knew that the Old Testament is not a succession of mottos simply

in which you can pick a few words out of context and have the teaching; it is a succession

of teaching in context presenting great truths and specific matters with vital importance

to the immediate situation sometimes relating it to something for which it jumps forward

into the future and. points out something in the future as related to this, sometimes

pointing a trend or something that starts now and runs on very far into the future, and

the apostles as a rule are referring, not to merely what these two or three words say

but to the thought of the Old Testament p-ssage as a whole, and a New Testament truth

will, in most cases, if you study into the Old Testament passage be clearly seen to be the

application of the truth as a whole, rather than simply building on one or two words.

There is too much of that sort of misunderstanding of the New Testament attitude toward

the old.. People say, "Well now what about our doctrine of verbal inspiration when the

New Testament takes an Old Testament verse and quotes three or four words from it and

quotes them differently than the Old Testament has it. Well the fact of the matter is

the same. He said. "seed" and not "fleeds". Therefore you have the whole thing proven

because it is singular and not plural. That's not the New Testament method of arguing.
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The New Testament refers to the passage and then givesyou the explanation of the passage,

that that passage indicates this, fits in with this interpretation, means to teach us this

fact. He's interpreting the Old, applying the Old. as a whole, not simply a few words,

and. so that the New Testament interpretation of Old. Testament quotations has, for one

thing, suffered tremendously from failure to study the old Testament through in its

context and, second, it has led to false understandings of what we mean by verbal inspira

tion. I think it is very important to realize that what we mean by verbal inspiration

is not that you take three or four words anywhere, take those words and get every letter

in them and see exactly what it says and you can squeeze this thing until you get every

thing possible out of these four words and it will give you a tremendous amount of tru.t

you never would have gotten otherwise, and you must be sure and. pick the right four words.

because nine-tenths of it they never pick for that purpose. I mean modernexpositors w1.,

use that method, never pick nine-tenths of it for that purpose but take a few words here

and. there and. try to squeeze the content out of those few words. That's not what we mean

by verbal inspiration. What we mean is that it is a book dealing with arguments and view

points and presentation of ideas and that these ideas are presented. in human woras in such

a way that no error of fact, of doctrine or of judgment is allowed to he included in the

teaching, carefully interpreted, of the passage. It is not a matter of a word. or two

or a verse or two, and. so right along here in these next few verses here we have a number

of New Testament quotations which, studied in the light of context, fit perfectly into

the understanding of this context here but since there are certain problems which are

of secondary importance rather than primary importance in them, it would be very interest

ing and worth going into but the'e are many very vital problems of primary importance we

haven't yet worked into right in these sections ahead.. I think I'd like to skip a litt

rapidly over these next few verses, 'iot but what t's very valuable and we might come back

to it later if you'd lihe some time, but I think that I'd. rather spend. the time on some

more important things 'intil a little later on but tthink it's worth stopping to at least

glance at each particular matter in this pa'ticular few verses here. Mr. ---7 (Student)

Well, of course, in this particular case the Lord of Hosts is the one who is to be the

sanctuary and the stone of stumbling and just above we've been referring to Immanuel.
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This is Itrnnanuel's land. This land cannot be destroyed because it's Iminanuel's land.

and the enemy take it unless Irnmanuel chooses to eve it over to him. The very

Messianic teaching is here brought in connection in the whole passage. Now you can,

you do not find, explicit teaching of the deity of Christ here but you find that which

fits right .n directly into it and it is altogether valid that the New Testament which

clearly teaches the deity of Christ should quote these verses as applying to Him., who

Is God and who furthermore is mentioned right in the previous passage, in this passage,

as a "'an. Well now the situation here described is one which does not continue for

only two or three years. There is a situation described. here as a result of the sin and

apostasy of the Israelites which may be thought of as going on for a long time. The

Lord. is going to be a sanctuary to those who truly trust Him but a stone of stumbling and

a rock of offence to to both t-e houses of Israel, and. think of all the misery the

Israelites have gone through since that time. The lord gave them up in a sense, as we
in in

found in Micah, and they went through/t"e exile and they went through/the time of the

Maccabees and the time of the Roman oppression and. even in the recent Hitlerite persec

tion all through the ages the Jews have undergone a persecution such as no other race

as a race has undergone. The Armenians had just as bad, perhaps even worse, for a brie!

period just before t'e last war, but it was for a comparatively brief period, while

this is something which has gone on with intermittent changes off and on for the cen

turies that G-oa has been indeed a stone f stumbling and. a rock of offense to both the

houses of Israel,'and many among +hem shall stumble and fall and be broken and be snared

and. be taken," and, of conrse, the Lord here is specifically the Lord, it is God and God

the second person of the trinity, is very specifically involved. We have teaching about

Him just before, the true Son of the house of David, Imma.nuel. He is very definitely in

volved in the picture but not exclusively brought out here, and then a command is given.

Well, what is Isaiah to do? What are the people of God to do? What are they to do who

want to follow God in the face of this situation where the overwhelming tempest is coming,

where the Assyrian rushes over the land, where the terrific dangers and troubles come to

the land.. What are you to do in such a situation--verse 16. Bind up the testimony, seal

the law among my disciples, among my disciples. Who says that? Does Isaiah tell the
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people t0 seal up the law among his disciples or does Immanuel tell Isaiah to seal up

the law among His disciples? Which is the interpretation in that verse, is that Immanuel

speaking of His disciples or is it Isaiah who is speaking of his disciples? Well, they

are to bind up the testimony, seal the law, keep the truth alive, preserve the testimo',

preserve the statements, give the witness but do not allow it to be overcome by tremen

dous sweeping forces of God's vengeance and destruction."And I will wait upon the Lord".

Is that Isaiah now responding? The Lord, you might say Immanuel says to Isaiah, "Bind.

up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples." Isaiah says, "And I will wait upon

S the lord, that hideth His face from the house of Jacob and. I will look for Him." Isaiah

responds that to the lord in the face of the situation and. then Immanuel answers, "Behold

I and the children whom the Lord. hath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel

from the Lord of hosts, who dwells in Zion." Immanuel and those who are specifically

His, those who are His own children, they are for signs and for wonders; that doesntt

mean they are miraculous, that doesn't. mean they are something that is supernatural neces

sarily, but it means they are something that is a distinctive evidence. It's an evidence,

its a testimony. They are signs and wonders in Israel, the true people of God have been

preserved. all through, all the situations that come; there always are a group of the true

people of God, they are signs and wonders in Israel--not only in Israel but in the whole

world. Mr.--- (Question from student) Yes. The salvation of Jehovah here? A genitive

can be objective or subjective in almost any tongue. As far as the name of Isaiah is

concerned one would hesitate about deriving anything from the meaning of his name for

this reason, that Isaiah was a man, as far as our evidence goes, born in an entirely

natural way, brought up by his parents but called of God. Now God might have given him

a particular name with a particular meaning but we have no evidence that He did so, and.

therefore in Isaiah's case we have no reason to assume there is any particular importance

in connection with his message with tHe name which he happened to bear any more than the

name of David or the name of S&il or the name of any one of the many others, u.aJ.ess we

have specific evidence that the Lord. ordered the name to be given for a certain purpose.

interpretations. Now that's what I had in mind when said that there was a little in

here worth noticing, to go back.
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(Student) Yes. As a specific personal name it was not given to Him, but it is a name

which certainly describes Him. He was Immanuel. He was God with us. He was God in

human flesh; God and man together. The name fits Him most perfectly but it is not specif

ically used. of Him in the New Testament except where Matthew applies the prediction to Him.

That's a very interesting fact. (Student) Idon't know what--It may be but I don't know

what the evidence is for it. I don't know what the evidence would be for it. His charac-

ter of Immanuel, God. with us, may be the most clearly exemplified in His second coming
quite

but I should think it was very definitely His first coming. I don't/see how you could

separate that to one coming more than the other. Now this verse then--we see that

the author of Hebrews does not simply grab it out of context but he took the more

probable of two possible interpretations here. Then Yee 19 He reverts very specif

ically to the present situation. And when they say to you "Now the people aren't trust

ing God. They're not looking to the testimony. the law that is to be bound up among the

disciples, the true word of God. which is to he kept and treasured and studied and searched

out and aoplied to their liveM; when they say to you, instead of seeking God's law, "Seek

to them that have familiar spirits and to wizards that peep and. mutter", when they say

that should not a people seek unto their God? Should they seek for the living to the dead?

This verse makes very good sense if you put the right intonation in it, and if you don't

it makes no sense at all. (Student) I don't believe so. I think it is spiritism that

is involved.. Should they ask the dead. for help in the affairs of te living. I he;ieve

that is he idea that is involved here. It is against spiritism, against going to

famil-iarspirits and wizards and trying to seek that sort of means and the thing is that

should not a people seek to their God for the living to the dead means, should not they

seek to their God should they seek for the living to the dead. There's an

there which you can easily bring out with your voice but--you can bring it out with y our

voice but if you read it straight along in a monotonous tone it bring it out. I

don't think there's a time element, I think there is a personal element involved.

Then the next verse--to the law and to the testimony. Here's the answer. Should.

not a people speak unto their God.? You'll find. It right in America here. Pecple of

good. Christian background. People who should. be studying the Word and trying to find.
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its teaching and aopiy it to their lives and. they say, "Aw, we don't want any of that

old-fashioned nonsense. We1re not interested in that sort of thing. We'll use our

brains and modern science and. figure out things ourselves," and so on, and. that's the

attitude they take and in instance after instance you'll find they're getting astrol

oy, what the stars say, going to astrologers to tell them when they should plant or

whether they should buy their stock or what they should do for the future or going to

spiritist meetings and. going to all kinds of involved secret sorts of business that

have absolutely no scientific foundation whatever, showing that they do not stay per

manently satisfied with the idea that their brain is sufficient to work out the answer

to the problems of life and if they fail to go to the law and to the testimony and to

study God's word to find the answer, almost inevitably you will find that they are-

when a little trouble or, perhaps not necessarily trouble, when a situation comes

in life in which they have to really try to figure things out and the evidence is not

right at hand. they resort to all sorts of absurd methods, that is, they're ready to

trust and believe all sorts of things when they turn aside from the teaching of the Word..

There is a--everyone has in his heart the realization there is a power beyond us, there

is a force beyond us, there is something we reach to ourselves that we need to have

to help us and to guide us and to lead us and. if they fail to accept that in God's Word

you'll find. that most of them will some time turn to other alleged forces for help

for which there is not a tenth of the evidence for dependability that there is for God's
last

Word, for His Own, But the/great bulk of people in this pagan land do not realize that

there is a reasonable apologetic for God's Word. They don't realize that it is something

for which a reasonable evidence can be presented showing that it is dependable and re

liable. They don't realize that. The simple, plain evidences of the Scriptures which

have been repeated over and over by Christian leaders through the past several centuries

and even ever since the time of Christ are simply not known to ninty-nine per cent of

our people in America. They've never heard of them, and it's not half so important as

far as apologetics is concerned that we delve into extremely and wild philosophical ar

gumemts in order to try to bring a new approach for our generation as it is that we

get the sirnnle, plain clear arguments and. evidences that have been repeated over and over
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by Christian leaders, and. it's simply fori'otten as far as our present generation is

concerned; they just have never had them presented to them. They just don't know they

exist, even. They need. to be presented. and presented. in a sane, reasonable scholarly
(question from student)

way. Mr.---/ It isn't doubt. It's trust. It's Immanuel. (Student) What else do you

think it could refer to? It doesn't seem likely, though. That would be very unlikely

in Hebrews 2:13. It's very unlikely in that instance. I'd. rather not take too much

time on this particular problem here because we have so much more important ones just

ahead hut you notice in Hebrews 2 that we find. that Hebrews 2:11-For both he that sanctifi

eth and they who are sanctified are all of one: for which cause he is not ashamed to call

them brethren , Saying, I will declare thy name unto my brethren, in the midst of the

church will I sing praise unto thee--How's that? (Student) Yes. What is the source of

that c'otation? Psalm 22, yes, which is a Messianic psalm describing the crucifixion of

Christ and His resurrection and glorification-And again, I will put my trust in Him.
That is Psalm 18,
And again, Behold I and the children whom God has given me. borasmuch, then as the child

ren are partakers of flesh and. blood, He also Himself likewise took part of the same.

That is, there are three statements given and He says He is not ashamed. to call them

brothers because He says , and the first two of them are quotation from the psalms

and the third one is word. for word like a statement in Isaiah, and. I believe most--I

think all interpretors have considered it to be that he is quoting from this passage in

Isaiah. To? t3 he just taking some words out of Isaiah and applying them to Christ

where they have nothing to do with Christ, or do the words here actually refer to La

manuel of whom w have been speaking in just a few verses before? That is a question

which is worth considêràtjon and I pointed out a way in which these can be taken in

context as applying to Imrnanuel. I don't think it would be obvious in first reading

but I think that it certainly is a possible interpretation of the passage even apart

from any New Testament consideration whatever. We are for signs and. wonders is a little

stronger, speaking of the prophet and his son, and of course, Verse 16, Bind up the

testimony, seal the law among my disciples, sounds much more like Immanuel talking to

Isaiah than about talking to somebody else. (Student) How do you mean? Yes. there

is usually--God., Elohim is usually transl.ted " is usually
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translated in the New Testament, lord, because the word. is a very

broad word. It's used of a human being who was th head over a large establishment. It

is used, for God, as the lord, and. it is a translation of this specific name of God, and

it was used by the Christians as of the lord. Jesus Christ very specifically. That, of

course, is a New Testament study and a very interesting one, the usage of those terms in

the New Testament. (Student) Which place do you mean flow? (Student) Yes, in Verse 18

they're used--What was it in Hebrew there, I forget. (Student) I and the children which

God hath given me. That's right. It's translated as if it were rather than as if

it were the name of God. I don't think you'd call that a discrepancy though. The lord

certainly in the Old Testament context clearly means God, and (Student) follows the exact

ly the Septuagint which, I wouldn't say made an erroneous translation here but not per

haps a strictly exact translation. It simply quotes the Septuagint calling attention

to the passage which the Septuagint translates in that .':ay. Either one would give the

idea. God or Jehovah. Well now this section that we have noticed. here then goes on

to point out that they should follow the testimony, this law which is held among the

little group of disciples, the followers of Inmanuel. Immanuel and. His children, the

group of true believerswho, through the ages from that time on are to witness to God in

the heathen and. pagan world and to continue so and. will continue so until the return of

our lord. They are the signs and wonders both to Israel and to all the nations. They

are for indications. It is the greatest argument for Christianity, is the presence and.

the character of individual Christians or groups of Christians scattered. through the

world. The greatest argument for Christianity, the greatest evidence for it. More

people are won to Christianity by Christian lives than by Christian argument. Christian

argument is necessary and vital but if it is not backed up by Christian lives it may

accomplish a great deal but it may not. It may accomplish very little. More people

will be affected by the other, by the lives connected with the arguments than will

he affected. in any other particular way. Somebody said, "Goa s not looking for lawyers;

He's looking for witnessesY and of course it's true we need both, but every Christian

can be a witness, and we must never-- never allow activity as a witness to what

God has done for us to be interfered with by our desire to be a lawyer . We should
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fulfill both functions but above all that of witnessing by our life and by our testimony.

to the truth of God.

Now we didn't find out where ou think the transition is, between this chapter and

the next and I think if you go on studying this and the next few verses of 9 as far as

you've read in the Hebrew and. have it very thoroughly in mind for tomorrow wetll try to

make some progress through it. There are some very interesting arid vital material there.

?irther about Immanuel.
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Practically everything from Verse 2, then, of o'ir English and 1 of the Hebrew on

describes great joy while in the previous verse there was reason for considerable question

whether it described joy or not, wasn't there? Whether the people got their--the people

who had been light--their afflictions were lipht, their afflictions were made heavy, or

the people who had been humiliated, they now were exalted. Itts rather difficult to be

certain, about it, the change in Verse 23. Now if you look back you will find, that in

Verse 21 there probably is little question about the beginning of Verse 21 as to whether

it is gloom or joy. Ithink you might look at your English Bibles now. I'd like to run

through these six or eight verses in Hebrew but the length of time It took us on one verse,
towe'd. be here till midnight and I thi probably it's better to leave that for you/ work

on it yourselves. I think that weld better get on into the principle of interpreta

tion here which Is vital but a principle which cannot be properly applied unless you work

it through in the Hebrew, but the thing that there can be no doubt about is that in the

beginning of Verse 21 you have people in misery. Verses 19 and 20 have described a people

who have turned away from God and who have sought help from wizards. They have sought

from all kinds of other means. They've sought their help from the arm of flesh or fro.

the imagined supernatural beings, from false religions and false cults and. false comforts

of every sort; they have sought in those (who are described in Verse 19) they have sought

in those their comfort and their guidance and Isaiah says in 20, "to the law and to the
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t'stimony. If they speak according to this word. it is because there is no light in them.

And what is the result when you have no light? Twenty-one tells . They pass

through it. Verse 21 tells us, sore distressed and. hungry. Surely that is misery. There

is no question about it. It is punishment upon the people for their wickedness. Upon

what people? Well, we've been told above that the houses of Israel and Judah, both

houses are in mind. I one in particular in this verse or are both under consideratioa?

It does not tell us here, does it? We'll say the land of Palestine then, is in -mind here,

the people in the land of Palestine. They shall pass through it. The result of their

sin is that they have misery to o through. It shall come to pass when they shall be
by their and by their God will curse

hungry they shall fret themselves and curse/their king and their d. So far, it is

misery, anguish, trouble. There's no question about that. But then, they look

upward. They turn their faces upward. What's that got to do with it? Does that mean

they repent? Does that mean they turn back or does it mean they simply look up to see

if there is any help to be found. there? Well they look upward and they look to the earth

to so it makes you wonder whether there is any sense in the verse division

there. They look up and they look down. They look in every way to find help and they

don't find it. Somebody may take Verse 21 as a transition in it. They're thirsty, they

re in misery; they are hungry, but they look up, there's repentance. But you start in

with 22 and they look down, look t0 the earth, or maybe they're just looking in every

direction, trying to find some help and they're not finding it. They look to the earth

and what do they 3ee They look up and they look down. What do they see? They see

trouble and. darkness, distress and anguish and. then the Authozed Version ends Verse 22

with a translation "And they shall be driven into thick darkness.'! Thye shall be driven

into darkness. That fits in certainly with the thouht of the verse, they looking, they

are in gloom, anguish. That's all they find. and. they're driven into thick darkness, but
And

the Revised Version renders it, "And. thick darkness shall be driven away." / into thick
they

darkness, the Revised Version,/shall be driven away, but there is no into. (Question from

student). Yes. The Revised Version I have here says"and into thick darkness they shall

be driven away", but it has a foot note which says, "And thick darkness shall be driven

away." Well now it makes a big difference whether they are driven away into thick
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darkness or whether thick darkness is driven away. If you re out driving at night

and. it is fogy and. miserable and the thick fog is driven away or you drive in a

thicker fog, it makes a big difference, and yet the Hebrew is here very brief and it's

hard. to tell which to take it. The thick darkness is driven away and they're driven

into thick darkness. Which is the correct interpretation? Well, if you say thick

darkness, they're driven into thick darkness, as the Authorized Version did, then both

these verses express gloom and misery but if you want to take it that the thick darkness

is driven away, that would be like the Revised Version's margin while the Revised Version
then

main text says, "In a thick darkness they shall be driven away." And/the Revised

Version margin says, " Thick darkness shall be driven away for" and then the next verse

giving the reason, while both the Authorized and the Revised translate in their main text,

or They make the transition further. Now you see we start in

and we have misery and in the end of Verse 2lU look up. Is that a suggestion of ho pe?

They're looking up, the light's beginning to dawn-or isn't it? Well you go right on,

"They look down to the earth". Does that mean they look all around and find nothing?

Or they ? No, they don't. They look down to the earth and they keep on.

They're looking at the earth and. everything is misery. Gloom, darkness, and they're
in

cursing, and then,/they're driven away into thick darkness or thick darkness is driven

away because there's a great change coming. Has your change come yet, or not? Well

in the 'iht of the previous clause or verse you're apt to say, "No, there s no transi

tion. It continues. Itts still dark." Your Authorized takes it that way. They shal2.

be driven into darkness; nevertheless, the dimness shall not be such as was in her vexation,

When at the first he lightly affcicted the land. of Naphtali, and afterward did more grie

vously afflict her by the wa of the spa, beyond Jordan, in Galilee of the nations. The

Revised says, "But there shall be no gloom to her that was in for in the former time

he brought into contempt the land of Zebulun and the land. of Naphtali but in the latte

time hath he made it glorious." You see in one case he afflicts it more grievously, i
In

the other case he makes it glorious. /the latter time he has made it glorious by the way

of the sea, beyond Jordan, Galilee of the nations. Well now here we have a specific
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geogrhica1 statement. There is a place named. Where is that place? Is that within

the kingdom of Judah? Is it actually within the tribe of Judah? Where is this place,

Mr.--.-? (Student) Yes, are they south of Judah? (Student) They're fairly near Jud.ali.

That is, they are still in the land of Palestine. They're not in the southern kingdom.

They are way up in the northern kingdom. They're north of the main part of the northern

kingdom. The southern kingdom is only Judah and Benjamin. Zebulun and Naphtali are

north of the center of the northern kingdom. Zebulun and Naphtali, the way of t}-e

Gentiles, beyond. Jordan, Galilee of the nations. The region up around the Sea of Galilee.

Zebulun and. Naphtali, Zebulun comes right next to the Sea of Galilee, touches on it.

The way of the Jordan up there, across te Jordan, the way of the nations, there the in

vaders come in, and end. it. That is the section here described. Which kingdom is he

talking about in this verse, Israel or .Tud.ah, Mr. ----? Israel, the northern kingdom,

is here under consideration. So it is not the tribe of Judah at all. We've been talk

ing about the two houses cf Israel but now it is the northern house that is under co

ersation. and we re& that at the first Re afflicted them. Finally He afflicted them, or

at the first He afflicted them, later on it was changed. Why are these singled out?

Why are these riaces singled out? What dc they mean by, what do we mean by the refer

ence to Galilee of the nations? How did the nations get into this? (Student). Well

Syria is quite a it north of 's yet, there a-e 4Wo or three other tribes between this

and. Syria. It is the area in which an army coming from the east enters in across Trans

Jordan, crosses the Jordan jnst south of the Sea of Galilee and enters into this area

Galilee of the nations. It's t-e section where the armies come marching through when

an attack 13 made. It's the first place the attack comes, is in from that side entrance

there. Now of course here it is Syria north, directly north, but the main part of Syria

is further east and from the main part of Syria they are more apt to come this way. Yes?

(Student) They would. come in north, past the Sea of Galilee and. then cross over the

and go south along the coadt from there. Now they might come down the coast above

that if they were coming from Syria or from the Hittite land but hardly if they were

coming from Assyria or from the main part of Syria around Damascus because by the coas

there at the border of Palestine Assyria is extremely narrow and very easy to gaaad. and.
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difficult to get through. They are much more apt to come in by this more open section

a little further inland. Well now here is a section where an army from Assyria will

naturally enter the land. Ahaz is bringing the army f om assyria by his wicked plan.

He is bringing the army from Assyria into the land, the army from Assyria is going to

attck the Northern kingdom because of the perfidy of the kng of the Southern kingdom

who would bring in an outsider for help against the Northern kingdom and appeal to the

wicked nation of Assyria against those who should be closest to him, the Northern king

dom. How often we find that, we find people who have a certain view or a certain stand

will make alliance and friendship more readily with people who are very far away from

them than with those who are near to them but not exactly with them, who differ a lit

tle bit, who are a short distance away from them. Those who are a short distance away

they come in conflict with more perhaps because they are actually nearer to them, and

therefore the points of conflict come more into sharp relief and sometimes you'll hear

a person say that a man who compromises is worse than a modernist. Such a statement is

utterly unchristian. There are two classes of people in the world, there are believers

and unbelievers. A believer may be a man who is grossly mistaken; he may be a man whom

we have to oppose; he may be a man whom we have to do everyhing we can to lead to take

a different view of things but if he is a child, of God who believes in the lord Jesus

Christ and is saved through Him, he is far closer to us than any unbeliever or modernist

that denies the Word can possibly be. He is actually our brother as Dr. Shepperson said

in chapel the other day. He may be a brother with whom we cannot work, but he is a

brother whom it is our duty to love as a brother and to pray for and to have an entirely

different attitude toward than we can have toward any unbeliever, but oh, how easy it is to

think of a person who is way over there in an entirely different area and make friendship

with him against those who are nearer to us. Now Israel was a great source of danger

to Judah, a great source of danger, and Judah had to seek for help from Israel. They

should have sought it from the Lord. They had. to resist Israel; they had to oppose that

which was wrong in Israel, but they had absolutely no business calling in the wicked As

syrian power against them, ahsolute].y none. They are rebuked of God for it repeatedly

and told that God's curse will be upon the individuals who were involved in doing this
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wicked thing, but as I said, it's a natural, it's an easy thing to do, a thing which

all of us at some time in our lives will fall into if we're not wfully careful,

be-causeit a natural, human tendency. The flesh is very weak in this regard and many

people fall into it. But the people of Israel here are the ones who meet the Assyrian

attack first. Isaiah had told. -1z, "The Assyrians are going to sweep over Israel and

on into Judah. Judah is going to suffer greatly from the Assyrians. Judah is going

to have great depopulation as well as Israel on account of t}e Assyrians. There's going

to be great misery there on account of them but Israel gets the misery first. They are

the ones who are

Prophets - 53 and. they

deserve. the affliction whi di came to them, but the occasion of the affliction

was the wicked act of iaz who as a scion of the House of David should have seen

doing that which would bless them instead of that which would bring the over

whelming force of wicked powers against them, and so now the wicked power of

the Assyrian has flooded over the country in this area. Galilee of the n

tions. The tribes of Zebulun and of Npphtali are the tribes which first feel

the force of the terrific attack of the Assyrian oppressor. They are the ones

which first feel the coming of them. It is described in Verse 5, the armour

of the armed, the man in the tumult -nd the garments rolled in blood., the misery

of the attack and of the suffering and of the chaos and of the trouble and of

the enslavement which come from the coming of the Assyrians against the land

both of Israel and Judah hits Israel first in this place. .And so now Isaiah

has given us the rebuke. The people of the northern kingdom went into terrific

misery, and the southern kingdom, also, but first the northern kingdom-terrific

misery, driven to darkness, trouble and. anguish, leading out of this act of Ahaz

but a result of the sin of the people of both nations. Now they go into this
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misery which hits them first in a specific area which is named, and yet, he

says, in Verse 2, the people that walked in darkness have seen a great light:

they that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light
you.

shined. Now do/want to start a new chapter with Verse 2. and. say thereto a

complete break, Verse 2 starts a new section, all previous hs been Gods

rebuke and. a declaration of punishment coming to the people; it ends here

at the end. of Verse, as the Hebrew has it, Verse 23? It describes the misery

of the coming of the Assyrian which enters Israel in this place, Naphtali, and

Zebulun, Galilee of the nations,or the land beyond Jordan. Thatts where the

misery begins and. as He fflicted this place more lightly With the former

attacks of the Assyrians, now with the coming o1 the Assyrians, -He afflicts
we

it more greviously, that area--and then/stop. And then we start new chap

ter and we sayt'the people that walked in darkness have seen a great light."

The people that dwelt in the land. of the sh.Aow of death, upon them hath the

light shined. Or do we say that this is describing those very people and say

ing that those people (I dont mean those very individuals, but I mean the

people of that very are.), that in that area where the darkness first came,

where the rsults of Ahaz' act were first apparent, in that area the lip-ht

first egins to break. That seems a reasonable interpretation, doesnt it?

That you do not have a complete break but that you have a continuation of thought,

as we find. in most of our cases in our study in Micah and. Isaii. You all recall,
while

I hope, that/frequently we deal with a great promise of blessing and. then we
and. rebuke

with punishment/for sin, and. there is a dean break between; that almost

invariably when we have a change the other way, from rebuke to blessing, there is

a definite relationship between the rebuke and the blessing. The rebuke is given

in the immediate situation and. then he goes on to show ultimate blessing beyond

the punishment, in some way related to the immediate blessing. That is some

thing we noticed in Micáh three times, something wetve noticed in Isaiah already

repeatedly and we will notice it many, many more times before the end of the
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semester if we make the progress we should., and. so that is a thing that

rebuke end blessing is a natural sequence Lu the prophets. Blessing followed

by rebuke is apt to be the starting of a new cycle and may mean a complete

break. Well, now we have this rebuke and. then we have this section of bless

ing. There is a good suggestion, the two are related.. We say, "the people

that walked in darkness," and are those the people welve just been speaking

about? The people who went through this misery? And then in the previous

two verses we find. suggestions of a change. We find little suggestions.

They look upward--or is it that they are looking all around? The darkness

is driven away, or is it they are driven into darkness? Is it that He lightly

afflicted them before and. then He afflicts them more greviously, or is it

that before He humiliated them but later He makes this area glorious? As the

Revised Version has it? Which is it? Well, you can't tell. The Hebrew may

have either sense, just like very often in our Inglish there are different

senses and it is hard to tell which is involved. In such a case we have to

take What is there and see how it fits into the context !.n the total picture,

and what we have here is a picture of misery and. gloom jlloiei by a picture of

wonderful joy, joy like they joy in harvest, we are told in what follows, and

it leads on up to the preat verse, 'Unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is

given." It leads on up to that in a few verses. There is a passage of sorrow;

there is a passage of joy. There is a transition which comes, you might say

like at the end of a storm the light begins to break through th cloud. here and

then all the rest is cloudy and here is another little break through here and.

another little break through here, and you get glimpses of light coming and. you

are not quite sure whether it is really coming or whether the storm is still

continuing, and then all of a sudden it bursts on you in all its glory, the

people that walked in darkness have seen a great light. They that dwell in

the land of the sh,dow of death, upon them hath the light shined," end the Arch

bishop when he made his division here made it like our English Bible, but the
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rabbis, when they made it, they said, "That is silly. This vrse is rebuke

and. goes with what precedes. There is a new section, and they start it. So

they changed it there. Do you think that the fact that the rabbis changed it

is partly connected with the fact that the New Testament quotes the two verses

together? The rabbis said, "The New Testament is misquoting. The two verses

don't belong together. One is in a section there, the other is in a section

here, unrelated." They probably thought so, nd-how's that? (Student) I

don't know just when. I doubt if anybody knows, but some time after Stephen

Lancaster. Re was thirteenth century, so they would be after that time. They

took his divisions, but they occasicnauly changed them. Well, now the situa

tion then is that in the book of Matthów you have the two verses quoted but

you have a1' the first verse quoted.. You just have the place quoted,

of the first verse. Matthew quotes the place and. then goes on and says,

"the people that walked in darkness have ae.n a great light." Is Matthew

simply taking something out without , context? You find a few laces named

here. These places occur in history. Therefore put them in there. There is

a relationship," or what did Matthew say? What is the exact reference in
Good.

Matthew? Does one recall instantly./ Matthew 4 15 and. 16. ! didntt have

it irked. I opened right to it. Re says that Jesus, leaving Nazareths came

and. dwelt in Capernaum, which is on the sea coast, in the borders of Zebulun and

Naphtali, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by Isaiah the prophet.

saying, "The land. of Zebu].un and the land. of Nephtali, by the way of the sea,

beyond Galilee of the Gentiles, the people which sat in darkness saw great light;

and to them which sat in the region and shadow of death light is sprung up."

And so Jesus goes and. lives in this place here which is mentioned back there,-and

therefore you say the same place is mentioned there' and Jesus lives in it now,

and threfore this is a fulfillment of that. Is there any sense to that? Is
out

therm any sense to it, that Matthew just picked something/without any relation

to context whatever? If I wsflt going to be away next week, I'd probably stop
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here and. tell, you to think it over, but I think probably weld b'tter rush

on rapidly because I won't see you next week and, simply point out the fact

that Matthew is not grabbing a couple of words and. saying, "These apply to

Christ because it happens to name the same places, " but he is telling us

that which was predicted by the Prophet Isaiah. He is saying, "Isaiah pre

dicted. the fact that that region where the Assyrians came, first came with

their armies, that region where the misery began, that region where the gloom

and the darkness first entered the land, of Israel as a result of the wickedness

of King .Ahaz, is the very place where a light is goi' to break upon the land,

the very place where first they will, see the great light because Immanuel, the

true scion of the House of David, the One who is going to undo the great harm

that has been done by King Aaz is going to begin giving the light of His

glorious preaching in this very place, in this very section, d that is where

Jesus began His preaching and where the people began to see the glorious light

that came from the One who was, the child who was born, the Son who was given,

who is indeed the wonderful Counselor. In that very place He began His preach

ing, in that very place the light of the gospel broke, in the very place where

the misery of the Assyrian attack had. first come, and. so Isaiah predicts this

specific thing. Now if you want a double prediction you can say that in the

days of the Assyrian kings there was a great deliverance which came into this

particular part of the land of Palestine and delivered them while none of the

rest were delivered, but we know nothing about it. There is no historical refer

ence to it anywhere, but we can imagine such a thing nvy have tken place perhaps,

and. thatts what Isaiah was speaking of and then therm is another fulfillment of
that

it later on when Jesus begins preaching. But/is entirely drawing upon your

imagination because there is no historical evidence of any such thing , and also

it is interpreting words in such a way that the same words mean two entirely dif

ferent and. diverse matters. Either this is a prediction of some unknown thing

in the time of the Assyrians of which we have no historical evidence, or it is
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as fits perfectly with the context, a specific, exact prediction of the

fact that light of the preaching of the Lord Jesus Christ would first begin

in that section of the northern kiniorn which was the very section where

the Assyrian army came, and so you have Isaiah predicting and the Lord ful

filling, and it fits perfectly with the context and. there is one fulfillment

of it and only one and it is the fulfillment which exactly fits that which

is predicted. Now, I think that, instead, of assiiug a new lesson here,

I'll ask you to review the Hebrew of Chapters 8 and 9 for next Tuesday and.

then our test comes as announced on Wednesday and covers only matters which

hav#" been either assigned this semester or discussed in class. It comes

next ednesd.ay, and then I will post a notice of the assignment for Thursday

and for the following Tuesday when we will again meet. Yet? (Student)

This coming Tuesday therc is no meeting. The assignment is simply the review

of this. No meting next Tuesday but two hours the following Tuesday.

Prophets - 514. March 16, 1948

When we left we were studying the ninth chapter of Isaiah. We had. Just started

the study of that chapter and had noticed the transition between the eighth

and the nint). I think that it is perfectly clear in the Thglish and even

clearer when you look into the Hebrew that the transition is rather sharp but

not exactly definite. That is to say that there are phrases in this of whidli

you are not sure whether they go with what precedes or what follows, but that

you have God's punishment, Judgment upon wickedness before, you have God1

blessing upon the people afterwards, and the transition between the two is

little glimpses of light, rather than a transition that you re absolutely

certain of, where it is, but you are certain, while you are uncertain of a

great many phrases, which way they go, there are other phrases you are absolute
it is a5 if

ly sure of and/you begin to get -limpse of the liht and then another glimpse

and then another glimpse, and then you have the light before you. So that I
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feel that's a very important element of the interpretation of this passage

here. Now we noticd. the interpretation of Chapter 9, Verses 1 and 2, accord

ing to the English enumeration, 8:23 and 9:1 according to the Hebrew enumera

tion, and which of these two enumerations did we decide was the best, Mr. --.7

The Hebrew or the English? (Student) How many think the English is the best?

Raise your hands. How many think the Hebrew is the best? Raise your hands.

Personally I don't think you can choose between the two. I think they are

equally bad. I think they are both very, vry poor. The question is, "Where

does the transition go between the judgment and, between the rebuke and blessing?"

Well you can1t say where it goes. he English has the great advantage to it that

it combines together two verses that are combined in the New Testament. That,

of course, is an advantage, but as a m.tter of fact there is no reason to separate

Terse 1 of 9 from 22, preceding. If you had a long passage of rebuke followed

by a long passage of blessing, it would be perhaps reasonable to put a chapter

division in between, but certainly far more reasonable is it to put a chapter

division at the end of the short period of blessing which ends the long passage.

Therefore, I would say very definitely that there is far more reason to have a

chapter division at the end of Verse 7 than at either of these places. I would

say at the end of Verse 7 is where there ought to be a chapter division accord

ing to any sensible arrangement, and then before that the next chapter division

of comparable importance to that would certainly come somewhere in the latter

part of Chapter, if you re going to have one there. I don't think it would be

nearly as important as the one at the beginning of 8 which is a transition from

to a second scene, but the chapter division here Is, if you

are not going to have one at the end of 7, it is rather absurd t0 have one here,

and whethr you are going to have one here, like the English, or like the Hebrew,

itts pretty hard to say. It's pretty hard to decide between them. I would say

they are both pretty bad. They both confuse us. They separate that which belongs

together.

Well, now the reference of this chapter to the Lord. Jesus Christ, Verse 2,
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1 and 2, I think is clear. We discussed that last time. I do not think that

the New Testament is grabbing at mention of a place and saying, "Well, here is

the place Christ preached, let's apply this to Him." I dontt think the New

Testament ever does that. I think the New Testament is taking a direct, specific

prediction of what He was to do there and. calling attention to it, and. I believe

that this verse is fulfilled exactly in that thing, that it was fulfilled. in the

comin of the light through the preaching of the lord Jesus Christ, that that

was the fulfillment of it, that it has been fulfilled and that no one has a right

to say now, if we find, the Jews driving back the Arabs from Galilee in the next

year or two that that is the fulfillment of this particular verse about the tight

shining upon the peèple in Galilee, nor do we have any reason to look for any

fulfillment of it toward the end. of this age or in the millennium. It was ful

filled in the time of Christ, it fits the situation completely and. there is no

more reason to apply it to that than there would be if we were to say, "The people

that walk in darkness have seen a great light. That is the people in America, in

some particular section, and that section the time

when the gospel comes." It is true that the lord. sends the light, the light

comes to people in the shadow of death, it comes as a result of what Christ has

done. We can by analog' and. by inference apply the teachin' here to any time

when the light of Christ comes, but that which is specifically predicted. here

is the preaching of Christ in Galilee, in His ministry. It is exactly that.

It is nothing else but that. Of that I am 100% convinced. Again, that doesn't

mean you have to accept iv opinion on it. but I would. like you to know what it

is and. I'd. like you to know what I base it on, and if you have a good argument

against it I would be very much interestd in hearing you mentèon it here. .L

don't see any necessity of our spending a lot of time discussing it unless you

have a good. many arguments that have considerable validity in the case, and

then I think it would be nice to have them presented.. But the rest of this

passage is one that contains a good deal of matrial not widely understood.
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and it certainly is worth our taking a little time to look at it, though I

do not feel, in view of other similar problems to this first part-this

first part I consider a major problem. I think it is something that is

very little understood. in the Christian world, when you take the number of

times that people quote these verses from Matthew in connection with

and then think of the few of them that I think really understand their import

in Isaiah. I think it is a major problem, but I don't think it is a difficult

one. I think the rest of the passa'e here has some minor problems in it that

are worth a little time, to us, but perhaps not in a course of this length worth

a great deal of time. Verse 2 has the light coming to the people. Verse 3,

"Thou hast multiplied the nation, and not incrased. the joy," the Authorized

Version says. The Revised Version says, "Thou hast multiplied the nation; thou

hast increased her joy." Here you have a contradiction in the Bible, the

Authorized Version saying one thing, the Revised Version saying the ex,ct

oppo-siteto it, and. which of the two is correct, Mr.-? Which has translated the

Hebrew correctly-the Authorized Version or the Revised Version? You, of course,

have all translated this. This is one of the passages we have assigned, up

through Verse 7, and I'd. he Interested to know what conclusion you came to on it.

What is the correct translation of Verse 2 there? Mr.-, what is your conclu

sion? (Student) Well, what is the evidence then. If you haven't come to a con

clusion, suppose you state to us the evidence upon each side. I think that was

a very fine attitude you formed, not jumping to a conclusion but gathering the

evidence and weighing it carefully and reserving judgment until you are sure

wich direction it " Now what is the evidence that you would

present en one side and. what is the evidence on the other side? (Student)

There seem to be? You mean that the Authorized Version hs just deliberate

ly inserted the word "not" with no warrant whatever? (Student) I see. Well, then

it is a . You mean the Revised Version, then, is wrong? They

have made another false translation? (Student) Yes. And what does the footnote

say? I see. And so that settles the matter, does it? (Student) It doesn't.
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You mean if you have a footnote in the Bible, that doesn't always settle the

matter? No. Now, a footnote in the Bible may be a very useful suggestion

showing you what some ma thinks is the interpretation. It may be very help

ful. Some people say we should never use a Bible with notes in it. Just use

God's Word. I think thatts an excellent idea, but of course when you cut out

the footnotes you must also cut o the headings at the top of the page. They

are man's interpretation, and you must also cut out the chapter divisions, which

are human interpretations. You must also cut out the verse divisions, which

are human interpretations. The names of the books are often human interpreta

tions. The translation involves a great deal of human interpretation, and even
points

the vowel / involve a certain amount. So if we would have no human interpre

tation in our Bible let's have merely the Hebrew consonants and nothing else,

and that will be strictly having that which is God's Word. and. that alone. Now,

of cuur8e, we cannot do that. So the best thing to do is to recogni,e that,

what is Word. It is the consonants of the Hebrew text, and. recognize that

anything beyond that is human interpretation but very few of us know enough to
simply

just throw aside all human interpretation and just/start.tt the Bible and work

on it. We must start with the human interpretation avAIlable recognizing it

as human interpretation, considering it as such and taking it for its value,

not casting it aside lightly nor hanging to It , but recognizing

that the Hebrew consonants are what count. Now in this case what are the

consonants of the Hebrew? (Student) . Yes. Well, what is it

of the original? (Student) Well, how do you speak and read 7

(Student) Both exctly the same. The fact of the matter is that the

agrees upon a text, and that text they have preserved to us are written texts,

it is a text on which there is very little textual evidence of variation, very

little, that has come down to us. It is a unified text. But there are

places where the have put a footnote, and. given us another set of

consonants. Are they in this case saying that Christ says this but we thLnk

it means that? We're sure there's a mistake. If so, why didn't they put
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the cther text up in the top? Or is it perhaps that of the manuscripts they

!'ad available to them the majority had. that which they have in the top but

there also were manuscripts which which had the reading they have in the body,

and therefore they felt that this was the preferred. read.in' th that there was

manuscript evidence for it but the other one was the one which had more menu

script evidence and therefore they felt required to it in th4 text. I think

most scholars feel the latter is the case, that the gives us in

most cases evidence of actual manuscript evidence available, less manuscript

evidence than that in the top but evidence which the thought

was the preferred reading though not the one best evidenced. Now there is a

certain amount of theory in that but it is rather generally accepted by most

interpretors, I believe. So that when you have out in the written text

that is what the majority of ancient manuscripts have, but when you have in

the text at the bottom, that is either the interpretation which the thought

was the correct one, or in a case like this, more likely it is not only that which

they thouit was thi correct one but owMch they had. a certain amount of manu

script evidence for but not sufficient to make them feel justified in it

in , so we are justified in saying that there is evidence for

and evidence for and in that case which one will you build your great

doctrine on? Which of the two? You are very sensible in such a case not to

build a d.octflne upon it's being one or the other but to see what the import is

of the two possibilities. It is exactly as if you said in English that they

raised the city, and that could mean that they raised it up from the ground.,

building it up, a great city, or that they razed.. it to the ground, as they

destroyed it. Our English word "raise" is used in both senses. Ther are

'any English words which have two senses like that. In this case the Hebrew

pronounced word has the two senses, and. which is meant by it is not

certain in the text, any more than if you find, "M-followed by "r e a in

English you know whether it is "I read" or "I read". You have a right of

private interpretation on that point. Now here, as you know, it is not "to them"

or "to me", it is either "to him" or it is not, but which of the two it is we
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do not have proof. d so, as you see, a person without his knowledge of Hebrew
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a person in a case like this finds the Revised and Authorized versions flatly

contradicting each other and wonders what kind of a text we have anyway, but

with a knowledge of Hebrew you see that it is just the same as"r e a d"in

English, whether it is re-Ad or re4d, or perhaps rather it is like an English

word. which with the same pronunciation may be spelled two ways with a different

meaning, like the word "raise", He raised the city up or he razed it down. Well,

now in either case then, "Thou hast multiplied the nation and not increased the

joy." The nation is multiplying but there is not yet joy. Then it follows with

the joy--the transition. It's a comparison between the joyless multiplication

and them the joyful condition which has come. A transition within the verse.

The verse describing the condition of misery bfore and condition of joy

which follows. Our whole situation here is one of .description of transitim

from misery to joy and therefore that is a perfectly reasonable interpretation.

not at all out of harmony with the context, to take the as it stands.

On the other hand the rst of the verse, being a description of joy, "Thou hast

multiplied the nation;. thou hast increased joy to him," is equally possible, and

there the whole verse is just to show un the joy that comes as a result of, In

connection with the coming of this light. There is lit then. Those who dwell

in the land of the shadow of death, upon them the lit shined. This very place

where the Assyrians first entered with its career of misery for the people, in

this place has come the wonderful preaching of the Word. of God, the wonderful

preaching of God's Kingdom, the wonderful preaching of salvation through Christ.

No. the people joy, like the joy in harvest, and as men rejoice when they divide

the spoil. A tremendous joy. There's joy when things work out right, joy when

omet' ing in successful, joy when there is acco'plishment and. when people receive

that which they tremendously need. Now why does this great joy come? Why does
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it come? Well, because light comes. Light and. happiness, yes. But here is

a specific thing in connection with the joy. Verse k. Your in the Hebrew.

"For the yoke of his burden thou hast broken and the staff of his

shoulder, the rod of his oppressor." An end. of oppression, an end of burden,

and an end of misery. What kind of burden, what kind of misery, what kind

of oppression is involved here? Is it necessarily simply the oppression of

a foreign aggressor who was holding them, or does it include also that which

is at the bsis and bckground of all oppression 'y human means? The oppres

sion of sin, which causes all our misery in t}is world? Are both types of

oppression involv"d for after all they are closely related? Oppression is

broken and how is it broken? Wht is the end, of the verse? What are the

last three words, two words? (Student) Yes. Day of Midian. Well, what

the day of Midian have to do with this. Mr.----rhat does tht mean, the

day f Midian? As the day of Midian? What does that mean? (Student) Yes.

That is a very good suggestion. That it is a comprison to a previous delivex'

ance. Here they are rejoicing because of a great deliverance, a deliverance

like the day of Mid.ian, a reference to a previous deliverance. What other

suggestion would you have to make for an interpreion of this verse? Mr.--

You can1t think of any other. Mr.---. c you think of another? Mr.---,

what do you think? You all agree with me. I don't think of any othcr. The

only one I can think of that seems to me to throw y light on it is to com

pare it to Gideon's conquest. Like the day of Midian. Like that day when

Gideon conquered Midian,so is there a deliverance from oppression here. Well,

what was important about that d57? What was the vital thing? Surely the sudden

ness is the thing that is vital, isn't it? Its the suddenness and it is the

fact that God. gave the victory. Perhaps those two entered into it. A little

band of three hundred men overthrew the tremendous hosts of Midian. Well those

three hundr''d men couldn't defeat the great hosts of Midian. God gave the

victory and God gave it suddenly. God acts, by God's appointed leaders God.
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delivers them from the hosts of wickedness and sin, and so here is it not
of

valid to say the people are rejoicing because/a sudden, overwhelming victory

over sin and oppression which comes through intervention of God. Would

not that be what "as the d-y of Midlan" here means? Mr.---? It--my personal

opinion is that military oppression is very much in mind but that the back

grpund. of military oppression has be-n present all through the previous

ut it is military oppression which Ls the result of sin, which has come be

cause God ent this. There's no light in them; they've turned away from the

law and the testimony and. there's no light in them and so they pass through

and hungry and misery. It is military oppression resulting from

the oppression of sin, and the deliverance--are you oing to r"strict it to

one or the other or are you going to say that both are involved? That is, it

isn't saying two thins's but it is one complex including th' two phases. (Student)

When Christ came Re on the cross secured the victory over Satan, which brings

us deliverance from both. Deliverance from the oppression of sin and deliver

ance from military oppression, which is the result of sin. It all is the re

sult of . (Student) Yes. It's very strongly stressed there. It was

due to the sin of the people and the deliverance from it began when Gideon stood

up and destroyed the idols, and. overcame Baa). nd the Midianites said, "Turn

Gideon over to us. We'll punish him. We'll kill him for this, "and his father

said, "Well if Baa). is a god, let Baa). " Why should we intervene on Baal's

behalf?" There was a recognition that Baa]. wasn't a god. There was idolatry,

there was sin, the cause and the accompan-ing situation, and in the Bible we

have the teaching that physical. oppression is the result of sin. It is saused.

by sin, can never be fully cured until the sin problem is cured. The two go

along parallel. One follows after the other; on° may result from the other;

you cannot permanently solve one without solving the other. I .think that is

taught consistently through the Scripture. and so In this case I think that

there is a very strong emphasis on military oppression, which is the outward

sign of the effects of sin, and while there is that emphasis, I think there is
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also an emthasis all through on that which causes the oppression and that is

the worst oppression, the worst thing, is the oppression of sin, and so then

we find that this verse stresses the deliverance, a sharp, sudden deliverance,

a deliverance by God's power, a deliverance which I think finds its actual

accomplishment through Christ at Oalv,ry, but a deliverance which finds its

full outworkine later on, in an outworking, when He comes to a'

heart and gives him salvation, an outworking for the whole world when He brings

to the whole world victory over military oppression and suffering of every kind

which is accomplished as a result of atonement, through the work of Christ.

Well, then Verse 5 describes the coming of the Assyrian host. It describes the

coming of the Assyrian host, the armor of the armed men and the tumult, the

boots of the booted warriors, the battle of the warrior with confused noise,

garments rolled in blood, all that is going to be for burning and fuel of fire.

The vivid description of the bloody aspects of the war,of the conquest, of the

destruction which comes with the Assyrian attack but which continues all through

history;as long as there is sin in the world we are going to have war, oppression

and. misery, but all this is going to be brought to an end.All the weapons of war

will simply be turned over to the fuel of fire. There will e a complete dis

armament because they will no long. r be necessary. Now that doesn't say that

this is going to come when Christ preaches at Galilee, but it says that this is

a resilt of the light which Christ gives. It is a result of that which is present

ed to them in Galilee, Jesus Christ, Son, who has come to give the victory.

When they see Him they see the light, the light beginning suddenly to shine

brightly in an area, the light wich eventually will lighten the whole earth,

and then you have the most remarkable thing, that this Light which is going to

cause a complete end of military oppression and which is going to bring peace

upon earth so that all the garments rolled in blood and the boots of the warriors

and all that can be utterly wr'cked an destroyed and an end. brought to them, and.

they learn war no more, that this comes, we are told, becaulø "Unto us a child

is born, unto us a Son is given, and the government shall oe upon His shoulder."
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Does that mean that the day He is born the government is placed on His shoulder?

Surely not. There ar little sons who have been horn just about the time their

fathers have died and they've been acclaimed as the King cl aregion, the great

ruler, but actually the government has not been on their shoulder. He has merely

been a figure head. for someone else to rule. The government will e upon His

s}oulder, going forward to a time when He Himself will rule, which cannot be

when He is born. There is joy because of His birth, but the joy is because of

what He is going to do later, that He is going to have the government upon His

s!-oulder. Now this bringing in of a.-wonderful verse in connection with the and

of war and destruction fits right in, of course, with our prediction b.cIc in

Chapter 7. Ahaz is the son of the House of David, who is wearying men and

wearying God. also with his clever human schemes to play off human forces one

against another and thus to relieve them from war and oppression and from the

danger of the terrific attack which is coming from the north. Ahaz is not using

God's method. God s78 God. is going to send. a substitute for Ahaz. He is going

to send One who will be Gods true representative, God with us, the true scion

of the House of David, and now again we back to that idea of the birth of

Immanuel. "Unto us a child is born," We will rejoice because of that fact,

that one is born, except that now we are looking forward very definitely to the

time of His birth nd seeing the coming of joy, joy to those who knew what it

meant when He was born, joy to those in Galilee who heard His first preaching

and first began to see the light shining forth, joy to those who look forward

to the time when the government will indeed be upon His shoulder, joy to those

who know that all war and oppression is indeed going to come to an end. because

He is going to reign and righteousness and peace upon this earth. The government

will be upon His shoulder and who is this one who is born? Well a child is born.

Unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is given. Par-llelism and poetry. No

particular meaning. Simply two statements that are next to each other that mean

the same thing in different words. That's the possible interpretation. but it

is very intresting that we have these two statements, a child is born and aSon
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is given, and they remind us how back in Chapter L we were told that the

branch of the lord will be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the

earth shall be excellent and comely. At that time the parallelism was not

nearly as natural. We had to find a way n which both of those could properr

be used. together. Now in this case they se"m natural, it's a natural parallel

ism that we have no other evidence anywhere to throw light on the suggestion

that there is more to it than a natural parallelism. We might say, "That's

all th'r is to it." And yet in view of the fact we have statements elsewh ere

'hich suggest there is more to it we are justified in sy1ng, "Here again is a

hint of th fact that this one who is born as a child is also given as a Son,

thet there are two aspects to it, not proven by this vrse, but suggested by it

Prophets - 56

And so the two-fold nature of our Lord Jesus Christ is not proven here but is

suggested. here, very definitely suggested. He is Immanuel, God. with us.

He is One born as a human child., He is One who is given as indeed the Son of

God. Not proven but very definit'ly suggested and fitting into its other

indications you can take it as evidence o the teaching of this in Isaiah.

And this one Is eventually to have the government upon His shoulder. We are

not told. when He takes the government upân His shoulder. Actually in the light

of subsequent knowledge of Christ we can say there are three aspects of His

taking the government upon His shoulde-'. Oneof them is, of course, that He

is going to reign from sea to sea. He Is going, indeed, to be the One who

will control all the world. He will rule the nations with a rod of iron; His

Word will go out from Jerusalem; pe&ca and happiness will be everywhere because

He will be in control. A wonderful prediction of the millennium. That is the

time when truly the °overnnient is upon His shoulder, but that doesntt mean that

the government is not upon His shoulder at all before that time. He is now

ruling in the hearts of those who believe on Him. You cannot take Him as Saviour
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without also taking Him as lord. We do not m,ke a bargaining ar

rangement with Him. He will save us if we do something for Hilt. Not at all.

He saves us with a complete change in our character, in our life, a complete

taking over from the kingdom of darkness to the kingdom of light, and we, if

we are truly saved, are lOokinE to Him as Saviour and lord. The government is

upon His shoulder over every Christian, and. so, while the kingdom of Christ re

ceives its full expression at the time when He reigns over this earth and. has

complete power ov'r the whole world and the world today lies in the evil one

and Satan is today the prince of this world, nevertheless, we, today, are, we

who believe on His name, are members, not of Satan1s kingdom, but of His king'

dom. We are living in Satan's kingdom. We have to deal with Satan's kingdom,

but in it we are to be witnesses to His kingdom of which we are a part, actually

now, so the government is upon His shoulder in that He is the true lord of all

those who believe on His name though it will in the fullest sense not be on His

&oulder until the whole world is subject in actuality to the decree which He

sends forth from Jerusalem, but then there is a third note in it which is ve

importnt for each of us. The government shall be upon His shoulder. He wants

the government to be upon His shoulder. It is vital that it be upon His shoulder.

It is vital that if we are truly His we are constantly asking this question, "Is

the government over me, more and more coming upon His shoulder. Am I more and
in every aspect of mp life

more becoming subject/to His will and. His desire. I think that is a very im

portant aspect the statement. The government shall be upon His shoulder.

Mr.---? (Student)All three are included in that which is to be " It is

predicting this fact about Him, that the government will be upon His shoulder

There is a certainty of the government's being upon His shoulder eventually over

the whole world. There is n actuality of the government's being upon His shoulder

to a greater or less extent over every one who is His submissive disciple and

if you are not that I question seriously whether you are one whom He has saved.,

and. there is a progressive increase in the government being upon His shoulder

over every one who is truly His. All three are aspects of that which is taught
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here, that He is the one who is to rule in this ae in the hearts of His people

in the millennium over all of the world. They are' not three different things.

They are three aspects of one thing, a tinuous mnifestation from the time of

Christ right on through the present and right on to the millennium. Now-yes?
(Student)
I dont see how Verse 7 limits it. I mild say that Verse 7 stresses the physical

aspect, but it doesn't deny the most aspect of the Spiritual aspect. The doiix

away of the handling of the sin problem is primary to the handling of the military

problem, and the military problem is the one whch is more evident, more obvious,

and therefore stressed , but as you start clear back in Chapter 8

you find, that it is the sin attitude where they refuse to look to God for their

idance, they do not listen to this Word, ther'fore there is no light in them,

that the result comes with the physiccl aspect, and you have the redemption, in

cluding both the physical aspect and the military. (Student) Well, they're just

as great. It's rather hard. to say. I -would say that the physical is that which

is i'ore in the external sphere and more obvious but the Spiritual is that which

is back of the physical and the cause of it and. in some ways greater, because

God is not interested so much in just setting up a physical realm in which there

is outward obedience as He is in setting up a Spiritual realm in which there is

inward obedience wcrking itself out in outward obedience. They both are involved..

In one sense the physical is greater because it is the outward, physical manifesta

tion, and in another sense the Spiritual is greater because it is that which is

the cause and foundation of all the physical. So I don't quite like to make a

comparison. There is a difference in quality as well as in degree, but I thiik

they are involved in the one thing. These people in are rejoicing

because of the birth of Christ. They -r rejoicing because they see before them

the One who is their Messiah, the One who is God, and whc is man. They are seeing

this One upon whose shoulder the government is going to be. They are rejoicbg

because they can, the light has sprung up upon them and. they can look forward

to the time when the 'ovement will be entirely upon the shoulder of this One

who is already born, that is in Galilee. and. so now we can look forward and we
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can say, "We praise the Lord that He is born, but why do we praise the lord

at Christmas time simply because there was a birth, simply because the Methodist

quarterly one time--I picked it up and at Christmas time the lesson was on the

Prince of Peace and the who'e lesson was, "How will we secure disarmament and

persuade the nations to adopt universal peace?" We rejoice because universal

peace is coming. We rejoice because the One has been born through whom it is

going to be brought about. We rejoice because He who hs been born brings

peace in our hearts and gives us victory over sin and deliverance from it and

is going to give this whole world victory and deliverance over sin. Again,

this particular passage here does not specifically teach premillennialism. It

can fit in with the premillennial interpretation, it can fit in with a post

millennial interpretation, but it leaves no room whatever for an amillennial

interpretation. It shows a universal ruling of Christ upon this earth as

coming but it doesn1t say whether it is coming simply by the progressive spread

of the gospel until the hearts of all ar subject to Him or whether there is go

ing to be a great physical intervention which is going to establish it after

t}e body of Christ is complete. This passage does not decide between those

views but it does say it is coming. It leaves no room for the idea that

righteousness and wickedness go along side by side and then come to the end

and that's all. Mr.--? (Student) There is a variation of, which is some

times called an amillennial view although vry few amillialigts hold it, be

cause it really is a form of premillennialism rather than amillennialism, a

form which makes the millennium an endless period rather than a limited period.

It is, I think, an incorrect form of premillenn.talism but it has mor' in common

with preinillennialism than with amillennialism. It is making a millennial period

after the return of Christ. Most amillennia].ista put th'se passages completely

during the present age. These is-that view which some would say they hold

leads logically right into the premillennial view nd is really nearer to it

than to any true amillennial view. Mr.--I (Student). Yes. Every time you

see anything about peace or righteousness or anything it is simply a tescription
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of the hearts of the people during ths age, and of course that is involved in

this present and many passages, but they go far beyond that. There is a ruling

over the whole earth clearly taught Aa.period of freedom from external suf

fering, clearly taught in the prophets of the Old Testament, which if you can

Pet rid, of you can just s well, get rid of the resurrection, of Christ and

make it the great principles and permanence of personality, simply a beautiful

parable which shows you a Spiritual truth. So-called Spiritualization is in

my opinion not Spiritual at all. So-called Spiritualization is really taking a

thing as figurative to the sense that everything about it is figurative, to the

extent that you make things figures for something entirely different from what

they actually mean. If you say, "He is a lion in the fight", there is a figure,

and the figure is one fightinr with courage, but if you say that he is

lion in the fight and. you Spiritualize it that is making the "he" stand not

for an individual but perhaps or the whole 6hrlstian race and making the fight

stand simply for perhaps the ordinary conduct of life and then the fact that he

was a lion would mean, not that he was brave but that he was king and that he

used his mouth in preaching the gospel as the lion roars sometimes. That is,

it is apart from the natural figurative sense and introduces all sorts of

figurative interpretations. It is a course which is used by those who go

with a certain amount of truth to the Scripture and simply try to make every

thing a further illustration of that which they alrady know instead of a method

of going to the Scripture and saying, "Let 'is humbly see what is here." Letus ad

mit there is a great deal that isn't clear, let us try to see what the interpreta

tion is, take that which is clear, stand upon it and. move forward to that which

is not clear and gradually God. will give us understanding of more and more of it

but let us humbly say whatever we understand we accept, whatever we under

stand we keep studying and praying God to make clear to us, rather than twisting

it around in some way to fit into what we alrady know, and.timply be g..further

statement of something we already know, and notaxid anything else. I don't like

the term Spiritualization. It is a misnomer but it is a term rather widely
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used. What they mean by it is raising the Old Testament to a higher level,

so-called. The Old Testament talks about fighting, it talks about a kingdom,

it talks about rulig.. By c1oingway with war'-we raise it to the higher level

that is a description oflie church in which God reigns in the hearts of His

people, and in which ther' is Spiritual blessing and progress. Well, all

that is true, all that is taught in the Old Testament which is extremely

important but there arr many passages in the Old Testament which ar4 dealing

with other things or with that in connection with other things, and it Is

wrong to twist them to mean that and only that. Yes? (Student) The first part?

(Student) Oh! Well we haven't come to the end. yet. The end goes on that His

name shall be called, and what do we mean--His name shall be called? We've

already br'en told His name is ing to be Immanuel and. when Christ came they

didn't call Him Immanuel. The name is used in the Bi'le in a sense quite dif

fer'nt from our modern s'nse. To us name is merely a handle and you might

use any name you want just so you stick to the same one and people know what

you are talking about. Now in modern China s I understand it they give a

person a descriptive name and then if they think he is a little different they

give him a different name. Chian-kai-shek has had five or six different names

that different people call him and. the missionaries--sometimes you have one name

and then they change it to another. The name Is more.-or less a descriptive

thing and in some ways truly represents the person. In our modern usage the

name is merely a handle, just an indication, and that bin,-, the case I don't

see why we don't use more of a variety of them instead of just using the same

common ones over and. over, but we do, because they don't have any meaning and

at the same time it decreases their effectiveness as handles. Now in the Bible

the person's name is often used in the sense of designation of its meaning,

something that truly indicates the character of something, rather than merely

an indication, rely a handle to point, and so here we are shown certain

characteristics about Him. I dont say that1s the only interpretation which

is possible. If you want to take it this is the actual name of the One who
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is coming, that is also a possible interpretation, but the other is equally

possible, and unless His name was Iminanuel and. also was this, why one or

both of them are descriptions rather than merely designations.

Prpphets - 57

Now what is this name? '(hat is H called? What are these characterizations?

Our Authorized Version translates it "Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God.,

The evrrlasting Father, The Prince of Peace." The Revised translate* it

exactly the same except that it leaves out the article, leav's out the "the",

and. then it has a footnote, "Wonderful, Counsellor or Wonderful counsellor."

Well now from the Hebrew which do you prefer? Wonderful? Counsellor? or Won

derful-Counsellor? Which would you say was the preferable translation of the

Hebrew here, Mr.---? You don't know? Well now, what does--look at it. Read

it. " " What does that mean? (Student) Yes. "And His name-

-and. His name has been called., His named was called

a tense of the Hebrew. It expresses a relationship rathcr than a

What is the next word after (Student) " " Yes. Well

now why not say, "And. His wonderful name shall be called?" Why not translate it

that way? Have you any objection to that, Mr.--? 'And His soncierful name

shall be called." (Student) Yes. It would have to have the article. In other

words " " is not an adjective going with " " because "

is definite and adjective agreeing with a definite noun must be definite.

Therefore " " cannot go with " " because " " is

definite and. " " is indefinite and they do not go together, so

that is not a possible interpretation here. All, right then, if we do not take

it that way in this case, if you don't t-ke " " as an adjective going with

"why not take it as an adjective going with " ". "

a wonderful counsellor?" (Student) I don't expect it. I think it would be

(Student) Yes. We have adjectives preceding nouns with which they go in the

Hebrew quite frequently. I might say, "red book", in Hebrew. You have the
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word "red" followed by the word. "book". How would you translate it? You

would say "red is the book", wouldn't you, and a adjective in

Hebrew may precede , an attributive adjective in Hebrew follows.

"A red book" would be "a book a red one", so if you have "

it is not "a wonderful Tht would be " N but

the word " " can be taken as a noun, " a wonderful ththg, a wonderful

one, or t'ing," and if " " is the , what would the be?

(Student) Yes. So that this can be or " It can be "a

wonderful one, a counsellor, or a wonder of a counsellor", so "a wonder of a

counsellor" is perfectly all right here and 'kwonder of a counsellor" isn't

very far from "a wonderful counsellor", is it, so that "wonderful counsellor" is

not an impossible rendering, taking it as an adjective, "a wonderful counsellor"

and. there is this in its favor, that all of your subsequent descriptions are,

consist of two words, and that would make it parallel, a wonder of a counsellor,

a mighty God., an everlasting Father, a Prince of Peace." His name. All

these different things. A wonder of a counsellor, or wonderful counsellor.

Both are possible, and. it is pretty !ard to decide if one would necessarily be

the right one rather than th other in that particular case. Well now His

name having all these things connected with it, it seems quite natural to think

of it that they are descriptive , and who can be Uecribed by all thse wonder

ful names? Is that a proper name for. David? Is it a name for Hezekiah? Is

it a name for any earthly man? I add. here the Jewish word, and the Jewish word

here says , "Add His name is called , that the government

may be increased and. of páace there will be no end." So you know His name,

in the Jewish version, but it is a good deal longer th,i most Jewish names, and

it is rath'r hard. for some of us to escape the opinion that they, by transliterating

instead of translating, are trying to escape the implication that it is a descrip

tion of Him and shows Him to be actually deity. Now we will not continue our

discussion until one hour from now--an hour and five minutes.
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We were at the end of the last hour moving along into Chapter 9 and. we were

discussing the meaning of this, these name --tqox4er of a counsellozoronder

ful counselloi', or"wonderful is the counsellor," wonderful thing, one is

counsellor? Those are all possibilities, of the form. As you continue,

there have v'rious meanings been suggested for the following phrases: "a wonder

of a counselloi' or 'onderfu1 is the co'nseljorj' or"a wonderful thing, one is

counsellor'. and then the next phrase which our Authorized. Version translates

"The mighty God," "God, a powervul One"; some translate it

"a hero", "God of th' hero," but I think "mighty God" Is

certainly not bad for it, a God, a powerful one, it's the word used for a hero,

one who does great things. And then the next is and that has

caused much discussion. Some translate it " a Father of ". "

can mean " ", or more likely it is "eternal", a Father of eternity.

A Father who is characteri.,ed by eternity can properly be translated "an eternal

Father" or "the eternal Fathcr" and then "Prince of Peace" " It

is a very peculiar sort of a name. You dontt often meet people with names quite

as lone as this. I used t0 have a friend in colle'e who was called "Green Kirby

White McGee, Jr." but he dropped his first two names after a short time. I

think the fluke of Windsor's real name is, letts see, isn't it Edward Albert

David George, there are three or four others. got the names of his two

grandparents and his father and of the patron saints of Knglnd, Ireland, Seotland

and Wales, so you fret, I mess it is seven names, but he usually goes by only

one or two of them. But this long str1n of meaningful phrases hardly sounds

like an ordinary name. How are you going to interpret it? We gugested that

it is a characterization of iim, that He is all these thlnps. Re is one who

is indeed wonderful, and it reminds you of this word " " that the angel

who appeared from the north that, they said, "Tell me thy name"

and he said, "My name is " my name is Wonderful." It connects up with

the gel of the Lord, '}e One who cme to him in judgment, and then "Counsellor"

one counselling, one giving advice, light has come, would fit in with that, but
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"Father of booty" hardly seems to make much--no, that's the next phrase,

"the mighty God", a God of a hero, some people try to tell you, as if

the God of a hero is certainly a very unusual phrase.

ighty: God, hero who is to be the God is certainly a more natural

rencierin' of it, and then "Father of etrnity", "Eternal F.ther" certainly

seems to 'it the context better than "Father of booty", and the Prince o±'

Perce, the One who brings peace, who establishes peace. All these different

phrases as translated this way fit in very well with the character of the Ird

Jesus Christ. Translating them, getting the idea of the Father of booty

and. God of a hero, consists more of the idea of one who simply conquers and.

destroys, ravages, and. that doesn't fit partiularly well with all this theme

about the light coming and the Prince of Peace and the doing an end with the

weapons of war. I read. to you the text of the Jewish version, which is a

very excellent translation on the whole, but in this one place it simply trans

literates instead. of translating; this, of course, is what we do when we say

"His name shall be called We could just as well say, "His na me

shall be called 'God with us".It is always a question to the translators, "Shall

we translate or transliterate?", and especially in the case of a name, and judg

ments vary, but to transliterate a long statement like this simply doesn't fit

the meaning unless the reader is familiar with Hebrew. did

not leave the reader in that condition of ignorance the meaning of

phrases. He has a footnote. He says, "That is wonderful in counsel, is God,

the mighty everlsting Father, the Ruler of Peace," You see that gets rid, of

the significance that the Messiah is Deity. His name Is Wonderful in counsel

is God the MI'hty, the Everlasting Father, the Ruler of Peace," and. you'll find.

some commentators take it little differently and say, "The Mighty God., the

Fverlasting Father, the Ruler of Peace, the Counselling, a wonderful thing."

here, alces them just like the Authorized Version, the last part,
the Ruler of Peace

"The mighty God, the !verlasting Father, the Prince of Peacej" He doesn't
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adopt any of those other interpretations as some have tried to but

he agrees with those who say "His counselling are wonderful", instead of saying

"Wonderful in Counsel", in making it a long name which simply is giving praise

o God.. Theoretically such ! name is not at all impossible. In actual practice

you have cases where, in Bqbylonian names, where you say, "Certain gods,

the god is king of the earth, or some s'ch thing as that. You have many

names " In the Bible many of our names are, "God has done a certain

thing." Eliashim, "God. establishes" - different names like that, in the

Hebrew. Joshua, Jehoshug, Jehovah saves. Many a name like that has a meaning,

DUt yet you have a long description of the subject followed by .a very brief

predicate like this, is something that I have never come across anywhere in

ancient names. It certainly would be utterly contrary to useae in names and

there doesn't seem to be much point in it here in the context to simply bring

in a long name like that. "His name will be", and all this long name of praise

to God. It doesn't seem to make so much sense. It seems to make far better

sense if it is, havinr a long and unusuel. sort of a combination like this, that

it is descriptive of Him. It seems a much more natural method of interpretation.

Prophets - 58

and of course that method of interpretation does fit in with the other teach2rg

which we find in Isaiah elsewhere, that a wonderful child is coming, a child

who represents God with us, the idea of God's presence and. the idea that
wonderful

this/child is indeed not only a child but also a a Son of God. Here

is another case where you wouldn't want to prove so much in advance that these

wonderful promises for the future but you get wonderful glimpses of *hat is com

ing and. when you put the different glimpses toeether your idea and understanding

of that which is coming in the future becomes clearer and. clearer. Now in

Verse 7," Of the increase of His government and peace there shall be, no end."

3ut the "shall be" is inserted.. "Of the increase" or "the increase of the
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government and peace not an end." not"His government' really,

it's just "the government," and. peace is not an end. Nothing is able to

destroy His government and His peace. None is able to overwhelm His rule

and His justice, and we find-someone asks, "How does that fit with premil

lennial teaching? Well, the increase--does this mean that it is just going

constantly keep increasing forever? I don't think anybody quite believes

that. Itte the increase which there is no end to. "Of the increase of His

ovemnment and peace there is no end." It certainly would mean, not a tem

poral thing--there is no end, but hat there is no destruction of it, there

is no putting an end to it. There is no overthrowing of the government and

of the pace, which He establishes. No one overthrows it. It fits entirely

with the possibility that He Himself turns ov'r the government to His Father
in this

that God. may be all in all. There is nothing contradictory/at all in the

idea that of the period in which He rèis as king in Jerusalem there should

be an end to that period or a change in its eneral form and substance, a

voluntary change which He brings about. There is no one able to destroy it
it

at the end of the millennium. There is an uprising, an attempt to destroy/,an

uprising which fails. There is no end. to the 1ncrea of His government and

peace nd this again, of course, would, the way t is expressed, could fit

perfectly with a postmillennial interpretaticn, that thin's go on increasing ,

multiplying constantly until you have the whole world covered as a result of

the spread of the gospel. took the postmillennial interpretation

of this passage and the psag in Revelation 20. He said, "The emphasis is

upon the completeness of the victory." There is a complete victory, a complete

establishment of God's control upon earth. Does that come about as a result of

the gradual spread of the gospel? Does that come about as a result of Christ's

divine interposition. Some of these passages don't make clear which way it

comes about but it is perfectly clear that it does come about and amillenni4

interpretation that evil and good just go on together until the end and then

there is the last judgment is definitely ruled out by many vents in the Scrip

ture. I don't like to speak of an amillennial interpretation bec.use there are
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about as many interprettions as there -re iillenialists. The reason is

they don't stop to interpret, as a rule. jnillennialism is a denial.

Post-millenniaalism is a position, pr'rnillennia1ism is a position. Aniillennialism

simply lumps together those who get rid of the millennium out of the Scrip

ture and have any pirticular other interpretation, but the millennium is so

clearly taught in the Scripture hat it seems that we hav to fit it in some

where, either before or after the rturn of Christ. Now this is going to,

His overrunent and His peace upon the throne of David. and upon His kincdom,

to order it, and. to establish it with judgment and with justice from henceforth

even for ever. Now that word. forever, of course, is one from which eternity

cannot he thered. I think I have ment ned in this class the very fine article

which was sent to me for criticism some years ago, for suggestions, rather, as

to how to judce Whether any little point would need correction bfore it could

be published, but the whole article was upon the basis that the eternal punish

ment of the wicked is proven by the word " ". and it said., "The word.

means eternity, it must mean eternity because there is no other word.

to mean eternity." Well, of course we have our word ° " which means

eternity just s much as " " nd both of them are used, no only of the

future ut of th past and not only of the past back in the very counsels of

(od but of the past within the light span of this earth and long .fter creation.

We read., "These were men of , men of a name, and it doesntt mean that

the great heroes who were born when the sons of God went in to the daughters

of men were eternal creatures. It doesnt mean that at all. It means they go

way, way back into " So " " means way, way off, forward or back.

It is a term to express a long distance. It is not the term to mean that there

is no end to it. That is a philosophic concept, a concept which we may arrive

at by a study of the different passages but we have no right to assume that that

must be the conception involved in a particular word. which is used. You take

the rank and file of people in ordinary daily life, take all the words that they

would use over a long period of time, and see how many times one of these words
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would express a concept of eternity. Unless you are discussing a definite

teachin'- of the Scripture it is not a concept which would necessarily arise

and develop and consequently there wouldn't necessarily be a word which cal'

ridd that precise concept. The concept would have to be expressed with the

use of the word and the fact that this word alone " " does not mean

eternity is shown byie fact that sometimes it's made stronger, forever and

ever, not just forever. " " and the same in the New Testament
The word in itself

it ",,does not mean alone "eternity", but the word. is used in contexts

in which the idea of eternity is clearly brought out. I think that is rather

vita], that we get r clear understanding of it. We are sure to come into contact

with people who will build great arguments against eternal punishment on the

fact that these words do not in themselv"s carry the idea of eternity. There's

no use fighting them over the meaning of the word and making a big argument

about it because they are right, the word itself does not convey th,t concept,

but it conveys the concept of a very, very long time and then when you say

"an of " or an of " you get the idea of a tremendous long

stretch, and then you have various expressions used, "where their worm dieth not",

the v-rious expressions used to signify the idea of a long, continuous

but it is not r. concept you would necessarily look for in one individual word.

And so when you say that it continues from now on and even to , there

is a long period but not necessarily a period that goes on everlastingly. Now,

of course, in a senso, of crso, Christ's 1rtriy, There is at

the 4.of the millennium an attempt to destroy it Iai..Just how vital

is the break at the end of the millennium? Does He give over the kingdom to
a

the rather that God may be all in all had in/sense make a complete break or is t1e
simply
/a change in administration for after all He is indeed God.. He has conrol1ed the

world from the beginning. All the creation was done through Him, and. surely His

kingdom is to endure in a very real sense through all time, even though there be

a limited period, a period after the resurrection of the righteous dead, a period

previous to the resurrection of the wicked dead. and. the judent of the wicked
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dead., and then just what is after that we have not been told a great deal

about it, and I don't think we get very far by letting our imaginations ran

wher& the Scripture doesn't clearly show it. You say, "It1s got to be this

way because there is no cther way it could be." That esflt prove anything.

Personally I think one of the weakest arguments that can be presented for any

view is, "Here is the view which makes completeness and explains all the facts

and therefore it must be the final and complete view. Everything fits in to

this. It makes a complete whole." Nobody on earth has the mind to know what

makes a complete whole. If you say, "Here is an explanation which all the fac

tors of our life experience fit into," that is a strong argument for it as

against the interpretation into which they do not all fit, which we believe

certainly do not fit into it, but the experience which we have or the whole

human race has together is only a fraction of all the factors in the universe.

All that science has learned is not a thousandth part of all that is vital in

the universe. All that God. has revealed in the Bible is not a millionth part

of that which is vital in the universe. He has revealed to us that which is

vital for our knowledge in this life and what He has revealed is clear and

definite, but when we come to try to make it all actually complete and. have

the answer to every problem, we have to realize that the great bulk of problems

we dontt even know about. We got the contact to know about them, the

means to know they exist, the mind to interpret them correctly if we did.. There

is no indication that that as God's intention, to give us that kind of knowledge.

So that is the sort of an argument which may be a useful argument some time in

trying to win somebody but I think you could have your tongue in

your cheek and realize that it is not a vry satisfactory sort of argument be

cause it is, after all, a rather faacIous form of argument,

Now then, "the zeal of the lord of hosts will perform this."What is

that word ".eal"? The zeal of the lord of hosts? the very

iord used iii "The lord thy God is a jealous God." The zeal of the lord. The

jealousy of the lord. It is a word which indicates the lord's determination
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that His power is to be triumphant. He will tolerate no other gods before Him.

He will not share His throne in the world, or in your life with any other. He

demands absolute sway. The Jealousy of the Lord in a proper, true sense, the

zeal of the Lord. The word. zeal is rather " All zeal means to us is

just determination. Determination, great interest. Well certainly this word.

means much more than that. It is the same word used, "The lord thy God. is a

jealous God." This is a part of God's plan of tearing down every idol throne

and. everything that would share control with Him, and it is all very fine for

us to bclieve in the premil'Lennial return of Christ and to believe in the great

accomplishment over complete control of the universe which He is going to have

in the future when His justice reigns from poll to poll and when there is peace

everywhere, but there is this very practical teaching in it, that it is His will

that His government increase in our lives and that He has his jealousy bout any

opposing force in our lives, our desire to satisfy a particular desire of our

own or our particular happiness or joy. It should all he in Him, and in trying

to serve Him and to live lives that will glorify Him and, anything, even, a good

t'ring, which becomes another aim alongside of His glory becomes an instrument of

evil t0 us. Mr.---? (Student) No. I believe that in Verse 7 He is specifical

ly speoking about the reign which He is going to establish on this earth after

His return. (Student) No. I drew a lesson from it, the lesson that that which

He is 'oing to establish over the whole earth He wants established in our hearts

now. I don't think that it will, e established, i our hearts now, but I think

He wants us to strive for its establishment. We will not be like Him until we

see Him but we will, grow toward (student) Verse 6 is giving the hristmas

lesson. It is not a picture of people in the millennium rejoicing over the birth

of Christ. It is a picture of people at Bethany or at Galilee rejoicing over the

fact that Christ is born and that this men who i orn is the one upon whose

shoulder the government will be, and that putting of the government upon His

shoulder refers to all the future sway which He comes to exercies, which includes

His sway over the lives of all individuals who are saved through Him and. a130
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His universal sway ovr the world later, and. then he goes on, having mentioned

that, then he returns to His name which is vital already at His birth but some

of the qualities of which are brought out fully only at the time of His complete

reign throughout the whole world. (Student) No, it's not a transition, it's

looking forward over a long period. It is as if you--a transition is between

two different things, while this is a continuous thing which is but with

a great step forward at the time of His return which great step forward is not

her- particularly stressed, but it is one continus thing, and. this passage

here can be fit in with a postmllenn1al interpretation with comparatively

little or it fits in well, with the premllennia]. but one

must understand then that certain aspects are not explained here. They are not

denied but they are not brought out here, but it cannot fit with i apil'Lennial

view any more than most of the rest of " Mr.--?

Prophets - 59

The increase, the enlargement of His government. It really means that cs Ho

extends His government and His control, there is no force which can put !.,n end

to His expanding of it. 2hc'.t's wat it means, thct the increase of the extension

of His government and control, there is no force whilch puts stop to it. That

aoesntt mean tht the world is an expanding universe that just shoots out 'nd out

and out and. out, thernts no limit to it. It doesn't necessarily mean that, but

at any time, except as He chooses. He

chooses to carry it to a certin point (Student) No. This verse refers to

t.he whole future control of this One who is born there at 3ethlhem. He is to

exercise sway over His disciples. He is to choose one of them who is not going,

''ho is oing to a:pear subject to Him but not actually to b. His s.:ay is going

to increase ovr t}'e others. Peter will seem to turn away from Him but he will

not actually do so. Then as they o o-t into the world He e-tends His sway

over all those who come to blieve on His name and eventually He extends His
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sway in a material, physical way over the entire world. He extends it now

in a material, physical way through those w}o are His 'ody over those parts

of the 1Jffe of the world which He touches and He could, if He chose, to make

a thorcnily Christian civili7ation throughout the world in this age, but that

was not His will. His will is to exert a large influence upon the material

civilization of the world wherever His people are but not to make the world

a Christin world in this age but to make that come true at His return, but

that isn't b-ouht out in thip:ssage. Mr.---? (Stuctent) The last part of

Verse 7? No. No, the last part of Verse 7, "The zeal of the lord of hosts will

perform this," I think efers to the whole process previous to this time, t at

ths One born here in Bethlehem is going to reign over all the universe, nd

'he zeal of the lord of hosts will estolish it. He will , in other

words every eye will . Tverythin that opposes it will. (Stuaent)

It's neral statement. It's not a specific stat'ment of cne particular
mi ilenni all st

element in th progresive " Mr. ---? (Student) !ell the 1 aoesn't
by some who

say th't. That is an evasion, attempted/hold an andflennialist vie,to escape

from the implications of voro1is facts, in the Old Testament. Pillennialism

is not a position but it is a denial and those who attempt such a position after

they thiklt throu, dye it up. Those who hold an a'nillennial position try to

make practically all, the ptophecies refer to the '!ght of the church auring

this period and they think of the new haven and he new earth as simply a
in

static condition, an everlastin' now, a situation/which there is no progression,

there is no gong out of the Word in Jerusalem to ll the world, there is no

establishing of peace 'nd beating of swords into ploughshares, there is juzt

not-ing. That is, it is a co'iolete static situation. That is the usual view.

Now I don't mean that is necessarily to be held if somebody wants to make a

view tht combines certain features of premfllennialism -and certain of anti

premillennialism, that would be, of course, posible for someone to try such

a thing, but there are very few amillenniallists who would in any conlstent

way take such an attitude. I've come in contact with some who hve, who have
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under pressure completely given it up, under pressure of exinin the passages.

The teaching 1s tht there is millennium. Now if one believes ther is a

millennium, that is a period in which Christ reigns from pole to pole, there

is peace and happiness everywhere, why call himself an amillennialist? Why

not call himself a premillennial.st nd accept the fact, s stated in the

Scripture, that before such a period the righteous dead are raised and at the
to

end s: such a period the wicked dead are raised. It is/escape from the whole

idea of a reign of Christ on this earth that the usual amillennialist opposes

the view. Otherwise, one it as well tke the Scriptures just f-s they stand.

ilell now in this articul.r passag we do not find a clear, pr-millennial

teac}in as opposed. to postrnillennial. three' important elements

of prr'millennialism are not mentioned here. They arc' not denied. They are

simply not mentioned. Postmillennial emphases may be suggested :nere. There

is a certain amount of tng thins fignrati'ely rc'ouired in taking this

passae postmillennially, but not a great dal, but it does point to n definite

victory over this earth of Christ, a definjite establishment over this entire

earth, which is entirely different from an amillennial view that this earth

simply :omes to an end. without any such establishment of a kingdom over this

earth, of the throne of David over this r'arth. Practically everyone who has

thought things throufrh from an amillenniai. view will say, "The throne of David

means Christ's reign in the hnrts of His people today." A vcry few would.

think of trying to apply that to a new heaven or a new earth. Well flow, of

course, our present purpos is not to compare views so much as it is to see

what passages teach and look at views as we come to them. I'd. like to try

to corar some views or later on but first I'd. like to look at more passa-Ps

and gather more data. Yes? (Student) Yes. No. Some people could. say that,

yes, but I think there are very few who do actually say it, who have 'tried to

ork out a definite system in .ih ch these passages would. fit with such a view.

There are vry few who have. I'v' known people who have who have' given up that
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approach, upon further consideration. That is a sort of a halfway view, try

ing to get half way etween premilnnieflsm and ainillennirlism, and one has

to go in one of the two directions, but of cou'se, and just sirly taking this

passage by itself to say that there would be the possibility that when it says

that this One upon whose shoulder the government is going to be is going to

extend His kingdom and establish His righteousness after a complete end of

this earth instead of after the raising of the righteous dead but before the

raising of the wicked dead, it would bring a theory someone might present if

he wanted. to. I don't know of cxiy Scriptural evidences of its truth. It

isn't usually taken as " Well now I think weld better

proceed and see what other light we have on the tecching of these passages,
well

but there, of course, is a question which -perhaps could/he thought be thought

through, co'ild be investigated., just how much we can find in writings of peo

ple who deny a preinillennial reign of Christ, of taking such passages as these

as referring to a reign of Christ -fter His return but yet which they can't

call premillennial. Premillennial mns that He returns and establishes His

millennium, His reign of righteousness over the whole earth. 1ell if a person

believes that he mi'ht as well call himself a premillennialist. Why should he

call himself something else if he accepts that which is two-thirds of preril

lennialism? Is it because he thinks it would be terrible to take the word of

Revelation 20 that the wicked dead. are not raised until later than the righteous

dead are? Is that the point? Or what is the point 7 It is a thing

which I think it wuuld be good to look into some eivdences on because there is a

lot of shifty thirking which has been brcught out by different individuals, a

lot of hay thinking, and I haven't forced the truth so much myself, because
is

my opinion/that the way to et at the ru.th is not to see what dii;erent people

say or how they try to work up a schism, out it is to see what the Scripture

says and gather data, and. then see what is clear regarding those Scriptures,

how they fit together and whether or 'ot.
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Now I would say thus far that we have recognized that Christ is gong to have

a reign of righteousness and peace and joy, a reign which will e spread over

the whole earth. That is clear. Now if you want to say, when it SryS the whole

earth, and, some of these passages of thrt particular phase are not very clear,

it means a new earth, insta of the prosent one. That per haps is ot such a

tremendous chnpe, like John, I think, felt that when we speok of a new heaven
new
ai/erth we mean th heaven and earth which exists lin the millennial perd.

That was 'is interpretation of th9t narticular thng. Yes? (Student) I would

sy that in these passages tart from anythig else anywhere you have definiltly

the teaching that there is a period of freedom from external dangrs, a páriod
there is

:hen the rule of Ch ist is complete and /flo external danger hecise e 'rything

is subject to His control. That is the clear teaching, apart from any compari

son with athin anywh're else. That is they are definite enough to meJe

(Sndent) Yes. (Student) As to

that particular matter of a transition a thousand years aftar the be.nng of

this period w haven't in the New Testament. The Old Testament

teaches that t1' is gog to be such a period. It doesn't say how long it

will be. If nyone wants to say that it is to last for eternity, I can't

gee at thre is much to their view. The premillennial view

which would say the millennium lasts forever, come after the return of Christ

and last forever, wo'idd be different from the usual view. I think probbly
to

a misintrpretat Ion but nearer to the standard nremlllennialism than/any true

amillennial view. (Student) Well there are not many passa-es in the Old.

Testament that throw much light on that, nor Jin the New. There are many who

ccnsiden' there is none in it. Others thk that there is

Professor , the most German conservative scholar of the

last hundrd years, one whose learning was very highly praised by

the gr'atest liberal scholar " Profes3or held thLt Chapter 21

of Revelation, the description of new heavn and new earth, is a description of

he situation at the time of the millennium. He held that that was what was
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described in thopassaes. and I think there is much

to be said for this view though I haven't made up my mind as to. what I think

is the most , (Student) Well, you don't, many times.

You mor think you have a few indicatons, but yo'i have very little

very little. Is the millennium the first tho'us.-nd years of internal

v,ich is similar, almost identical with those thousand years? Or is there

a'.iite chn-e in God's economy? He has not re waled. The purpos of the

Bible is not simply to satisfy curiosity, r rding the future, but t0 give

us those thincs we need for our 1-ding and. guidance today, and to pivc us

the great hope when H comes hack. He has ot riven

,is one thnusandth of the amount that we need to--I mean that we need if we

if we will, know everything . He has riven us al. that ip need. but not

P"I that. It would he interesting to people who sialy want to satisfy their

curiosity. At the end of Verse 7 in the nljsh or 6 of the Hebrew, there is

a break, a great break in the chapter. The intprpt of Isaiah is always in

his own situation, in rs cwn day and he is looking forward to the future and

bringing great blessing upon the people in showing wonderful lessons that can

be learned about it. Now in this passage, which should stort new chapter,

a new section of the book of Imrianuel, the Lord, sent a wora to Jacob, it's lip:htrd

on Is-,-Pl. Now he is 'oin to t.1k about the northern kingdom. The people

shall know, even Ephraim and the inhabitant of Samaria, that say in the pride

and stoutness of heart, the bricks are frllen down, but we will biild with hewn

stones: the sycomo's rp cut down, but we will chane them into cedars. Doesn't

that re-'ind you of the great war when the (rmens were bombing London and they

said, "Isn't tht wonderful--all our slums are being cleared, out. Now it will

be much easier to buld much finer buildings on . It was an attituae

which was taken by them at that time, and which we all considered, as a wonder

ful examDle of resiliency under war and of courage and nobility. The word

" taken by itself does express chat idea. There is surely not ing r

rrehensible in V-rse 10 by itself.
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N''v'rthe1ess, it is something which is crnde"ined of God. Well, what is con

demned. here? It Is deDenthnce on themselves rather than on Him. Ther is the

attitude of human proeress. God has sent judgment upon them. The judent

has f-l'en, but their heart is not touched by the judgment. They are proceed.

in to go ahead and they are gcing to build bi -pr and better in the future

desite th disaster they have had. n the past without any turning to God in

the face of the situ:tion. That is the m'-ing 0±' the passage here, that w ich

is altogethr praiseworthy, it is blameworthy because it r'prsents an atti

tude of absolute pride and dependence on self instead of dependence on God.

There the Lord will set ui the adversaries of Rezin a'ainst him, and join his

"nemies together; the Syrians before, and the Philistines bhinU; they will de

vour Israel with open mouth. For ii this his anr"r is not turned y but His

hand is retched out still. You notice that hrse. Look down to 17. For all

this is aner is not tu:'ned away but His hand is stretch out still. Lock down at

the end. of Verse 21, "For all this Kisaan-er is not turned away, but His hand is

stretched out still". Look down at the end of Verse 14. of Ch--tpt-- 10 "For all

this His anger is not turned away but His hand is stretched out still." What

meaning, if any, is there to the fact th.t this phrase is repeated four times?

About four verses apart? Wh't meaning would ::ou think , Mr. ---7 (3tudeit

What would b" the purpose of it? Wh on earth should He do such thing?(Student)

Yes, but why does he repeat the same !on- sentence and something

four tires in a 'ow with about fcur verses in between? His anger is not turned

away and His hand is stretched. out still to dest'oy them? There is no in

that. Thatts God's judent, God's wrath, God's overwhelming power that is 'oing

to bring misery and gloom -17-,on them. But why repeat the same sentence cur times2

Mr.- -? (Student) What ve-"se? (Student) Chapter 14, verse 27. Well-1 see what

that says. 14, Verse 27. The Lord of hosts hath purposed it, who sh.dl disnnul it?

and his hand is sttched out, and who shall turn it ick? Very 'ood coriparison.

There the statement 3s made that 'that which od intends to be He will cr-y out and

nobody can stop lit, but that is not the thont here. The thought here is, the
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people are wicked; therefore, God's anger continues. That is the thcuht here.

You see there is a rrlationship but not . (Student) The thing

I have in mind right now is not so much a matter of teching but matter of

mechanics, to hv' the answer to tt at once. dhat is the point

in having a sentence repeated four times with about four verses in between, each

time? (Student) Yes. A poem, exactly. It is the structure of a poem. You

have four verses and it ends with something. Then you have four v"rses and

again the thin repeatd, arain four v--sea and a ',in the thing rer'ated. Some

would call it a r"frain. Some would cal it a choiis. This is a recurring

phrase--more than a phrase, it is a whole sentence--recurring as a chorus, as a

refrin at the end of each verse of the poem, and the verses are approximately

of equal length. We start in Verse 8. Here are the people who re optimists

and in the pride of their hearts they are determined to build up regardless of

Godts will. Well, that is their attitude, but Godts aner is not turned, away;

His hand is stretched out still in punishment aainstefr wickedness. All right.

Verse 13. The people don't turn to God. They don't seek the Lord of hosts.

Therefore, in one day the lord will cut off head and tail, branch ni rush. The

ancient and honorable is the he; the prophet that teacheth lies is the tail.

The lders of the people cause them to err. For all this anger is not
out

turned away. His hand is stretched/still. ickedness burns as the fire. The

wrath of the Lord, through the wrath of the Lord. the land is darkened. There's

hunger; there's misery. Manasseh against Ephraim, Ephraim against Manasseh. Both

of them against Jud,ah, but for all this His anger is not turned away. His hand.

is stretched out still. Woe to them that decree unrIghteous decrees. There s

injustice in the land--rohing the fatherless. What will ye do in the day of

visitation? For all this His anger is -tot turned away but His hand. is stretched

out still. Four stanzas of a poem. approsimately ec'ual length, each ending with

the refrain. Now what does that tell you about the archbishop, Mr.--? (Student)

xactly. Exactly. Here is a poem of four stanzas. The last sti,a starts with

"Woe unto them", and. that sounded like a good. start for a chapter, so he started.
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the chapt'-r thre. (student) Yes. Very good. But he didntt realize that

you have a poem which you "ar cutting up in this way simply because the verse

starts at this point. You cut up, as Mr. --- says, the poem after three-tcurths

of it. Now that's a very poor division, v'-ry unfortunate div.ion. You shculd

have chapter division at the end of Verse 7 of Chapter 9 and another one, very

clearly, at the end of Verse of Chapt'r 0. Hero is a unified passage, a poem

in four stanzas, oach of them having a conclusion, one refrain at the end of

each of the four stanzas, and it should one poem and is broken up in the middle

of it. Itts very, very poor chapter clivisicn. Some people say, "Never use a

Bible that has human notes in it." Well, certainly if you are going to do that
that have a

you should certainly do away with anychapter division at that point, because

not only is that a human note here, it is an extremely misle-ding leading note,

putting . chaptr division at this point. Well this chapter, then, which has

he four parts to the poem, has some very good ethical teaching on the wicked

ness of the people, tpunishinent that is coming, the certainty of God's judg

ment gainst wickedness, the future misery that is ahead for the nation. The

teaching would be well worth your study and consideration. It is vital to us

today by analor. It is by no means unimportant at all, but it. is comparative

ly simple and I dontt think it is necessary that we take time on it, I think we

can go on into matters of more difficulty in interpretation. Mr.---? Oh, yes.

The whole book of Isaiah e;cept the four historical chapters, it is pretty hard.

to say whether it is poetry or prose because of a free poetry, but there is a

great deal of it that has a very definite poetic structure. Mr.---? He doesntt

stop. He doesn't stop his punishment. He comes with His wrath md He destroys

them for their wickedness and they turn to Him. They say, "We're oiag to

build up and going to make something better than what we had before, and

He doesn't say, "Well, it's enough." He just keeps on, because they still are

in obstinate rebellion ainst Him. And then He points out another phase of their

wickedness, another ph.se of their general opposition to Him and He shows the

terrible nature of the punishment thats coming, but thatte not the end. The
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punishment continues on for a long distance in the future. (Student) Yes.

The phrase, "His hand. is stretched out," may mean stretched out for mercy

or it may mean stretched out for punishment. but in these passages it is

very clearly punishment. Just as God. says to the Israelites, "I've brought

you out of Erpt with a mighty hand and outstretched arm." It was outstretched

for good to he Israelites but punishment for Pharaoh, and for opening the way

for them to come and. in this chapter the whole thought is rebuke. There is, so

far as I recall, not a word of blessing, in those four stanzas. It is entirely

Godt5 rebuke for the wickedness of the people and Verse 5 starts a brand new

section. a brand new section of the book of Immaxiuel. (e are still in the book

of Imnianuel uich runs from Chapter 7 to Chapter 12, but between Verse 5 and the

previous four vrrses there is the very slightest of connection. That is to say

it is a new section. A new Dart of the book, a new theme is taken, and it should

begin a new chapter, Verse 5. Very cefin1tely, id Verse 5 begins the discussiun

of a vital problem, and. it is a different problem from any we have discussed. be

fore. It is a very different one, a very vital one, a very interesting one, and

one which it should not he too difficult to decide from, even from the English

crds just what the problem is which is in the mind of the prophet. Unless we

have the problem in mind we cantt appreciate the answer wlich he gives to the

roblem and so before tomorrow morning I hope that you will at least glance over

Verses 5 to 34 and tell us, "What is the problem there under consideration?"

What is the problem? Be ready tomorrow morning to state in brief words, "What

is the problem which is c naidered between Verses 5 and. 314. of this chapter. It

is altogether different from the previous one. What is he perplexed ,,bout?

What is the problem? And as you look through you will find several verses fit

together giving a picture. How does the picture relate to the general theme, or

what is the general theme to which the picture relates? So we have a problem

here and this chapter and Chapter 11 run along together. Eleven grows naturally

out of this chapter here. Now if you will turn to Isaiah 29 you will find that

in Chapter 29 you have 24 verses and. they are very difficult verses and. so we
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will say that if you toke- will suppose that those twenty-four verses would

represent about three hours' work this week, three hours and a half work, this
can do 20 in an hour

week, only about seven verses to an hour and you surely/, so we will-but these

are hard ones, so you probably couldn't do over a dozen of them, so we will say

that this is three and one-half hours of the four hours work for the next two

days. The other half hour is the--what is the problem, the 7 That part

I wish you woild be sure to do for tomorrow. That half hour of tomorrow's two

hour lesson. What is the problem in Isaiah 10, from Verse $1 Get a definite

idea exactly what the problem is, and then the other hour and a half for tomor

row I will not press you on tomorrow, but that, combines with the two hours for

Thursday, the assignment of Chapter 29 from the Hebrew. Chapter, yes. Just

the first twenty-four verses of Chapter 29.
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We find that in most of our chapters up to this point our theme has been Gods

punishment of His people for their sin, His rebuke for their wickedness, or it has been

God's blessing to the people after the punishment. God's favor still remains with the

people and. He will give them a blessing later on. Now which of those two is the thought

of this chapter? How zany say it is punishment upon God's people for their sin, that

that is the primary thought of this chapter? Raise your hands. Nobody. How ma-.V say

it is blessing upon God1s people, after their punishment. Nobody. Yet I think a number

of you said something like that on one of your papers. Surely this chapter would b

expected. to fit in to one of t'rosc' two categories. If it does not fit into one of them

there must be a definite reason for it. that would the reason be? What is the problem
(Student answers)

that is now before the prophet7Mr.---?/ Yes. Supposing now that the United States here,

we have great churches, we have wonderful places where the Word of God is proclaimed

and yet the people as a whole are indifferent to the Lord, although the moral standards

are much hirher than in many other countries, there's far more of real fineness and

decency here, or instance, take in this war, when we would, when someone was killed

in this war they would receive a letter from the Secretary of War to the family, they

would have a memorial thing sent to them, they'd have a flag sent to them, the army

would do everything possible to show the people of this country individually the great

sympathy and interest with them in the loss of a member of the family in the war. In

Russia they didn't bother with hardly any of that--after all, what's an extra million

people dead. We've got a hundred and fifty million more; '
they don't really matter.

It's the leaders that matter and what their lan is, the state is the important thing

and the individual is subordinate, and so there is a callousness to human suffering

which is far beyond anything you'll find, here. There is not merely an indifferenoe

to God. but a defiance of God, an attempt to definitely go against that which is in

accordance with the word of God.. Now under those circumstances supposing that the

Russian army were to march through this country and that they were to take over this

nation as they have taken over ten other nations in the last few years and to make it

just a football for them to kick around and treat the people as their leLers felt in

dined. You would say, "Where is the justice in this?" Many people would say, "How
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can there be a God. How can He allow a wicked, -denying nation to treat a natio

that is so much better in such a terrible way?" Well that is exactly the thing that

occurred to the people of Israel. They said, "We know there's sin in this nation. We

know there's wickedness here; we know there's denial of God., but," they said, The

standards of the morality of Israel are far ahead of those of any nation round. about us,

and they said, "The people of Israel do not have the cruelty, the brutality and. the,

anything like the licentiousness that they have in Assyria." You can tell that eve..

from the excavations. You can see how much higher is the general standard. of morality.

of Israel,, than in those nations. Well now, under those circunstances how can a nation

which is an aggressor, a wicked power that destroys other nations and that is brutal and

callous in its whole attitude, how can it come and destroy Israel? What kind of a just

God. have you got there? See the (uestion? Th..,t s the problem which he is discussing

here. How can this be that Assyria, a very wicked nation, can come and can injure a
is

nation which/God's own people and in which, while it's not perfect, its standards are:W

above those of any other nation on the earth, both in loyalty to God and in moralitj

How can such a thing be? It is a tremendous

problem, a problem which many people -ave found very difficult to answer, a problem

which many have even a t}e reason for giving up all faith in God. when such things hap

pen in the world.. I remember when the European war came, l9l4-l8, many persons said,

"How can a real God permit that?" They didn't believe it possible. Well now here

that's slightly different but related to the same problem. Now here is this problem.

What answer can you get? And so Verse 5 here has a complete change from the subject of the

preYiou four verses. They are rebuke for sin and declaration of punishment, quite the

normal approach of the book of Isaiaii. (Student) He doesn't state but he answers it.

.nd you infer from the answer what " That is, h is LLeali1g in this chapter

with a specific thing. (Student) Yes. Well the problem is answered immediately in the

very first verse, No. 5. The first verse of the seccnd. He says, "0 A3yrjr,I

not "Assyrian, you wicked nation, you are going to succeed." Not, "Assyrian, ~rou are

better than Israel; therefore you can take Israel over," but "Assyria, the rod of mine

anger, and the staff in the hand of the Assyrian is my indignation." He says, "Assyria

is not a great ;ower which is able to beat another power because it's better, but because
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it is Godts instrument to accomplish His purpose. The answer is given in this vero,

and the question must be in the lines in order to be a reason for the arswer, Yes,

Mr.---? Yes. Well as far as Isaiah's own mind, is concerned, what would be a problem

to him and what wouldn't would be hard to say but wh:,t he says woula be to reach people.

It's to ive them an answer. Not so much to ;ivc him an anowor-- (Student) Yes. Isaiah

is here speaking to the people and trying to give them a mesae and the message he is

trying to give them is this message which Isaiah himself may have just learned. It may

have 'been a tremendous problem in Isaiah's mind, I would think ..t very possible that

it could have been a tremendous problem to Isaiah. How can a nation so much r.iore wicked.

than the Israelites defeat the Israelites? That's a complete overthrow of justice.

That is he wicked. overcoming the good,. That is not right from any viewpoint. That

may have been t'e problem in Isaiah's mind which God. answered. Or it may be that i

the long years of Isaiah's close intimacy with the Lord. in representing Hi in many

ways that God had, caused. him to have such an understanding of this extremely difficalt

problem that to him it would. be by this time no problem. I think that we can. safely say

that either it was a tremendous problem to Isaiah now or it had been at some earlier time,
to

but this is an answer given to those/whom it is a tremendous problem. Mr.---? (Student)

It occurs once I think.Yes. Of course, there are those who say there is another stanza

to tlY.s poem that is out of place. that got, .L a different chapter. I would. think rather

tat the Israelites, a stanza of a poem with its refrain, wrote one and then later on

he wrote a whola poem with the same key note. (Student) Where is that, in Isaiah 5?

Yes, That is a parallel to the last part of Isaiah 9 and the first four verses of

Isaiah 10, to God's rebuke upon is people for their sin and the punishment he threatened.

But with Isaiah 10:5 we start a new section which is rlated to that ro'blem; it gws

out of it 'out it's a different problem. easy enough to see how I'ael for its sin

can be smitten yes, and the prophets write it over and over and over; it's very vital

but how can a wicked. nation overcome a righteous nation? How can a hation which is far

worse than Israel overcome Israel even if Israel isn't perfect. How can there be a

just God who permits a thing like that? And. of course t"-- nswer is, God. doesn't permit;

he uses the wicked. nation for His purpose. Yes? (Student) Yes, but that's a little
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(Student)

later./ well even if thcy went down to Ept to sojourn there and had.-the blessing of

Erpt and then Et went against them. They weren't conquered by Et. Thry were

alread: there as fiends, and then they got a new king. In the case of Babylon, it

comes late' than this and it is the samr problem as the "trst. The only places where

the problem would 've occurred would be in the book o Judges, in the relationship with

he Philistines and the other peoples there and. of course in those days we had constant

fighting with one of these foreign tribes and another of these foreign tribes and. they

were not rreat powerful world states and you would be under them twent: years and then

you would. be I 'ee from twenty years and. you were back and forth, but now for a long

time Israel and Jud.ah had heen free, for three litnd.red years, about. They've h their

great rmpire under David and. Solomon and they've had a divided kingdom in which the) vs

never been subject to any foreign power and so thei the situation comes with the force

of something new and vivid. The other experiences there were far more brief experienes

nd experiences which were far back in history. In America only two hundred ;'ears a

the people in America in any town would. have had a hiackout and a little hole to watch

for he Indians, and. places where they could put their rifles to protect themselves

not knowing when it was coming. It was a common, ordinary, every-day thing for them;

they didn't thirc much about it hut today if somebody were to find it necessary to put

up a block house around one cf our cities as a means of protecting it f--on the Indians

it would cause tremendous excitement hecause it would be highly new ad. different.

If we hd gierrilla forces oing through our country here it would cause five times

the stir among our people that it wculd among the peoples of most nations of Europe

because they've had these wars back and. forth and we in the United States have been safe

from any ternal invasions now for a hundred nd thirty yrars and as far as internal

strife on any large scale s concerned, it's seventy-five years since we've had any.

so it is something that would be euite a new thing to us. And here is an attack with

the threat of overrunning a large part of the land, not by a small tribe that is to

hold them awhile and then it's natural to think they'll be free from, but by the eat

powerful nation, many times as powerful as they are, it seems to be the end of all

their national history and people are tremendously excited about uch as has been happening
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and. they can't ee how, if there is a just God in the universe, He can permit a nation,

a wicked. nation to overcome a Godly nation, and. so the answer to that problem, well,

of course the whole problem in the chapter here is, what about Assyria? What is God's

attitude toward Assyria? Hitherto the question 'as been, "What is His attitude toward

Israel? Is t an attitude of blessing? Is it an attitude of punishment?" Now the

Question is, What is His attitude toward. Assyria? How can He permit Assyria to con

quer them and, if He does, well is that, is Assyria then the one to receive God's bless

ing?" They are the ones whom He is going to give everything to, despite the fact that

they are a wicked nation, who don't even recolize Him. And. so, right away in Verse 5

we have a most startling statement: "Assyrian, the rod of mine anger, and. t'-r- staff in

their hand is mine !nd.iiation." I remmher hearin a minister say five years ago that,

he said. that he thought that probably Hitler was like Nebuchnezzar, that he was God's

instrument to punish the so-called Christian nations of the world for their sin and

their forgetfulness of God. Now of course t7-at proved. to be utterly false in that case

because the nat1on of the world which were more democratic succeeded in putting in

wnappenT -To-1Y rt 1oDiem T1 anwërsn one staeen
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but at present the attitude of most f the nations that fcut against them, especia1ly,

the United States is, we had such a powerful force of, we had such strong armaments and

wise leadership that we were able to put a colete end to this menace which had. come to

the world and now we would o ahead and form a Unit-:d Nations and carry out our wisdom

a little further, leaving God. out of ccount just as much, or even .-lore than we had be

fore . the attack of Hitler, that we would proceed to establish peace and goodness o a

nonodly level in the world. deli that is the attitude which our people as a whole

have taken. Now this minister's st teinent about Hitler was proven utterly wrong as far

as itler's being God's instrurnont against them was concerned but it may well be that

his view is right but he simply had the wrong instance in "nd. It's not at all impossible

that Stalin might be the instrument. Mr. ---7 (Student) Yes. You mean then Judah

should have scat armaments to A"yria to help them against Israel? (Student) Well,

that's not the question were entering into. The question we are entering into is,

is one of these nations God's instrument to ,unish us, Well Hitler wasn1t. Hitler

didn't punish us. He just puffed up our ride more 'an it had heen before. (Student)

Not very much. They':e comparatively very little. Well how about this

(Student) Yes. Well now that is, I think, a little aside from our present. discussion.

Maybe we can go into it a little more in another connection, but right in our present

connection I'd. like to get over this main point here that the Assyrians are not going

to overcome Israel because i. good id Israel is bad. That not true. T}

opposite is true. Israel is good. The northern kingdom is good, comparatively. The

standard of morality and ethics here probably a lot higher in the iiorthern kingdom of

Israel than in our United States today, and. the northern kingdom was worse than the

southern kingdom of Judeh, but, the standard was probably much higher than ft is here

today and as far as the claim to be true to God is concerned, you didn't find. atheism

and blatant denial of God in either Judah or Israel as you find, it today. You had a

country the contrast between which and. Assyria was so great that you1d almost say that
ness

Israel was a perfect nation compared to th 44./f the Assyrians and yet the

Assyrian is conquering Israel. Is there a God of justice in the wont who can permit

such a thing as that to happen? ll now that problem Isaiah answers in one statement
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here. There are other places where it discussed more at length. He answers U

I.-ere in one statement and. then he touches npon it in addition in other places, but the

answer is given in t very striking first verse. 0, Assyrians, the rod. of my anger.

.hat does te Assyrian thik of being told. that he is not a great power that is trying

to do what he wants to do, that he is merely the instrument of Got's anger, hels merely

God's force. Here's Henry Wallace and. he is telling us what we shoulu. do in orer to

establish peace in the earth and what policie the United. States should. take in every

thing, what would. he think if Stalin were to say, "Henry Wallace is merely one of

instrurnents. I'll use him as long as I want tc and. then I'll throw him aside," as he

has done with many others. Wallace would say, "Perfectly silly. Ilm a free agent and

Viii t.ioiii htt I t1-Ink is right and if it happens to fit with what Stalin would. l11"

he'd. say, "that's good fortune rather ti-an anything intentional on my part."

what he would probably say. That's cerainly what the Assyrian would say in

this case and. that is 'rought out beyond it. C Assyrian, the rod. of my anger. I will

send. him against an hypocritical nation, and against the people of my wrath. God hs

wrath against Israel and. Judah more than against Assyria? No. not talking about

Assyria now, as far as that is concerned.. Is Assyria wicked.? Does Assyria deserve

'unishment? He is speoirg of one stecific ting now, that Israel d.cseives punishment.

'.then Christ said. to Peter, m sheep, Peter turneQ. toward. John and. said.,

is this man tc thee?" And Christ said., "W hat is that to thee? Follow thou me." "What

is it to thee if I will that he carry the " Follow thou me." In other words

we are each of us separately responsible to God. and if you soy, "Well, you think I am

not such a true servant of Lord, but look at the fellow over here. I'm an awful

lot better than he is. Look at this one over here. I'm certainly a much truer servant

than he is, and I've found. that if you try toglve to anybody nearly a suggestion as

to improve himself or mention a way in which they can make themselves a more effective

servant of the Lord, they'll say, "Well 11m not so oat. All these other people are a

lot worse than I am. That's the imaediate reaction of a sinful mint, is to try to

fint an ercuse by comparing with someone else and. say1 w.1re better than they but

thatts not what God is interested in. God is interested. in how we compare with His
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standard for us, not how we compare with what someone else has done and here is Israrl

which is far superior to Assyria according to every standard. of comparison between the

two of them as to morality, ethics or loyalty to the Lord but God. is saying "You are the

people of my wrath. You have fallen down on dcin, the thing I wanted you to to and I

am punishing you, and Itm using the Assyrian for my instrument. My dealings with Assyria

are a separate thing. They don't particularly concern you. The çuestion is, so far as

you are concerned, "What is my purpose for you and I will use ;;hat instruments I choose

for that purose." And so it is not a strife between Israel and Assyria to see thich

is the 'better nation and therefore is entitled to have God's favor. It is not that at

all. It Is a question of what is God's attitude toward Israel and what instrument is

he going to use for it, and this great powerful aggressive Assyrian foree is merely an

instrument on God's hands; therefore Israel has no right to give the excuse and say,

"Oh, well, we can't be her, with all our faults we are a lot better than they (machine

hangs up and. then skips). He may use them against them. And so he says here,

going to use the Assyrians as my instrument to accomplish my purpose. I will send him

against the people of my wrath and give him a charge to take the spoil and take the prey

and trend t1--ca down like the mire of the streets. It's a terrific thing that God is

going to use the Assyrian to do. He just can1t believe it, tI-.at that would be His will,

but He declares it here, it's going to be His ill. They are His instruments and so

having given us th answer to that problem in Verses and. 6 He then proceeds to deal

further with another very vital aspect of the problem. You say, "Well, Assyria is just

God's instrument but Assyria doesn't think of itself that way, Aria thinks they are the

great powerful force oing to do what they want in he world. Isaiah says, "Yes,

you're right." Howbeit he aeaneth not so, neither cloth his heart think so; but it is in his

heart to destroy and cut off nations not a few. And then he spoke the viewpoint o the

Assyrians, and how far does the viewpoint of the Assyrians continue, the quotation of it,

Mr.--, how far? How far does it continue? (Student) Mr.---, how far? (Student) Yes,

but through Verse 11 it is a direct quotation of the attitude which the Assyrian takes.

Here's a lovely verse to pick out for a sermon. Shall I not as I have done to Samaria

and her idols so do to Jerusalem arid, her idols? The Lord. has punished Samaria; the Lord.
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is going to punish Jerusalem. God's plans are going to be carried out against one nation

after another and He is--we needn't think we are safe, the way He treats another He may

treat us if we're untrue to Him, Wouldn't Verse 1]. be a fine text for that sort of Sermon?

Perfect, for that sermon. Would that be a proper way tp use Verse UT It would. b. an

improper way. It would be using the Word. of God deceitfully because it woaald.

be taking a verse out of its context and using it to express something entirely different

from what the verse means. The verse means that Assyria said, "I've conquered Samaria and

I am going to conquer Jerusalem." and that's altogether different from expressing

purpose. another instance of how wrong it is to take a verse out of context and say

"This is what God says." Verse 11 here is what God. says that Assyria says. It isn't

what God. says: It's what God. says Assyria says. And so Assyria here in these verses from

Verse 8-11, in those four verses is a great presentation of the attitude of the Assyrian.

WE've conq;ered all these great powerful nations;

we've conquered Damascus, Samaria is a puppet state under us. T hey have to do what we

say. We've overrun all of Israel. You see this is a litthe later in time. The child

has already reached the age of choosing the good. and. rejecting the evil. Its already

come to that point now and the Northern kingdom has been overrun and is a puppet state

now and. in that situation the Assyrian says, done all this. He says, "I've con

quered all these nations and. their idols werentt able to protect them. He says, "Will

not the, I treat the idols of Jerusalem the way I1ve treated. the idols of Samaria?"

Of course, he includes God as an idol, because the Assyrian knows nothing about God.

at all. He thinks of the people as people who are following idols. They are following

their own gods and, his gods of Assyria have conquered all of them. And so Verse 12 is

the end of the quotation, that is 11 finishes the quotation and 12 begins the words o

the lord in answer to the quotation. We don't have quotation mqrks in the Hebrew and

the English Bible has followed the Hebrew in not inserting quotation marks but you have

to realize that there are quotation marks at the end of Verse 11 in actuality or you

have no conception whatever of the meaning of the chapter. The Ioraays, in view of

what the Assyrian says, "Therefore it shall come to pass tha when the lord has performed.

His full work on Mount Zion and. on Jerusalem I will punish the frtit of the stout heart

of the King of Assyria and the glory of his high looks. He says to the people, You
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needn't think that because you are better than someone else the other person has

to be punished first." God's purpose toward you is punishment; He is using what

instrument He chooses for it, "Nevertheless' He says, "You. may be assured that there

is justice in the divine , and you may be assured that if the Assyrians deserve

runisbment they will get it in God's own time and in God's own way but you're not His

instruments for doing that, the Assyrians may be God's instrument for punishing you.,

and so the Lord says, "After the lord has performed His work! not after the Assyrian

has but after the lord, has, using the Assyrian as His agent, has performed His full

work on mount Zion and on Jerusalem, He says, "I will punish the frtit of the stout

heart of the king of Assyria,and the glory of his high looks." So od gives the assur

ance there is justice in the universe. He's interested in very philosophical questios

as you see in this chj)ter. It's not our comparatively simple, practical presentation

of rebuke andblessing but it is a stressing of these interpretations of the universe.

How can God be righteous and just and allow Assyria to overwhelm Israel? Becaise Assyria

is God's instrument. God. is just and righteous but you needn't think that you are able

to see exactly how. God. will work it out in His own way and He is giving you here a

glimpse. He says Assyria is--it is able to do what it wants to in defiance of God. Be

says, "I will punish the stout heart of the king of Assyria." He says, "I will do to

ward him what I think should be done when I choose to do it but first I'm going to accom

plish this purpose toward you.." You are responsible to God, not to compare yourself

with the other people and say what God has to do to you
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Verse 13 he continues quotation from the King of Assyria. Got is

punishing the King of Assyria because the King of Assyria states what our people

today could just as well say and. many of them have said. Verse 13, 'By the strength

of my hand I have done it and by my wisdom; for I am prudent: I have removed the

bounds of the people, and I have robbed their treasures, and. I have put down the im

habitants like a valiant man." We conquered Germany and. we took everything that any

German individual owned that didn't happen to be in Germany at the time. If ,& German

had sent some money over to this country to his friends here seeing th war was coming

and. thinking that it would be safer in the United States, our 'overnment has simply

seized it and taken it away from him. Thousands of dollars of property in this country

which was owned by German citizens, people who had. no connectiom with Hitler, perhaps

opposed to everything Hitler had. ever done, have been seized by our Government and

taken away from their owners. We even forced Switzerland to give up the money that

had. been deposited in it banks by German citizens. We have conquered Germany ant

everything that belongs to them is rightful plunder for us to take and. use as we choose

and. he says here, "I have robbed their treasures and have put down the inhabitants

like a valiant man.' That is what the Assyrian says, 'It is I who have tone it.'

Of course Assyria is far larger, far more powerful, far more able than the people of

Israel. They have been able to do these great things. They are boasting. It is

exactly the attitude which you'll find at most patriotic rates in the United States.

our greatness, its our wisdom, it's our power that has succeeded. We're the

most powerful nation on the face of the earth now. You'll hear that said repeatedly

and that is what Assyria says here, "My hand has found as a nest the riches of the

people: and. as one gathereth eggs that are left, have I gathered all the earth;

and there was none that moved the wing, or opened the mouth, or peeped.' This 14th

verse, of course, is not quite the same as the 13th. It is carrying it on to the
our

attitude of willful aggression whióh.:/ n&t2on does not openly follow, which we have

not followed as a policy for other nations " save that after we did conquer a nation.
toward

like Germany we carried out the same policy /. the individuals who were citizens of

the nation but we didn1t eat out to do that and we haven't done it tov other countries
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So the Assyrian has this attitude which is characteristic of most nations of the

wprl& and would would doubtless be of ours were it not for the leavening effect of

Christianity.which has affected a great deal of at the outward talk of our politicians

and of our leaders. And so here you have God quoting the Assyrians from Terse 13 through

how far, Mr.---? Oh, my! Mr.---, how far does it Through Vi. Now 13 and. 14

here are what the Assyrians said. li+ you might take and preach a great sermon on the

power of the lord. He gathers all the earth and. there is none that can against

Him, but that would be another misuse of Scripture. because he's quoting Assyria there.

Then in verse 1$ the Lord gives His answer to the Assyrians, which after all

affect Israel so much; it simply is an assurance to them that God is righteous and

God's righteous will will be done. Verse 15-Shall the axe boast itself against him

that heweth therewith? Shall the saw magnify itself against him that shaketh it? as

if the rod should shake itself against them that lift it or as if the staff should

lift up itself, as if it were no wood. He says the Assyrian couldn't even lift his

hand. if God. didn't give them the power and. use them for His purpose. 11ve heard people

say, "The breath that a man uses to curse God, he couldn't use if God. didn't permit

it for him.' Yes? (Student) Yes. Chapter 29 which you had. for today and tomorrow
to It.

has some very striking parallels The whole section from 28 on is a remarkable

parallel to this section, from 7 on, and. you'll find very interesting parallels. I hops

you'll notice them all as much as you can as you come to them. I think though, instead

of our looking ahead and comparing them in class, when we get there we'll look back ant

get them in context with our! here " Now in Verse 15 then the tort makes it more

specific. Here is God's instrument and what right has God's instrument to boast against

God.? Here is America which was founded br a people who wished to have a nation when

they could obey God implicitly, a nation where the will of Got could be carried out

in every aspect of our national life and. God. has greatly blessed the nation. What

right have we now to say: 'We are powerful; we are wise. We are " and you take

the average American for the last thirty years, anywhere in Europe you'd, recognize the

average American by his attitude of looking down on everything that the u.ropean did and

thinking how superior we were to 'them ih every way, and how much wiser and more prudent

in every single way we were than they were when, of course it is a fact that we are
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tremendously advanced. beyond them in the material aspect of civilization but it

is because God has blessed our nation, not because we are any better than those

people and. we are a lot worse than a great many of them. Well, now the 16th verse,

the lard goes on after speaking the statem ent of His attitude toward. the Assyrians,

in 15, the staff can't lift itself up as if it was not wood. but as if it was really

something with independent power, therefore the Lord. is going to punish the Assyrians.

Verse 16, the Lord. will send. among his fat ones leanness; and. under His glory He'll

kindle a burning like the burning of a fire. The light of Israel shall be for a fire,

and. his Holy One for a flame: and it shall burn and. devour his thorns and. his briers

in one day; and. shall consume the glory of his forest, and. of his fruitful field, both

soul and. body: and they shall be as when a standardbearer fainteth, and the rest of

the trees of his forest shall be few, that a child. may write them. What is predicted.

here in Verses 16-19? Is it a general principle stated? Is it a series of recurrent

events, or is it just a prediction of some definite thinga What would you say about
in

that, Mr.---? (Student) You don't? Well, what do you do then with this phrase,/one day?

He says that he, he says in Verse 17. burn and. devour his thorns and his briers

in one day. (Student) With which it will be accomplished.? Wouldn't that be a definite

thing? (Student) I mean you don't ordinarily think pf general principle

accomplished., do you? Its general principle extends over a long period.. Whenever this

happens which result comes from it? (Student) Yes. Well what do the thorns and. the

briers mean in Verse 17? Are they literal or figurative? How many think they are literal?

We read. back in Chapter 7 that the land. will be covered with briers and. thorns. Is this

a reference back to that? How many think that it is not? Then it is not a reference then

to the briers and thorns in the land. of Israel. It's not talking about Israel here at all,

is it? What briers and. thorns is he talking about? Assyria. It is as if we say, "There's

going to come a gret, a great air armada is going to come from Russia to California

and they're going to destroy all the sun flowers out there." What would the sun flowers

indicate? They would indicate the beauty, wouldn't they, of the land? The sun flower.

You wouldn't mean just that the flowers were going to be destroyed. Tould mean the

beauty of the land. It would be a figure. Well now here you say the thorns and, the
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briars of Assyria are going to be destroyed. Does that mean Assyria is going to

lose its beauty? Does it mean that just the weeds are going to be destroyed in the

land.? What does it mean? (Student) Yes. I would, think so. The thorns and the

briars are that that make you hard, to get at. You try to walk through a where

there are a lot of these sharp, thorny things and it's pretty hart at times. It's a

very adequate protection against they're getting through, and the thorns aM the briers

figire back in Verse-7 for depopulation of the land. and yet even there it says , "Ton

will not come near it for the thorns and the briers. There's the difficulty of get

ting through because the thorns and the briers are to rise up. Here it is a

picture of the armament and the strength of Assyria and he will burn and devour his

thorns and briars in one day. Is not that a reference to the armament and the force,

the military power of Assyria? AM if so, there is, of course, a general principle

that when any power in defiance of God. raises itself up to accomplish its own purposes

God. is going to bring it to an end. when and as He chooses but in this case Is he giving

a general principle or is he talking about one specific power? (Student) Mr.---?
If

(Student) Then Sennacherib's army was destroyed. Yes, /that is what he I. referring

to, that would be a specific occurrence which happened in one day, wouldn't it.? In

one night, rather. I guess one day would not be an erroneous way of speaking of what

happened in one night. Yes. It shows the suddenness of a great destruction* Now

there are two possibilities, it seems to me. for this particular passage here. The

Assyrian power is going to be destroyed suddenly. The Assyrians , the City of Nine'vah

was destroyed suddenly in 612 B. C., that great power, the mistress of the world., the

capital city, was overwhelmed by its enemies and wrecked, and that was the actual end

of the power of Assyria. A small group carried it on for a time afterwar but it dis

appeared and you couldn't say, "There will always be an Assyria because, though for

two or three times as long as Znglaai has been a great power Assyria had. been a great

power, but now it was Just wiped off from the face of the earth and in one day that
great

happened.. It might be referring to that. Or it might be referring to the/army of

Sennacherib which came and. was going t oyrwhela Jud,ah ant God. in one night destroyed

such a great multitude of that army that it melted away, those that were left were so
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few that a child. could write them, and. the few went back to Assyria and didnt molest

Jud.ah any more, for a good. many years. It could. be a description of either one of

those two great events. As far as that which it is said. here will happen is concerned

it could. fit either one, but three of the four would. stand for the power, either of the

individuals in the nation, which were spoken of as a forest or the . (Student)

So few that a child. could count them. It wouldn't take an adding machine, to ft gre

them out. Mr.-? (Student) That would suggest very strongly that it is the destruction

of Sennacherib's hosts. If you take that in the sense of the direct agency of Got,

its the destruction of Sennacherib's hosts; if you take it as God working through human

forces as He workd through the Assyrians, but it i. God who does it, then it could refer

to the destruction by the Modes and, the Babylonians.

I fear I'll have to stop here for this morning and we'll continue with it

tomorrow. The lesson is assigned for tomorrpw.
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We seem to have less than usual here today. I hope it doesn't mean that

someone vacation time. We always get triple cuts, you know, for

the day or two before vacation and the day or two after, and. so that-I'm glad to see

that we've had. a large influx since the prayer. I hope that doesn't mean that these

gentlemen don't believe in prayer, that came in afterwards. At least they are more

interested in the Word, perhaps, than they are in prayer, and that is right. It's

God's Word that speaks to us. He wants us also to speak to Him but even as to how

to speak to Him we learn from His Word. The Word. is primary, though prayer is also

essential. So even though some of you come too late for the prayer we are glad. iu

get here in time to get the Word. anyway. Well now, we are in this book of Isaiah

and the tenth chapter of the book and. we have a good. deal of ground there to cover. I

am torn constantly in this class between the desire to go thoroughly into the material

we have and the desire to go rapidly and cover more ground, and it is always very hard

for me to decide which to do. There is so much in the Word, so much that is important,

so much that is vital, but yey, of course, I keep realizing that after all I am merely

giving you sound methods and introduction to do it and hope is that you will keep it

up yourselves afterward.. just try to go on preaching what we give you here; above

all, don't preach that anything is true because I say it. Get the principles and then

find, what you find in the Word and stand on that. It is not what looks reasonable to us

that matters. It is not the philosophy we try to build that matters. It's not the em-

phasis we get from the Word that matters. It's--what does the Word say. Mr.---?
I think

(Student) I don't quite see how you can, in this as in all the principles of interpre

tation you. learn as you study different passages, you notice principles that apply and

then it is good to try to get things into a hard. and fast rule as you can, but when you.

do it's only a hypothesis; that is, it's a statement of the cases you've Investigated and.

you can't be sure whether it will fit all of these or not. (Student) I would say that,

Yes. I would say that very definitely. The major care should be in the sense that it

is a vital factor to recognize it very definitely. It's not a thing that occurs hun

dreds of times--nothing like that, but it is something that occurs many times and I don't

thing you can properly interpret the prophets without recognizing it, that there is a
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sudden transition often from one phase to another or from one action to another. Now

of course there is also--I wouldn't call it a sudden transition between l0: and 10:5.

call it rather the beginning of another sentence. The transition, I mean more in

the midst of a verse of a sentence where he is dealing with a matter and. then suddenly

his attention turns to another phase of it. I think, in. view of Mr. Casner's question

ru.ght at this moment it would be worth our taking five minutes to call your attention

to soriething which Dr. Harris will d.isciss with you propably in the Prophets 14th class

next year. He may even interpret quite differently than I do, but the particular point

here that 11m going to mention, I don't see bow he could interpret very differently,

because I don't see any other very reasonable interpretation. all turn for a

minute to the 22d psalm. When I say turn to the 22d psalm am I leaving prophetic books

and entering an entirely different type of literature? (Students) I'm sure that every

Christian who is at all informed realizes that the 22d psalm is an important part of

the prophetic portion of the Scripture. It is included in the book of poetry but much

of the psalm material is predictive. Much of it is real prophecy, too, and this is a

predictive psalm. There are very few Christians who would question that Psalm 22 is a

picture of the crucifixion of the lord Jesus Christ a thousand years in advance. Well

flow, if you will take this psalm, doubtless all of you are somewhat familiar with it,

I used to when I taught the fourth course take perhaps a month on this psalm. There is

a tremendous amount of extremely valuable insight to be gained from this psalm. But

I would like to ask you to look at the 21st verse and to tell me what the 21st verse

means. "Save me from the mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the

unicorns." Now what do you think that means? How many here think they know what that

verse mean? Raise your hand. Mr.---- is the only one. Mr.---, what does it meanl

(Student) Yes. The order is somewhat different from the English, and Mr.--- has fol

lowed a very good. principle. When in doubt as to what an English passage means look

at the Hebrew, and. see if you gain more light there on the subject and. there is a very

valuable thing to know, that the order of the words is somewhat different there than

it is in the English. Now this is--I don't recall what the Revised Version does with it.

It's always interesting to see if those translators had an interesting viewpoint on it.
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They say, TMSave me from the lion's mouth, yea from the horns of the wild, oxen thon

hast answered me. What is the difference between that and the Authorized Version?

(Student) Well, one difference is that one says unicorn and one says wild oxen. Is

that the most important difference? It's not the most important difference. Well, what

is a more important difference than that? The translation of the verb--one has 1Thou

hast answered me" and the other has "Thou hast heard me and. the Hebrew word. on that is

a word, which is regularly translated "answer". I would say it was a much more accurate

translation of this particular verse in the Revised Version than in the Authorized,

but that is not the most important difference between the two. (Student) The Authorized

says, 'Save me from the mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the urLi

corns, The Revised says, "Save me from the lion's mouth: yea, from the horns of the

wild oxen thou hast answered me." What is the most important difference between the

Authorized and the Revised? Mr.--? Yes, The word order in the Revised. follows the

word order of the Hebrew. Now that mean to say you must always follow the
Hebrew in a

word order of the/trattlation.bec&use. word order often has a meaning and the meaning

of word order in one language may be altogether different from the meaning of a certain

word order in another, and it may be necessary to change the word order in order to get

the meaning across. If I were to say, to you, "I heard that you yesterday this to your

friend told. half", if I were to say that here you would wonder what on earth I was talk

ing about. That would be pretty near a literal translation of a German sentence but it

make any sense to a person in English. We have a different order, word rder.

And. so it is not at all wrong to change the original word. order, but in this case the

Revised Version follows the word order of the i-ebrew and it at least makes possible

certain interpretations which the Authorized rather excludes. Now did you notice that

one of the translations saps, "For thou hast heard me from the horns of the unicorn" and

the other says, "Yea, from the horns of the wild oxen thou hast answered me** Now you,

of course, all have your Hebrew Bibles open in front of you and so we1ll ask Mr.-

what is the Hebrew word which is translated in one case "for* and in the other "yea".

He didn't have his Bible with him last class and, so I know he has it today of course.

What is the Hebrew word there? Now this verse, which is Verse 21 in the English is
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Verse 22 in the Hebrew because the introduction to the psalm which is just given in

small type in the English is counted a Verse 1 in the Hebrew. Which is the correct

translation, the Authorized says "For thou hast heard me", and the Revised Version says

"Yea, from the horns of the wild oxen thou hast answered m.."and what is the Hebrew word

which is translated "For" in one case and. "Tea" in the other and which is he correct

translation of this Hebrew word? Now would those of your.-everybody is looking at it

those of you who think that the Hebrew word. there is most correctly translated "for"

in the Authorized Version, just raise your hand., !Tobody raised it. Those who think

that it is most correctly translated. "Tea", as the Revised Version has it raise your

hand.. Nobody does. Do you mean to say you all disagree with both the Authorized and

the Revised versions? Those who have no opinion on the subject raise your hands.

That is, alas, quite a few. Mr.-..-, what is the word? (Student) Yes, and. how do you

translate ordinarily? (Student) Tea. Well now "and.". Would "and.".

be translated "for"? in our English

If I say "He went and got the book," it would be more accurate to say "He went to get

the book, wouldn't it?" Your "and" there really expresses a purpose. Our English "and"

is sometimes rather broad. He went and he departed. "And" is like the "Yes". He went;

yea he departed. So perhaps it may cover the "yea" there, to. show a repetition or fur
it

ther emphasis upon it, but a simple, the "and" to translated/"for" or

"yea" is certainly not strictly , is it? It shows that the translator thought

there was something of a difference between the first and last part of this verse which

required to have them separate. You take Verse 18, "They part my garments among them,

and upon my vesture do they cast lots." the Revised Version says: the Authorized says,

"They part my garments among them, and cast lots upon my vesture.N Why didn't one of

them say, "For they cast lots'; or "Yea, they cast lots"? Well "Yea" wouldn't be

bad there, would. it? But "for" certainly would. be out of place there. Now there is then

evidence that where you have just here, this is one of the few

cases, I don't know whether there is any other case, where is translated "for" in the

Authorized Version. There are cases where it is translated. "Yes" in either versi,Qn, but

not a great many of them. And so the question is, as you look at your Authorized. and.
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your Revised and you compare--is "for" correct or is "yea" correct, well the Hebrew

says just "And" so there are other possibilities; let's not be misled by the fact

that the translators tried to et across the idea the best they could. What was the

idea they had.? Now the Revised. Version here--well, take the Authorized for a minute.

"Save me from the lion's mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the unicorns."

What on earth could that mean? Do you see any sense to it? Maybe there is sense but

I am sure I don't see it, "Save me from the lion's mouth: for thou hast heard me from

the horns of the unicorns." (StudentS) Well what does it mean; he knois the lord has

heard. him from the horns of the univorns? Does he mean that the lord. dwelb on the
where

horns of the unicorns? Arid thag, / Re1a heard him? You might say, "Save me from

this calamity for you have heard me from your place in the heavens." But, "You have

heard me from the horns of the unicorn", what on earth does that mean? Mr.---?

(Student) Yes, That's a very interesting suggestion. Very interesting. Mr.---?

(Student)

Prophets-66 *

"Save me from the lion's mouth: for thou hast heard me from the horns of the

unicorn." What does it mean--'heard. you from the horn"? If he's said, "br you have

saved me from the horns" there would be good-do that, because you've done this. You've

saved me from this disaster, save me from that one, But there is no disaster--the

horns of the unicorn--from which he has been saved nor

Mr.---? (Student)To call the wild ox the golden altar, I would require pretty definite

proof of Scripture before I would. accept it, that it is so used. in some other place.

Yes, I must admit that as a young fellow I used to read this, "For thou hast heard. me from

the horns of the unicorn," Well, the only thing I could. ever picture was that d, in

some way, as He sitteth upon the cheru.bim,Hia place is above the mercy seat. Someway

you think of Him as upon the horns of the wild unicorn and. there He hears you, from there.

But ±4or that interpretation. The Re-
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vised Version follows the order of the Hebrew and. if you follow the order of the

Hebrew then Mr.---'a suggestion becomes a possibility that there is a pat between

the two, but you'd never dream that from the Authorized version; never in the world.

Well now as you read-yes? (Student) In the text it says, "Save me from

the mouth of the lion,". Then there's your , you see in the first section of this

verse. Then,"and from the horns of the wild oxen thou hast heard met" (Student) No.

Those were put in by the . They indicate their interpretation. They have not

indicated any pause* any breaks, but this is the order of it. The "thou hast answered"

or "thou hast heard" comes at the end. "Thou hast heard me from the horns of the wild.

oxor "thou hast answered me from the horns of the wild oxe'doesn't make any sense at

all. "Thou hast heard me and answered me, delivered me from the horns of

the wild, oxen, that might make some sense if you have some reason to think he hasn't

been saved from the lion, he has been from the wild oxen, let's hope he'll be saved from

the lion too, but there is mothing that I know of in connection with the life of Christ

that leads you to say He was saved from the wild oxen, or will be saved from the lion.

Mr.---? (Student) Yes, but I don't know what " I think everyone will acre

that it is the life of Christ, the description. In fact, it's Christ hanging on the

cross and there's verse after verse recorded whicj literally and specifically describes

him hanging on the cross, poured out like water, His bones out of jointHis strength dried

up like a potsherd, they've pierced. His hands and. feet, I may count all my bones, they

part His garments and cast lots on His vestureit's Christ on the crossd He on the

cross, you might say, He says, "Oh, I was saved. from something else, from the wild, oxen,

and now save me from the lion, but I don't know what in His life iiould have

this verse, I don't know what there Is in the New Testament--if the cross is the lion,
wild.

something else is the/unicorn . Mr. --7 (Student) Yes. It is true that

you find in--that this is the animal song. It is set to the hind of the morning, we read
first

in the/introduction. As you go on you find, that bulls have compassed. Him, strong bulls

of Gashan have "gaped. upon me with their mouths, as a ravening and. a roaring lioa" and, in

Verse 20 He wants His darling delivered from the power of the dog. Nave me from the

lion's mouth, yea from the wild, horns of the wild oxen thou hast answered me. Yo might
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think of a man in terrific pain, suffering and thinking of the boring the holes through

the hands and the feet and the anguish; He imagines it in all sorts of animal figures;

the lion and the bull and. the wild, oxen, the gorers and. all these things are descriptive

of the suffering which He is going through in the situation which He is in, but any reason

to separate the wild. oxen as one thing that is distinct from the bull and the lion and
there

all the rest of them/is absolutely no evidence either in the song or anywhere else. I

see, personally, absolutely no way of making any sense whatever out of Verse 21 except

along the line of Mr. --'a suggestion. To say that here is one who from verse 1 on

"My God., My God., why hast thou forsaken me". the very verse Christ used, on the cross,

is describing His anguish and. misery on the c oss and, calling for help and. in the midst

of His call He says, "Deliver my soul from the sword; my darling from the power o.( the

dog. Save me from the lion's mouth and, from the horns of the wild oxen"and. right there

land from the horns of the wild oxen, give me deliverance", going to say, and, He

pauses there and instead, of going any further with His cry for deliverance, He says, 'Thou

hast answered." There's a sharp transition in the middle of the verse there from the

cry of anguish and the appeal for help which had. continued through every verse right up

to this point and the rest of the song, all of which is praising God. for what He has done.

"Thou hast answered me. I will, declare thy name unto my brethren." It goes on with

the next verse. "In the midst of the assembly till I praise thee." It shows the sharp

ness and suddenness of the deliverance. Christ died on the cross. He is put in the

grave. His apostles are scattered, distraught, full. of disappointment--they think every

thing is at an end, and suddenly they realize He's raised. from the dead, He's truly proven

to be God. In human flesh Who has actually borne the sin of many in His death on the cross

but the rest of the song from Verse 22 on is the resurrection joy. "All ye that fear

the bra, praise Him: all the secd of Jacob, glorify !im;that all the ends of the earth

shall remember and turn to the lord." Well now some unknown Jew who is in misery and

being pursued by animals and. having all this suffering, all the ends of the earth are

going to turn to the lord because He is delivered. That doesn't make sense. It doesn't

make sense. It's only in connection with Christ that it makes sense.
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Professor , of Hebrew Union College in his commentary on the psalm says we

have two distinct psalms hero. One is a psalm of suffering and misery written by
some sufferer in Maccabean times, the other is a psalm of praise to God., and, the two

are combined here. There's no connection between the two. We have this sharp transi

tion between the suffering of Christ up to the middle of Verse 21 and, then in the middle of
the last clause where the parallellism of the poetry--you have one line complett, two

thirds of the next line and then you suddenly break off. There is a sharp transition,

the sharpest you can ever imagine :as:' he gives his answer , "Save me from the lion's

mouth; from the horns of the wild. oxenV and. then e breaks forth into joy, "Thou best

answered me. I will declare thy name unto my brethren", right in the midst of this verse.

A sudden, sharp transition from misery to joy, from gloom to happiness, from crucifixion

to resurrection, and He continues and tells how all the fat ones of the earth shall eat

and worship and. they that go down to the dust shall bow before Him. Xven he that cannot

keep his soul alive, a seed shall serve Prim. It shall be told of the lord unto the

next generation and. they shall come and declare His righteousness unto a people that is

to be born, a new people that comes into existence,not previously existent, those ho be

lieve on the name of Christ, a new people gathered out of every tongue and nation and

tribe, those people that shall be born, that He hath done this, that He hath done it,

that it is finished., the last words that Christ spoke on the cross, "It is finished."

Spurgeon taught that this clause represents in advance the very words that Christ ex

pressed on the cross. and. there you have the sudden break from the theme o.

agony and, misery and. suffering to the theme of joy in]-the sight of what God. has

done as He hs accepted. the sulfering and. performed the resurrection of Christ

. and. so there is, I think, one of the sharpest of transitions

in the whole Scripture. I don't think the verse can possibly make sense With

out recognizing this transition. lts interesting that Prof. Moulton of the

University of Chicago in his MODEHN ZADZHS 3I3L interprets it exct1y this

way simply as a poem, that there is a sharp transition here, he puts Thou hast

answered me" in big capital letters at the end. of the line there and says. Here

is the moment at which He suddenly is delivered. and. turns His attention to the
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joy.' Yes? (Student) Well, it's simply a term for the soul. Its parallel

with '14y soul from the sword, my life, or that which is dear to me.

Mr.---? (Student) That's my only hope of life.

Well, now we could take a. month with great interest on this psalm; there are

so many interesting features right up with Christ's definite resurrection.

I incidentally brought out two or three of them here in my discussion of the

resurrection passage here, the pointing of it to the new seed. that is to come

into existence, the new nation that is to he born as a result of what He has

done, but I was only doing it in answer to Mr.---Is question about the matter

of transition because it seems to me that it is one of the most striking in

stances in the Scripture, one which I see no other possible way of interpreting

whish makes sense but which does make sense in a. most startling way-a sharp

transition from the one phase to the other of the psalm. Now you are not

justified in just going through the Bible and. any verse you want finding a

sharp transition in the middle of it. The thing is, you find, a passage which has

one thing in it, you'll find, a section which has another thing in it, you'll

find a break between them often is not a new heading at or a statement, "Now,

we've discussed this, tre going to discuss this" but just sharply Jumps from one

to the other and of course I mean not a new section like but another

phase of the same idea, a related., perhaps contrasting, phase of the same idea,

as you have in Psalm 22 and as we've had. in various places in Isaiah. (Student)

Oh. yes. I would say its a transition. It is a sharp, sudden transition from

the anguish of the cross to the joy of the resurrection. Two closely related

but contrasting idea., dependent one upon another. It isnt as if he's discussing

the trinity now and. then he turns to discuss methods of salvation. That I wouldnt

call a. transition. A transition is when you're discussing one subject and, then

you suddenly go to another phase of it or a related aspect or something which is

possibly the answer to a question that's been welling up in the mind of the

reader as he's been thinking about this all the time more and. more it comes

to him, 'What about that? What about that?' and. then suddenly he's given the answer,
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as when they give rebuke and judgment and the righteous are thinking, "Oh. what

shall we do? What shall we do? !very thinge hopeless. The nation is sinl;

they're wicked; theë!a no hope ahead. What shall we do?* The answer is,

"Theret s great hope ahead. God is not through with Israel. He has wonderful

blessings." Well, now to get back to chapter--Mr.--, did you raise ypur hand?

Now to get back to Chapter 10 of Isaiah here. You have in it the matter of

the chapters starting with Verse 5 and running on to 34. It'u difficult for me

to know how much time we ought to take on it because it is an interesting

3ectiOn in between two high points. Chapter 9 is one of the high points in

the Scriptures; chapter 11 is one of the high points, and compared with them

this seems like a low point and. yet it has a tremendous that is really very

interesting and we notice that the first problem i. "How can the wicked Assyrian

conquer righteous Israel?" The answer is, God is dealing with Israel; the Assyrian

is God's instrument, but, furthermore, the answer is, there is perfect justice

in God's economy. You may not see it; you may not understand it but it is there

and He is going to requite wickedness even though He uses the wicked for the

performance of His purposes. Their turn will come in His economy, and the

Assyrian is not simply obeying God and being used. as his instrument. The As

syrian thinks that he in his great wisdom and. his great learning is accomplishing

a great thing and God. is going to show him that this is not trite.' The

will be dealt with and God will punish him for it, Mr.-?

(Student) Becse of his " It is because of their wickedness in general

and because of their bo4stfulness against God. (Student) They did the right

thing there but they deserve no credit for it because they didn't do it for a

right motive. They didn't do it thinking they were serving God; they did it

thinking that they were doing something quite different.

S S S S S S - a
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like the case in San Francisco when the Russian dictatorship was

standing for totalitarianism and the United States was standing for democracy

and then the United States said, *We want Argentina ", and the

Russians opposed letting Argentina in because Argentina was a dictatorship

in which you have a little group riling but that group was against Russia,

the Russians thought, and therefore they opposed it, but the United States

forced it through. Well the United States forced the thing through which

was to Russia's interest rather than ours because the Argentinan dictatorship

has far more in common with communistic dictatorship than it has with American

democracy and very soon after they made a between Argentina

and the Soviet but at that time the Americans did that which was for the interest

of the Russians but they didn't do It for the motive of helping them and. they

gave us no credit. They consider that while the billions of dollars of lend

lease we gave them, they consider was just to save our own ; they don't

give us any credit for it, and Assyrian was God's instrument doing what God.

wanted done but it was d.ling it for its own purpose and it deserves no credit

in God's hand. for doing that which was not done in order to please God. But he

says in Verse 12, "when the Lord. has performed His whole work on mount Zion and

in Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria."

The Lord is dealing first with Rim own. Zion deserves and will, get Its punish

ment and. then you may be assured that God. will perform His righteous works but

those are in God's hands. God says, "vengeance in mine; I will repay'-saith the

lord. if your heart is right before the Lord and you are serving Him you can

look to Rim to keep you in the way that is fair and there is no need Of your

rushing around and worrying about someone else who injures you personally.

God will take care of that in His own time. There's no reason for you to get

excited about it. Tee, Mr.-? (Student) Yes. (Student) The word. here rendered.

*ptnie1'is really "visit". "I will visit! It is the word. which means to oversee

and. to cause a sharp change and. I doubt if you could. draw a great deal from the
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word. , Mr.,-? (Student) Yes. Absolutely literal in this

sense. Yes. They took all the fenced. cities of Judah; they destroyed.

Lachish , the second most important city of Judah; they closed in Jeru

salem like a bird. in a cage for three years so people couldn't get anything

to eat except what they could. rush out in between forays and. grab from the

fields, that which grew of itself. He doesn't say, "After I destroy mount

Zion' but after he performed. this work which He has before Him, this

par-ticularwork for which the Assyrian was called. Into the land.. It is true

that you cannot here take His whole work here as meaning everything that God

is ever gelhg to do against Jerusalem but it means the work for which He is

using the Assyrian. That's what he means. (Student) That would seem mostly-.

Now the, further on in the chapter then we have, verse 15 through 19, the ao

tions of God. against the Assyrians, the lord. is going to overcome then. The

lord is going to, verse 18, consume the glory of his forest, and. of his fruit

ful field, both soul and body. It's His force, used as a figure for the Assyrian

power. Great force; great center of power and strength. The lord will, consume

the glory of his forest and of his fruitful field, both soul and. body; and it

Shall be as when a stand.ard.bearer faints, and. the remnant of the trees of his forest

shall be few, that a child. could number them. How, high can a child count? Cer

tainly not up to 26,95,Ooo,ooo or whatever it was that is the amount of energy

in a pound. Certainly not that high. A child, says, "Oh, there was lots of

people." "How many?" Oh, there thirty-twenty-five or thirty people there."

He can't count in these terrifically high figures. He's not reached that point

yet. The Assyrian power is so small that a little child can indicate the weak

ness of it. That is the way that the Assyrians are going to be devastated. by

the lordt a own power. Now does the destruction here of the Assyrians refer to

the destruction of Sennacherib's army or to the destruction of Assyria as a w%,-
you might say

tion? Certainly both are in views/both are parts of the picture. God's punish

upon Assyria includes the end of the Assyrian attack upon Jerusalem ; It includes
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the utter destruction of Assyria when the Modes and. the Babylonians conquer

it. Whether one or the other of these two phases is primarily in view here

or whether they are both involved, in -they're both phases of one thing; that

is, it's not a double fulfillment but it is a, possibly a large thing which

includes several different phases of it. Which of the two right here is a

matter I wouldn't want to be dogmatic about, but, in verse 20--it will come

to pass, there is a day when it will come to pass, the remnant of Israel and

those who escape of the house of Jacob shall no more again lean upon him that

smote them but shall lean upon Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, in truth.

They will not look for their health and, deliverance to human means as .thas

is doing in going to Assyria for help against Syria but they will lean on

the lord as IaaiwR exhorting Aˆas to do. A remnant shall return, even a

remnant of Jacob, to the mighty God, for though thy people Israel be as the

sand. of the sea only a remnant of them shall return. A destruction is deter

mined overflowing with righteousness for the fall end. of that determined for

the LOM God. of hosts made in the midst of all the land.. There is to be a

remnant left but the nation as a whole is Aesolate; though they are a tremen

dous nation, they are to suffer because of their sin against God. (Student)

I would think that that probably would refer to the time of the

It's a little hard. to be sure,.lf you're looking forward. to the future, to

that time (Student). 337 Yes, We haven't got up to 33 quite. I would say

it refers to the Assyrians. Well let's moe on rapidly and, get up to 3j and.

we'll look at 24. The Lord said, "0 V people that dwell in Zion, do not be

afraid of the Assyrian. The Assyrian is the one to be afraid of. To be
It is a

afraid is disobeying God.Be afraid of displeasing Him.! if someone were to say

today, "The great danger for American isn't the communist, it isn't Stalin;

its the sin of the people. Its the forgetfulness of God. of our nation a

it is from God. the danger is coming to us. God. may use the Russian as an

instrument to punish us or He may deliver us from them. all in God's
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hands. If we are right befOre God, God is able to work out His own plaa in

relation to His own. He says, "0 my people, don't be afraid of the Assyrian,.

though he smite thee with the rod and, lift up his staff against thee, after

the manner of Egypt." He goes on to say there is some

thing very special He's going to reveal, yet a very little while and the indig

nation thall be accomplished, and. my anger shall be directed to his destruction,

and the Lord of hosts shall stir up against him a scourge as in the slaughter

of Midiau at the rock of Oreb. His rod will be over the sea and, he will lift

it up after the manner of Egypt. You remember Moses lifted his rod inGos

command and the sea was turned into blood and. it will come to pass in that

day that his burden shall be poured. off thy shoulder and his yoke from off thy

neck and. his yoke shall be destroyed by reason " It's very clearly here

a picture then of a sudden deliverance from the Assyrians. God had said. that

Ahaz has brought the Assyrian into the land by the wicked alliance with an un

Eodly power instead of trusting God.. He has brought them unto the land, uèt as

the alliance at Yalta and has now given half the world into the hands

of Russia. It has been brought by man's wickedness that we have come to this

pass in which we now find, ourselves, It is the result of man's disobedience

to God but in this particular case dealing with the Assyrian God said, "That

indignation which I. to be performed through the Assyrian will soon be accom

plished. and there's going to be a sudden, tremendous overwhelming deliverance

by the hand of God,, just like the lifting of the rod in Egypt. It's God's hand.

that is going to bring deliverance. It's a wonderful prophecy of a deliverance

which God is going to perform in a supernatural and, unbelievable way. Mr.---?

(Student) Yes. (Student) I would think so, yes. I would think that is looking

forward to the time of the captivity and, thing, "There's going to be purifica

tion. There's a remnant that will turn to God." I don't think we turn any and.

come back to, figuratively, I think it means turn back to their loyalty to God.

(Student) Yes. I think he's giving that principle 0±' the coming of the remnant
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which is a principle that applies all through Israelite history and. saying

particularly its going to apply in that , though it also

applies before and. after that, but now he's describing in 2L4..27 though Ahaz

by his wickedness has put Juciah in the place where it is in danger of com

plete destruction by the Assyrians God is going to deliver them from the

Assyrians. The Assyrian is not going to bring an end to the land of Juciah.

He will bring terrific scourge, terrific suffering ion them. Thee wifl be

great devastation in the midst of the land but there will not be a complete

destruction. God. is going to give a wonderful deliverance and awholecentiiry

of before the actual exile comes, and. so in verse 28-33 we have a

very beautiful but unhistoric picture of that which happezedwhen the Asstrians

Came. We have the picture there in 28-32 -it says here in Verse 28, "Here

is Jerusalem-and below Jerusalem you have a vast stretch here of partly

easy to defend fromtheaouth, and from the east and. from the west

and north of this is the hill country to Jerusalem, and. north of it are

all these places. Here are the Assyrians from way over there. They've come

across and they've come down from the North; they come to .Aiath, they pas a

through Migron; at Mlchmash he lays up his , they've gone over the pass,

they've taken up their lodging ih Geba; Ramah trembles, Gibeah of Saul, just

three miles from Jerusalem is fled., "Cry out with thy voice, 0 Daughter of Gallim,

hearken oh, Laish, 0 poor Anathoth." Its getting very ner to Jerusalem now.

Mad.menah is a fugitive, the inhabitants of Gebim flee for safety, he stops at

Nob, he shakes his hand at the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill of Jeru

salem. It is as if you were to say that the Germanfleet had. landed at Boston

Harbor, the soldiers, the great tank division had landed in Boston, you say, "They'

ye come down as far as New Haven, now they're approaching New York, now they've

come to Elizabeth, New Jersey, they've come through Newark, they're getting on.

down near Trenton. Here they are at Philadelphia, the people of Chester are
already

fleeing in great fear, is being deserted, they are/entering Ho].yoke
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It gives a wonderful picture of the Assyrians coming but the Assyrians fooled

the prophet. They came around. from the South. They came down the Philistine

plane and. came up from the South and. they never attacked. from that direction.

So this does not describe that which actually happened.. It gives a picture of

thecrroroLt1ie.peop.l. as they imagine the approach of the Assyrians, They

think of them as coming down that bill country from the North nd they didn't

actually come that way, It's not a mistake in the Scripture. It's not a specific

description of something that's going to happen. It is a picture, rather, of the
as

terror of the people when they're imagining their coming and thinking of them/com

ing down this way and they're getting nearer and nearer and nearer and. they are

at Sob, they shake their hand again the mount of the daughter of Zion, the hill

of Jerusalem. How close they're getting, how tremendous is the danger, what can

we do to stop them? The Assyrian will cpme right up and take Jerusalem. There1s

nothing we can do, but in Verse 33 right when you're in this terrific situation,

the people are closed up in Jerusalem fearing the coming of the Assyrians* they

think they'll come down from the North even though they find that the great mass of

the army is over in the Philistine plane, and then they come up from the South

instead, but they're filled with terror and then-here's ashaiwisition-'-ehold.

the Lord God. of hosts will lop the boughs with terror. Its the figure of a forest

again describing the Assyrian attack-and the high of stature shall be hewn down,

and the lofty shall be brought low and he shall cut down the thickets of the forest

with iron and Lebanon shall fall by a mighty one. A tremendous description here

of the great Assyrian marching forward on Jerusalem seemingly about to take

it and God. lops it off and puts an end to it so that the trees of the forest are

but few, nnacherib's army here melts away, killed by the angels of the Lord.

the pestilence in the night, very few left the next day. Sennacherib had. to take

the small number left and. go back to his land. and. a century later the same thing is

re-enacted in a different way upon the Assyrian . God here gave an example

in advance of what he was going to do to the Assyrian empire as a whole. A hundred
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they
years later the Med.es and the Babylonians attacked the city of Ninevah,/d.estroyed.

the city, they reduced it to a ruin which it remains uhtil this very day and. never

again was rebuilt. It remains just an utter ruin there in the desert, across the

Tigris river from most of the heaps, the mounds there in the desert and so the

great Assyrian empire, the greatest force that ancient Rome had ever seen up to that

time, the Lord. caused to be cut down and. just lopped off and reduced to nothing ,

the end of a great forest represented by the Assyrian empire and then, since we have

only two or three minutes if you wouldn't mind Id. like to 'show what continues imine

mediately thereafter. He saya, Here is the great Assyrian empire-what is God.

going to do? He's going to lop it over and destroy it and it lies in a min.* Well,

the next verse says, "There shall come a shoot out of the stock of Jesse, a Branch

out of his root shall shall bear fruit. Here is the Assyrian fore lopped over,

destroyed, well here's another force.He's the forest of Jesse. the force

of Judah, and out of that there comes a sot out of the stock, a Branch out of

his root. This other force is also lopped up, is also destroyed and reduced to

practically nothing but though the force of the Assyrian comes to an end. and its

finished and there's never again been an Assyrian power in the world, it was completely

ended. The objective seemed to be ended also, the House of David is reduced to abso

lute nothingness. Zedekiah is taken by the Babylonians and. killed, the people

taken into exile, the House of David never again has a king to sit on the throne,

finally Joseph doesn't even have a place to live and they have to be out in the

inn, out in the stable and there out of the roots of the House of Jesse, reduced to

this state of poverty and humiliation, a little ranch shoots out of its roots and

bears fruit and. this one is the One who is going to he the mperor to reign over

the whole world with an empire far greater than that which the Assyrians ever had.

So you see how there is no break between Chapter 10 and Chapter 11. There is a turn

ing of attention from the great Assyrian world. power which is destroyed. by the hand

of God to the comparison with the root which comes out of the stock of Jesse and.

which springs up and. which is going to fill the whole world and establish righteous

ness and peace.Over the world. I wanted. to bring that transition before Xaster.
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It would be inappropriate to have Easter without having this in mind. Now, Mr. ---,

did. you have a question? (Student) Yes. Well a forest is perhaps a rather nice fig

"ire for something strong and powerful, especially so perhaps in Palestine there be

cause wood was rather scarce. They'd go up to the great forest of Labanon in order

to get their timbers. It seem s to be a good. representation of strength and power

and it's used. that way quite a good many times in the Book of Isaiah in differönt so

tions. You may have noticed. it in Chapter 29. It occurs in the same way there.

Well, we continue here a week from Tuesday, .I wont assign any lesson for Tuesday but

I will for Wednesday and Thursday.
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(j- i3)
1 Micah 7*7-18
2 The name Mi ka ya. Prophets name used as a text

I.a',1-6
4 Micab a contemporary of Ieaiah
5 Heading of Isaiah 1:1 and 2:].
6 Isa.2lf// Mic,4:lf Reason for saying 21 is heading for 2:1-only
7 Iaa.l-6 a unit Cycles of rebuke, blessing, rebuke
8 lea, 6 Cf. structure of Isa, and of Micah
9 Isa,].

9 Net a unified translation viz Elijah/Elias
10 Isa 1:13 Possibly a question but not make n issue of it

1:19,23 Conditional predictions
If your sins be as scarlet, do you think they are

ii Only tell from tone of voice whether it is a ruest ion
11, 1:15
13 l:25-7
14 :5 RSV paragraph division deceptive

Micah written before Istiah
15 Isa 2 and Mic 4 Impossible to fit with amil view
16 Preaching on the second coming

17 Millennium clearly taught in scripture
Avoiding extremes

l8/114 Wrong method of interprettion
Same figure may be used in different connections

19 'In that day' not always refer to same thing
Same terminology may be used idifferently

James' terminology and Paul's
Jewish student thought
'And it came to pass' me-'nt trouble ahe-'d
'n the end' ex'mple of technical phr.- Se. used

20 non-technically'''

21 Danger of study of types Have different meanings
in different situations, viz Egypt

22 Isa 2:6L4:l Folly of seeking peace thrc ugh UN
22/7-12 3:16 Looking to personal adornment for haooiness

23 Basis for rebuke: haughty hearts, wrong attitudes

Not the adornment but the attitude of those
we,-.ring it is rebuked

24/7-la Seaking to Calif Sierra Club on archaeology
Gov of Texas used v 13 of tire shortage

3:26-4:lff chapter division wrong here.
27 The important heart attitude

28 4:1 Condition of depopulation
29/1-S 4:3-6 Description of the millennium
29A-10 Ch 14 diff mess2ge from ch 2

3a Isa 14 Good sermonic material
Satisfaction in Christ, holy living, fearlessness

and guidance Lessons frr us in this age
31 Principles of interpretation
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32. Is. 4 Principles of interpretntion
Descriotion of present rather than millennial
conditions

34/7 Gog and Magog
36 Isa 5 Figurative description of Israel cf v 7

Application for us
37 5:29 Mistake of neglecting rebuke passages

5:2u Picture of modernism
3 6 Threefold structure of chs 1-6
40 Sudden transitions but not double fulfillment

41 Seed of the Woman not saved ones in generl
42 Gen 3:14-15 Transition from serpent v 14, to S ..tan, v 15
43 Rebuke to znt Satan and blessing to the woman

Not double fulfillment but two purposes in one
act thom

43/7 Isa 7

44 Ahaz showed no spirit of repentance Just schernes.=

Joining with Russia to fight Germany
45 Gen3:13 Principle of sharp transitional prediction

Snake deserves punisháent for letting itself be used

46 Attitude of the righteous toward message of coming
doom on the wicked

Serpent and Balaam's ass
47 Animal moral responsibility

Electrical theory as taught in high school
48 One event(victory over Satan) presented from two

viewpoints Not double fulfillment But single
fulfillment with more than one truth in it

50 Sudden transition from sieaking to at serpent
to speaking to Satan

51 Isa 7 Apoly principles used in interpreting Gen 3
hhaz' scheme

52 Why Isa. went to meet Ahaz at fuller's field
53 Roosevelt's political trick of inspecting the

armament factories
54 Isa 7:4 Don't be worried or fear Cf man giving a

massage who said Pay no attention to it' after
rubbing on wintergreen oil

5 7:7-8 Isaiah's message to Aha?
57 7:9-lU Gap between vv 9 and 10 Reasons for saying this
59 7:11
60 7:12 Aha attempts to avoid disunity so makes this

pious sounding statement
Pres of Princeton U who made statements that
pleased the fundamentalists and did things to
please the modernists

61 7:13-14 V 14 is a rebuke not a blessing
63 7: 1. '-13
64 Illustration of the locomotive which someone

says can't pull the train because there is
no horse or anything living attached to it
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66 Pres Lincoln went againstw1i his whole cabinent
Nathan the prophet was wrong once

Isa 7:13 God is speaking Strong rebuke Cf Gen 3:15
68 7:14-17 All rebuke

Man who offered to pay AAM's expenses to Palestine
if he would endorse his book Only junk

70 Nowhere else has God given such a carte blanche
to a man to ask for a sign

71 7:17 Rebuke for not trusting God

73 7l4 Heb. participle presents a picture and must tell
from context what the time is to be

74 Matthew refers this to Christ
Danger of taking a Bible verse and applying t it

to whotever you want to

75 Samson taking a Gentile wife did not make him
a type of Ch±Ist Or Joseph marrying a Gentile

Is the prophecy predicting one thing or a
series of things? But the same prediction does not

" indicate both the birth of Columbus and the
founding of the Gen Electric Company/
Can't have two dist nct types of thing predicted
in one statement

76 What does the prophecy mean to Ahaz?

78 Good illistrations of single fulfillment as
over against a series of fulfillments

79 Principles have recurrent fulfillments
Predictions of a series of events or persons
Those who looked for four senses of everything

Historical, ethical, alegorical, etc

81 Not two fulfillments of one specific prediction

82 A fulfillment must be similar in character and
not invèlve unrelated types of interpretation
In the class you will see two men with bright
yellow neckties that would be double fulfillment

83 Isa 7:14 Modernist attitude toward

Hebrew word 'sign'
84 7:16
85 Meaning of 'evil' -- misery, unattractive

evil cows, naughty figs Physical evil
87 1:16 What child is meant?

7:14 refers to time of Chkrst, 7:16 refers to
time of Isaiah and likewise v 15 Have to
decide how is the transition and the reason
ableness of it

89 7:15 Butter and honey he shall eat in his knowing
Possible translations of the phrase
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90 Isc 7:15 'till he know' incorrect of v 22-25
91 picture of depopulation

9 Ahaz6 scheme to backfire Cf Roosevel's
pact with Stalin

93 England's fear of Russia now that Germany's
power is broken

94 Parallels between Ahaz and Roosevelt
Parallel principles without being a prediction of
event today

96
Depopulation of the land

97 7:2u Rebuke to .Ahaz for hiring Assyria to come help
98 Verse 22 has nothing to do with v.16

Depopulation in v 15 not identical with the
one described in v 22

99 7:15,22 V 15 more immediate and v 22 stretches on out
Cf Columbus coming to America and its results

130 Certainty expressed regarding this interpretation

l.il 7:16 cf/ Ge.n 4:63 for paralel .Heb usLge: at the

lorl time. of evening
Three views of the Bible
Verse lb gives the reason for v iS

133 Israel and Judah brought into the midst of
struggles between the great powers

Not given the specific regions of depopulation

lOS Good ch division between ch 7 and S
Relation between ch. 7 and ch 36:2

106 Assyrian representative calls on Judah to surrender
at the very place where 21 yrs earlier Isa had
predicted what would happen
The word for 'virgin' inHeb

Not the technical term, or
the ordinary word for firgin
Maiden - - unmarried woman

lOb LXX translation of almah

139 8:1
110 T different children: one not yet living as a

measuring stick The other the son of Isa born
somewhat later than the prediction given in ch 7

ill 8:6-9
113 8:9,12 Oh S ends with misery Ch 9 has rejoicing

Where is the transition?

115 Oh S dealing with same subj as ch 7
116, Ahaz thought he could make an alliance with

wickedness in order to overcome wickedness
3:9-10 Use of the article in Hebrew 'The child'

117 8:12-13
lip The Word of God causes division

On criticism--just and unjust
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119 Isa 8:14 Our governmnet turning over N Krea to Russir.

121 Quotations from CT in NT
NT never builds arguments on one letter or one
particular Refer to thought as a whole

122 NT method of interpreting the CT
I~ 12 Isa 8:8 Immanuel's land Israel's apostasy and dispersion

8:16-18
124
125 8:17-18 Immanuel speak(v 16) Isa answers(v 17)

Immanuel speaks again Cv 18) which is apDlied in
Hebrews Epist to Irnmanue.l

126 8:19 The name. Immanuel applicable to which coming
Spiritism denounced

127 Need for reasonable apologetic
123 ileb 2:11
129 Isa 8:13 Immanuel and his children--the greatest argument

for Christianity is the character of individual
Christians scattered thrcihout the world

God wailts witnesses, not lawyers
l30 3:22-9:1 Transition between ch Sand ch 9
131 3:21 misery of people of Palestine

Look up to )repent 2) for help Look down
132 Driven into thick dankness (KJV)

Thick darkness driven away (RV)
133 A place named: Galilee of the nations

First section thro which marching armies pass
134 Principle: people make alliances with people

far from them more readily than those who are
near tothem but not exactly with them points
of conflict sharper with man who compromises
than with a manwho is a modernist

135 Isa 9:5
13¬ begins a new section
137 9:2 Is the darkness driven away, or are they driven

into darkness? Is a picture of misery followed
9:6 by one of wonderful joy

137 Mat 4:15,1.c
139 Matthews use of Isaiah's prophecy
140 Transition between Isa 8 and 9
141 9:7-8 Ought to be a ch division between vv 7 and S

l4la Reasons for saying 9:1,2 were fulfilled by Christ
at his first coming

lLi.2 9:3 Is AV or RV correct trans here?
143 Value of footnotes in the Bible

To exclude all human interp from the Bible one
would have to have a Mble with only the =
consonants of the H brew text alone

144 Case of having two possibilities in the same
word Viz the English word 'raise' has two
senses
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145 Isa 9:3 A comparison between the joyless multiplication
and then the joyful condition which has come

Joy follows the coming in of the light
146 0.4

Oppression broken Like t.he.day of Midian
17 Is military oppresion resulting from the

" oppression of sin
lk 9:5 The coming of the Assyrian host
149 9:6 .When is the go,vernxüent placed on his shoulder?
156 J.hrist'. two fold nature suggested here
151 We are member's of Christ's kingdom but we live

" now in Satan's kingdom
Vital to have thegovernment of my life upon
His. shoulder- Progressive increase

152 1. '9:7 Stresses the physical aspect but suggests the
spiritual aspect also

153 Passage permits no amil interpretation which
puts these things completely during the present age

154 Spiritualization is not spiritual at all
" Dislike the term

155. 9:.6 His Name
Chinese practice of changing the name to fit
the person's description

153 College friend's name: Green Kirby White McGee, Jr

163 9:7 How fit premil interp?

162 5 AmillenniaLis,rn is a denial rather than an
INTERPRETATION
Meaning of 'forever' and 'eternal'

164 Weakness of the argument which tries to fit
S everything% in the universe into it so as to

make a complete whole

The zeal of the Lord of hosts means his
" ,,.-determination to us but the word means a great

deal more same as 'jealous'

166 The increase of his government No force can
stop it

1.67 "
S Statement of the amil position

171 9:7-8 "Break here
9:13 Illustration of London's slums being cleaned

out by the German's bombing
172 . .10:4 refrain Four stan2a poem each starting with

S 'Woe unto them'? or ending with refrain in
S " 9:12,17,21 and 13:4 A ±kEx unit from 3:4

175 Hand stretched out in punishment, not mercy

Consider the problem presented in 10:5-34
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177 Isa lJ:Sff Proplem of God's using a sinful nation to
punish a nation with a generally higher
standrd of morality Cf/ Russia overrunning
the United States

l7; Assyria God's Instrument
1719 5:25 Refrain found in chs 9 and 10

Conditions of safety in United States
ll Minister who said Hitler was like Nebuchadnezzar

in being God's instrument
l.2 Hitler didn't punish us but only puffed up

our pride
183 The reaction of of sinful minds in finding an

excuse by comparing with someone else and
saying we're better

l34/7 13:7 Assyria's viewpoint
13:11 Example of wrong use of a text to teach some

thing entirely different from that which the
text means

1c7 13:13 The way our government seized Droperty of
Germans during Jorld War II robbing her
Sinful pride

133 I'D :lc_15 American's proud attitude
l9 13:l6-19 Thorns and briers figures of the armaments

cf Assyria that he will burn up in one day

Principle: or a particular instance, of
Assyrian power being destroyed, vi Sennacherib

192 Remc.rks on being late for opening prayer

l'3 l3:4,5
Psalm Meaning of v l Word order different in Hb

than in English .Yord order in R follows
that of the a brew

195 'For''KJV), 'yea'(RV) Which is correct The
196 Heb is just 'and'

How does God hear from the horns of the unicorn?
l9 Ps 22:21 Sharp transition in the middle of the verse.

Shows the suddenness of deliverance
199 Prof. who says we have two distinct psalms here

and they are combined but have no connection

200/8 Nature of a transition
201. Isa 1.0
202 U:S: getting Argentina into the UN

10:12
2u3 10:18-19 Assyrian power so small a child can indicate

its weakness
234 13:24 picture of sudden deliverance from Assyrians
236 l3:2-32 Immaginary picture of th' Assyrian invasion

People's terror s they imagine the approach
2a7 li:33 God's sudden destruction of them

28 li-11 No break 11:1 takes up rhere l:3L leaves off
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